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Abstract
The thesis was originally sponsored by HS-C (QinetiQ) to conduct research towards
understanding insurgents ‗perception of intent‘ using different levels of fidelity. The phrase
‗perception of intent‘, while well-known in military circles, becomes difficult to define in a manner
that allows to be tested experimentally.
The thesis therefore places focus on the ways in which observers (naïve and expert) explain
what is happening in a scenario through detection of context-relevant features which have been
designed into the scenario. The scenarios which are hypothesised and reflect no know realworld events are created using different fidelities achieved in NetLogo and VBS2. This is
supported and complemented by understanding from SMEs knowledge, organisational visits,
literature and the measurements of experiments. The analysis of experiment results focused on
the three areas fidelity, provision of information and experts and included both statistical and
text analyses. The findings thorough different measurement either returned a significant effects
or non-effect creating mixture of results. Therefore fidelity, provision of information and experts
have an observers perception but to exactly point which one area was too difficult suggesting
that further research would be beneficial.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Preface
The University of Birmingham was awarded funding by the Haldane-Spearman Consortium (HSC) to conduct research proposed by the University of Birmingham Electronic, Electrical, and
Computing Engineering (EECE) Department. The proposal was to conduct research to address
Task 9c entitled ―
An Investigation of Sensory and Behavioural Fidelity in Gaming Technologies to
Support Enhanced Perception of Intent of Insurgents” for QinetiQ HS-C on behalf of the Defence
Science and Technology Laboratory (DSTL) who are part of the Ministry of Defence (MoD)
HS-C was developed by QinetiQ and Quintec to bring together scientists, engineers, academics
and consultants into a single group for Human Science that would create a new level of research
capability.

QinetiQ was formed after the government privatised DERA (Defence Evaluation

Research Agency). QinetiQ is known for its domain knowledge expertise in the areas of defence,
security and aerospace, which allows QinetiQ to work closely with the UK and US governments.
During the research period it became apparent that, due to the sensitive nature and an already
over stretched British Armed Forces, it would be difficult for the Author to identify, contact and
speak to sufficient subject matter experts (SMEs) to address the original research proposal. The
original research proposal was written for the academic award of Doctor of Philosophy (PhD).
However this was changed to a Master of Philosophy (MPhil) by request of the Author.

1.2 Background and Motivation
At the time when the proposal was written by the University of Birmingham‘s EECE department,
the British Armed Forces was in need for research to be conducted at the University level to look
at new means of training future or existing Military personnel who were preparing to go serve in
current areas of conflict i.e. Iraq and Afghanistan. With growing cases of insurgent attacks the
need to add new or existing features into the current training was becoming increasing important.
It is also important to provide some background on the Author as this has influenced the direction
as well as the emphasis of technical aspects of this research paper. Prior to being accepted by
the University of Birmingham for the research, the Author came from a varied industry
background. The Author holds a Bachelor of Science degree, which he conducted part-time
whilst working for Northrop Grumman Information Systems as component support engineer on
the Airwave Police project. The degree was in Software Design and Networking; and the final
1

year thesis was written on serious games design. The Author also served nine years in the Royal
Navy as an Operator Mechanic and Above Water Warfare engineer.
The Author‘s main drivers for taking on this research was to bring the two passions of the Author
together: designing of virtual environments, using knowledge gain from the Author‘s first thesis,
and a passion as an ex-servicemen to give back any knowledge gained from the research to help
in any way towards better training those who serve in an effort to address some of the challenges
currently faced by the British Armed Forces.

1.3 Research Objectives and Overall Approach
The original research title emphasised ‗perception of intent‘. This phrase, while well-known in
military circles, becomes difficult to define in a manner that allows to be tested experimentally.
The reason that the phrase is problematic is because it is not clear that ‗intent‘ of other agents
can be directly perceived so much as inferred from the combination of a host of factors. This
process of drawing inference from a combination of features implies a significant role for
expertise and experience. Given some of the problems of access that has bedevilled this
research, it was felt that the focus could initially be placed on the ways in which observers could
explain what is happening in a scenario through detection of context-relevant features which have
been designed into the scenario.
The objectives of this research are to better understand on how fidelity of training media impacts
an observer‘s detection and more specifically to attempt to answer the following questions:
1. Can observers detect what is happening in a virtual environment?
1a. Does the provision of a briefing help?
1b. Does the type of briefing matter?
2. Does the level of fidelity in the virtual environment have an effect on how observers
perceive?
2a. Do responses become more accurate?
2b. Will differences be sufficient to demonstrate that fidelity does make a difference?
3. Is there a difference between a naïve observer and one who has had experiences in
observation, or intelligence gathering skills (expert)?
The Author ensured that the research considers both the technical and human aspects by taking
the research proposal and segmenting it into two definable segments as illustrated in the flow
diagram below (see Fig. 1.1).

2

Fig. 1.1 Research Proposal Flow Diagram
Segment one focuses on the human interface aspects and segment two investigates the
technical area of the research. The human interface segment looked at behaviour psychology
and included both a literature review and discussions with subject matter experts (SMEs).
Segment two, investigated current game tools and technologies, also known as software
development kits (SDKs), as well as looking into whether these tools and technologies are
currently used within the MoD.
Information gathered helped implement a virtual environment test bed to evaluate how well these
behaviours can be implemented given the current technology and to go one stage further by
introducing one, or a small number, of insurgents. Using inputs from SMEs (individuals with
some crowd handling/ observation experience in the Middle East) the virtual environment could
also be used to script a small number of scenarios to replace videos, either where they do not
exist or where they are used to test aspects of the evolving intent taxonomy.

3

The virtual environment was defined as a computer-generated scenario, which is trying to
replicate a real world scenario. The scenarios in this research were hypothesised and as such do
not make reference to or depict any event that may have occurred in the real world.
In order to create appropriate levels of fidelity, the research considered a range of games
development applications or other forms of simulation of human behaviour.

The additional

challenge was not merely the representation of human behaviour, but also the manipulation of the
environment to provide sufficient variation for the observer to detect. The scenarios consist of
both the developed simulations and supplementary textual material for briefing the observer.
These scenarios were used to test observers (experiments).

The experiments results were

analysed in the hope they provide additional insights and a better understanding of how
information fidelity and impacts on detection.

1.3.1

Research questions defined

Each of the research questions draws upon information gathered in each segment of research:
technologies, human interfaces and the results of the experiments based on scenarios created in
the virtual environment. As such it is important to provide additional detail on the focus of each
question to better understand how they are interrelated.
Starting with the first research question:
Can observers perceive what is happening in a virtual environment?
The focus of this first question is on whether observers are able to detect what is happening when
shown a scenario in a virtual environment. From the main question two sub-questions are asked:
does the provision of a brief assist the observation and does it change depending on the type of
brief?
It hypothesised that the observer would require some form of briefing or intelligence that would
guide their search or that they would use previous experience to decide what features should be
attended to.
This leads into the second question, which is:
Does the level of fidelity in the virtual environment have an effect on how observers
perceive?
Research conducted by (Stone, 2008) suggests that there are two types of fidelity: “Physical or
engineering fidelity” and “Psychological fidelity”. ―Physical‖ fidelity refers to the simulated image
content and quality as opposed to their real-world counterparts. ―
Psychological‖ fidelity is defined
4

by how well the simulation transfers information and or skills. Purely looking at ―p
sychological‖
fidelity, both Fig. 1.2 and 1.3 are the same as they both show a helicopter. If the type of helicopter
is required to be conveyed then there is a difference in the level of fidelity between both images.
This definition is similar to that found in research for the US military: (Alexander et al., 2005)
suggest that “physical fidelity is the degree to which the physical simulation looks, sounds, and
feels like” and that the that the “psychological fidelity is degree in which the simulation replicates
psychological factors experienced in the real-world environment”.
The thesis refers to fidelity as the ―
physical‖ fidelity when comparing between simulators used in
the experiments, unless otherwise stated, and is determined by the format in which the virtual
environment has been developed.

In this thesis it was either a 2 dimensional (2D) or a 3

dimensional (3D) format. The formats are derived from the game tools selected, a process that is
discussed in greater detail Chapter 3.

Fig. 1.2 2-Dimension Helicopter

)
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Fig. 1.3 3-Dimension Helicopter

Therefore the sub-questions to question two focuses on whether observers give a different
response when shown a 2D environment compared with a 3D environment and, if so can it be
concluded that fidelity is the reason for the difference.
The third question builds on the above and focuses on the observers themselves:
Is there a difference between a naïve observer and one who has had experiences in
observation, or intelligence gathering skills (expert)?
This question looks at whether experts are able to notice things differently in a virtual environment
and if so will this ability be show in their responses.
The second and third questions in particular could help define how virtual environments are
designed and shed some light on how fidelity can make a different when asking an observer to
make decisions in the virtual world. The conclusions could have implications on whether
significant investment into high fidelity virtual worlds is required, and whether input from experts
plays an important role in the design and development of such virtual environments.

1.4 Thesis Structure
The structure of the thesis follows the core elements of the research proposal flow diagram
described in Section 1.3. The objectives of each chapter are described below.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review: the literature review will try to find if any research has been

conducted on insurgent behaviours in crowds and to understand how experts make decisions
when observing or looking for patterns in crowds also speaking. It will also look at more generic
research in crowd observation that has been conducted. This will help identify a scenario in
which the virtual environment can be developed, and hopefully help identify any key behaviour
that can be associated with crowds.
Chapter 3

Software Development Kits: this chapter covers a number of game technologies

that can be used to create a virtual environment. It is not meant to be an exhaustive analysis of
each tool but explains the rationale behind the selection of the tools used to conduct the
experiments.
Chapter 4

Observed Activities: this chapter follows on from the information gathered in the

literature review and software development kits and is an account of the SME meetings and
observations that the Author has conducted over the research period. To gain an understanding
of how SMEs conducted observational tasks it was necessary to attend various organisations.
Specifically this chapter covers SMEs who have served in the British Army and have conducted
patrols and visits to selected military and civilian organizations.
Chapter 5

Experiment I: this chapter describes how the Author designed, developed and

conducted an initial experiment (experiment I). The initial experiment was conducted with all
naïve observers. Observers were shown the same scene using two different levels of fidelity and
four different crowd sizes. In all cases one individual‘s actions was not in line with the rest of the
crowd. The observers were then provided with five possible explanations of what was happening
and asked to record how strongly they felt each explanation was an accurate depiction of what
was happening.
Chapter 6

Experiment II: this chapter describes how the Author refined the design and running

of the second experiment. Similarly to experiment I, two levels of fidelity were used. However
unlike experiment I, three different scenes were run simultaneously and each scene had four
different camera angles. Each observer was first asked to describe what he/she thought was
happening in each scene without any background information and then asked to repeat the
experiment with specific background information or looking for someone acting ‗suspiciously‘. The
eye movements of observers were tracked to analyse which ‗camera‘ each observer focused on
and how long for. Experiment II was conducted with both naïve and expert observers, allowing for
a comparison to be made.
Chapter 7

Conclusion and Recommendations: this chapter concludes the research by

revisiting the three research questions in light of the research and experiment findings. It also
highlights how this work could be improved on in possible future research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
The starting point for this research was an investigation into whether observers can detect
―u
nusual behaviour‖ in crowds. Initial discussions with subject matter experts (SMEs) suggested
that observers tend to be positioned at a distance from the crowd, and tend not to have a long
time to make decisions. Observation could be performed using technology such as closed circuit
television (CCTV), using binoculars, or from a vantage point such as a rooftop or the back of a
vehicle. The observer would need to detect such activity that could require further attention.
Thus an initial assumption is that there are patterns of crowd behaviour that are ‗normal‘ (i.e. to
be expected given the circumstances). The role of the observer in this situation would therefore
be to determine when behaviours deviate from the ‗norm‘. However in order for the observation
to correspond to ―inte
nt‖, it is necessary to spot potential deviations from what is deemed to
‗normal‘ before they happen, i.e. to predict such behaviours.
This chapter provides a summary of the literature reviewed in an effort to better understand crowd
behaviour and intent. It firstly focuses on the fact that there is no consistent definition of crowds. It
then provides a summary of crowd behaviour theories and types. The parameters used to define
crowds and crowd types are insightful because they highlight the significance of understanding
the context. Without context, norms are difficult to define. And without accepted norms, it is hard
to find deviations. As the original aim of this research was into military training, part of this chapter
is dedicated to research conducted by others into crowds within a military or policing context.
Finally this chapter looks at the importance of experience.

2.2 Defining crowds and crowd types
During the initial phases of the research it became clear that little pre-existing research existed on
generic ‗patterns of crowd behaviours‘; indeed “crowds and their behaviours are a relatively
understudied area in psychology” (Challenger et al., 2009a, d).

This limitation in research

becomes particularly critical when either considering the training of observers (as in this thesis) or
in the development of new technology. There seems to be a shift towards automating CCTV to
look for known ‗behaviours‘. The February edition of The Engineering and Technology Magazine
(Institute of Engineering (IET) monthly magazine) looked at how companies are developing
―intellige
nt cameras‖ (Courtney, 2011) to assist an observer who may monitor multiple cameras at
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one time.

Whilst the trend toward automation seems to be the next step forward in crowd

detection, there remains a need to improve our understanding of crowd behaviour.
Table 2.1 looks at crowd planning in the context of different types of spectator events. He suggest
that there are 11 different types of crowds, and defines them as shown in the table below (see
Table 1). It is important to consider these as part of the thesis, because it highlights that in-depth
crowd understanding is inevitably contextual and that therefore a good understanding of the
context is fundamental to the quality of the work.
Table 2.1 Types of Crowds
Crowd Type

Explanation

(Berlonghi, 1995)
Intent

Ambulatory

A crowd walking in or out of a venue, to
and from parking area or walking to the
toilets or concessions

Gain access to a
specific location

Disability or Limited

A crowd of people that in some way is
limited or restrictive in their movement.
Their lack or ability to walk, see, hear or
speak may require planning than is
provided for all other spectators.

Gain access to a
specific location

Cohesive or Spectator

A crowd watching the activities of an event
or at the scene of an accident. Its primary
character is the fact that people are
interested in watching something specific
that they came to see.

Obtain view of
event

Expressive or Revellous

A crowd which is involved in some sort of
emotional release which can include
cheering, movement in unison,
celebrating, dancing, chanting or singing.

Participating in
collective
celebration
Participating in
event

Participatory

A crowd of people involve in actual
activities of an event. Sometimes these
people may be professional performers or
athletes. At other times the people
attending the event are participating in an
actual sport, such as a marathon.

Acting against
instructions

Aggressive or Hostile

A crowd which is one that is becoming
verbally aggressive towards or
disregarding the instructions of a ticket
taker, usher or security personnel. This
crowd can get threatening, rowdy and is
very open to lawlessness.
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Crowd Type

Explanation

Intent

Demonstrator

A crowd that is organised to some degree
by some established leadership and
whose actions may include picketing,
marching, chanting or demonstrating at a
particular location and for a specific
purpose.

Making their
collective view
known

Gain access to a
specific location

Escaping or Trampling

A crowd that is attempting to escape from
danger either of an actual or imagined
threat to life. This includes crowds
involved in an organised evacuation
procedure and a panic mob pushing and
shoving with no order whatsoever.

Gain access to a
specific location

Dense or Suffocating

A crowd in which one individual‘s physical
movement is rapidly becoming less likely
and possible due to the density of the
crowd. People are attempting to move,
but they are either swept along with the
movement of the crowd or are falling on
top of each other. The result of this
compression of people is fatalities and
serious injuries due to suffocation.

Gain access to
valuable assets

Rushing or Looting

A crowd whose principal purpose is to
obtain, acquire or steal something. This
includes rushing to get to the most
preferred seats autographs or actually
stealing property. This very often results
in fatalities, serious injuries and
considerable property damage.

Violent

A crowd that is attacking, terrorising and
rioting with complete disregard for laws
and rights of others.

Causing harm to
others

What Table 2.1 suggests is that all crowd types are not the same. Just like mushrooms are not
all alike and some can kill.
(Berlonghi, 1995) was also concerned by the lack of understanding crowds. This concern is also
shared by research conducted in 2009 for the Cabinet Office Emergency Planning College by the
University of Leeds into “Understanding Crowd Behaviours”. This research acknowledges that
there were gaps in the College‘s understanding of crowd behaviours. As such, the research
focuses on: addressing these gaps in understanding what a crowd is; the behaviours that can
emerge from a crowd; and how to best manage a crowd in certain situations.

The report

conducted a thorough review of available literature, interviewed SMEs who have conducted
crowd managements and looked at technology that could produce similar scenarios for training
purposes.
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The report tries to set out the criteria that define what a ‗crowd‘ is. It states, “there is no single,
agreed, detailed definition of „a crowd‟” and highlights the need for a more definitive meaning of
crowds for research purpose. The generic dictionary definition of a crowd is: “a large number of
persons gathered so closely together as to press upon or impede each other; a throng, a dense
multitude” (OED, 2010). However a crowd, as defined by the Emergency Planning College, also
needs to have distinguishing factors to attribute it as a crowd (Challenger et al., 2009a, d). These
factors are:
size;
density;
time;
‗collectivity‘; and
novelty.
Size is simply defined as a “considerable size” and density refers to where crowd elements codwell in an area with a sufficient “density distribution”.

What is suggested is that both size and

density work together to contribute to a crowd. For example, if 50 people gathered in a large field,
then this would not look like a crowd. However if the same number of people gathered in a small
garden, then this could be seen as a crowd. The Health and Safe Executive (HSE) publishes
guidance on managing crowd safely, including looking at crowd density when setting up a venue
(i.e. sports venue or concert). Time refers to individuals who congregate in precise place, for a
precise purpose and for a “measured amount of time”. An example of this is individuals attending
a football match or waiting at a train station. Collectivity is defined as the cohesion of the crowd
through “social identity, goals, interest, and behaviours”. Collectivity therefore defines the ‗crowd‘
not as a ‗physical crowd‘ but as a “psychological crowd”. For example this could be a group of
football supporters, i.e. all individuals that are collectively by the supporting the same team. The
final element to defining a crowd is novelty. It is suggested that novelty is the way that individuals
can join together in “unfamiliar and ambiguous situations” and are able to link up and behave as a
formed crowd ―
without any prior awareness or communication of group norms and values to
guide their behaviours‖ (Reicher, 1996a, J. C. Turner, 1982). A recent example of ‗novelty‘ is the
gathering of UK students in London to protest against increased University tuition fees.

2.3 Crowd Behaviour Theories
Several psychological theories have been applied over the years to understanding types of
individual and group behaviours in crowds. (Challenger et al., 2009d) compiled a list of these
theories. The report suggests a list of ‗key psychological theories‘ in crowd behaviour taken from
various researched literatures (see Table 2).

It is worth noting these theories as part of

understanding crowds because the wide range shows how complex the subject is. Furthermore
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understanding the theories contributed to the Author‘s understanding of ‗crowds‘ and helped
define the content/approach to the scenarios used in the experiments. However, each theory will
not be explained in depth nor criticised in this thesis as this has already been conducted by the
Emergency Planning College. Please note that the brief explanation provided is only a summary
and is written in the Author‘s own words.
Table 2.2 List of Crowd Theories

Theories
Classic theories (Group
Mind, Freud)
(Le Bon, 1896)
(Freud, 1951)
De-individuation
(Festinger et al., 1952)
(Zimbardo, 1970) cited in
(Challenger et al., 2009d)
(Diener, 1989)

(Challenger et al., 2009d)

Brief Explanation

Relation to
“Leeds”
Categories

This theory suggests that an individual
loses his own identity which allows him/her
to become anonymous within the crowd.
With this anonymity, the crowds gains
boldness and defiance.

Collectivity

This theory suggests that the individual‘s
normal behaviours become diminished in
the crowd. The reduction of his/her own
self restraint is lost towards the crowd‘s
behaviour. It also suggests that the guise
of anonymity increases as the group grows.

Collectivity

The theory behind social loafing looks at
the extent of an individual‘s energy when in
a group compared to when the individual is
isolated. The theory suggests that
individuals will exert less when in a group,
as it is seen the group is working towards a
joint goal.

Size

This theory suggests that in-groups (small
groups) are created through a bias towards
those not in their group (social
categorisation). Individuals inside this ingroup become united because of a
continual measuring of differences with the
outer-group. It suggests this helps to
enhance ones confidence in the in-group to
a level of predominance status.

Collectivity;

This theory suggests that an individual will
choose a group by indentifying with it by
the way the individual categorises the
norms and values. This is how the
individual chooses an in-group or defines
what an out-group is.

Collectivity

(Prentice-Dunn and
Rogers, 1989)
Social Loafing
(Latane et al., 1979)

Minimal Group Paradigm
(Tajfel et al., 1971)
(Tajfel, 1978)

Self-Categorisation
(J. C. Turner, 1985) cited in
(Challenger et al., 2009d)
(J. C. Turner et al., 1987)

This also incorporates the theory that as an
individual becomes more influenced by the

Novelty
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Theories

Brief Explanation

Relation to
“Leeds”
Categories

in-group, the individual gains a greater
social identity with the in-group.
Game Theory
(Berk, 1972a, b, 1974b)
(Berk, 1974a) cited in
(Challenger et al., 2009d)

This theory suggests that there are five key
steps toward crowd behaviour and that a
“rational calculus” and be drawn on from
using the “principals of Decision Theory”
(Berk, 1974b).

Novelty

The five
The
five steps
steps are:
are:
The crowd member will look for
facts.
It is likely that the event can be
determined from the facts found.
A selection of behavioural choices
will be listed.
An arrangement of favourable
potential outcome of substitute
choices is established.
A direction of something being
done is decided upon, aimed at
increasing rewards whilst reducing
costs.
This theory suggests that if an individual‘s
behaviour is seen by the group/crowd as
being accepted and supported, then the
individual will carry out this behaviour. This
is because the individual, as suggested in
step 5 above, knows that the reward is the
support of the group and will override any
personal costs of performing the behaviour.
Social Facilitation
(Zanjoc, 1965) cited in
(Challenger et al., 2009d)

This theory suggests that individuals
become stimulated when conducting tasks
in the company of other people.

Collectivity

This theory tries to expand on how a
group‘s combined action is controlled by
the norms that arise from inside the crowd.
What is suggested is that when crowds
form for an event there are no norm
behaviours. However, as ‗social interaction‘
begins to take place, the crowd tries to
define the situation (and this can be seen
as establishing ‗behavioural norms‘). As
the crowd begins to establish its norms, the
norms begin to take power over the crowd
members. What is also suggested is that
these norms usually arise from a member
who sticks out from inside the crowd. It is

Collectivity

(Cottrell, 1972) cited in
(Challenger et al., 2009d)
Emergent Norm
(R. H. Turner, 1964)
(R. H Turner and Killian,
1957)
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Theories

Relation to
“Leeds”
Categories

Brief Explanation
believed that as these norms grow it
becomes harder for those in the crowd not
to conform to them.

Social Identity
(Tajfel, 1978, Tajfel and
Turner, 1979) cited in
(Challenger et al., 2009d)

This theory suggests that as individuals “we
are continually involved in the process of
categorisation, identifying and comparing”
(Tajfel, 1978, Tajfel and Turner, 1979) cited
in (Challenger et al., 2009d). The process
of Categorisation suggests that we as
individuals look at others to categorise
ourselves and them.

Collectivity;
Novelty

The process of identification is how
individuals affiliate themselves with
particular groups, “known as in-groups who
share a sense of identity and belonging”
(Challenger et al., 2009d)
The final process is that of comparison. It
suggests that the individual compares their
in-group with other groups “known as outgroups” (Challenger et al., 2009d). These
out-groups are seen to be unconnected to
the individual‘s in-group.
Whilst there are varying points of views on crowd behaviours, there are some commonalities. In
the simplest term then a crowd‘s behaviour is generally developed through individuals who,
through social identity, are united towards a specific group, such as their love for a specific sports
team. This then suggests that as the individual becomes de-individualised, or through multiple
identities, the crowd/group‘s social behaviour becomes more unified towards a particular social
identity.
However, (Challenger et al., 2009a, d) also suggests that crowds have groups within groups.
Multiple behaviours may become apparent. Hence a single type of behaviour cannot be defined
for one type of crowd. The table below summarises combined crowd theories.
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Table 2.3 List of Combined Crowd Theories
(Challenger et al., 2009d)
Combined Theories
Social Identity Model of Crowd Behaviour
(Reicher, 1984b, 1987)
(Reicher, 1984a) cited in (Challenger et al.,
2009d)
(Reicher and Levine, 1994b)

Brief Explanation
Extends the Social Identity & Selfcategorisation Theories.
This model suggests that instead of an
individual‘s identity and behaviours the
individual‘s identity and behaviour shifts to a
more to a social crowd identity and behaviour.

(Reicher and levine, 1994a) cited in
(Challenger et al., 2009d)

This way the individual is not losing control of
him but is shifting toward the social identity of
the group values and beliefs.

Elaborated Social Identity Model of Crowd
Behaviour (ESIM)

This theory is based on the principles of Social
Identity & Self-categorisation and extends the
social identity model of crowd behaviour.
Based on the same theories as above. This
model suggests is that a group never forms on
its own but is created when another group is
present. It also suggests that the context of
group action is taken based on the action of
one group versus another other group. This
would therefore suggest that the action of the
police would have an effect on the action of the
crowd and vice-versa.

(Reicher, 1996a)
(Reicher, 1996b, c, 1997) cited in (Challenger
et al., 2009d)
(Drury and Reicher, 1999)
(Stott and Drury, 1999) cited in (Challenger et
al., 2009d)

Social Identity Model of De-individuation
Effects (SIDE)

This theory expands on the Social Identity and
De-individuation theories.

(Reicher et al., 1995) cited in (Challenger et al.,
2009d)

This model redefines de-individuation by
suggesting that an individual can have
numerous way of defining himself/herself. What
the SIDE model suggests that there is
difference between how a person acts (action
as an individual) as an individual and the
individual actions in the group. It would
suggest then that individuals can define
themselves thorough a varied number of levels.

(O. Klein et al., 2007)

The example suggest that as individuals we will
continually try to identify with other individuals
or draw a comparison with other individuals
and this is also done in a social identity, how as
an individual we see are self in the group, differ
from those in the group and how we differ from
other groups.
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Combined Theories
Place Script Theory
(Donald and Canter, 1992)

Brief Explanation
This theory suggests that individuals generally
adhere to rules. These rules guide an
individual‘s behaviours and can be legal,
prescribed or built upon previous experience,
perceptions and ones expectations.
What is suggested by this theory is that these
rules are also scripts or schemas that help
individuals define and describe behaviours of
others in a defined environment.
It then suggests that these scripts become
associated with specific places. The individual
begins to cultivate a precise ‗schema‘ of r these
environments. A familiarisation of the rules and
behaviour associated with that environment
takes place. An example is the way an
individual might enter a building or exit a build
everyday (probably the same).

The literature summarised above suggests that no one model or theory would give a clear
framework for defining ‗a crowd‘ and understanding its behaviours. It is also important to note
that there are limitations to the theories and models. For example, models like ESIM are purely
based around the police and the crowd and no further research has been conducted to see if the
ESIM model works with different crowds. The Place Script theory implies that people become so
immersed in the schemas that they would carry on running through the script even if an
emergency happens.

However, having an understanding of these theories helps the

development of a contextual scenario to experiment from, especially when looking for that
‗individual‘ in the crowd who‘s behaviour is not conforming to the social bonding behaviours of
that crowd.
Little emphasis is given to the size, density and time ―L
eeds‖ categories in these theories. This
may simply be because the theories focus on causal factors of behaviours. For the observer of a
crowd, such causal factors can, at best, only be inferred from the behaviour and might have little
relevance to identifying the crowd‘s behavioural intent.

2.4 Crowds within a Military and Police Context
2.4.1

Military

Research conducted towards a more specific crowd context was undertaken for the U.S Military
due to the numerous non-combatant missions involving their personnel being involved with
crowds. This work was of great interest yet not so forthcoming when trying to access data from
the researchers.

The research was conducted to integrate crowds into existing U.S Military
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federates (simulations). The term ‗federate‘ derives from the U.S Military set of collaborating
simulations (R. C Gaskins et al., 2008). The research of interest was known as the ‗Crowd
Federate‘. The ‗Crowd Federate‘ was developed because of a growing need for training that
represent hostile environments where both civilian and military people co-exist.
Gaskins and his co-researchers formed the psychological studies approach to the ‗Crowd
Federate‘. There approach was to conduct three separate studies: firstly naturalistic observation,
secondly conducting interviews with SMEs and thirdly a survey research. (Ryland C. Gaskins et
al., 2004, R. C Gaskins et al., 2008) hoped that from this study crucial parameters for crowd
behaviours could be taken into account, along with random values for the type of behaviours, that
would arise given a ―partic
ular context‖. This ―p
articular context‖ is interesting as what (Gaskin et
al. 2008) is not trying to do is define what is ‗normal‘ for each event but what each event holds in
particular to the context of that event.
Gaskin and his co-researches began using naturalistic observation techniques to measure human
behaviour of three events: the 1999 World Trade Organisation (WTO) protest (in Seattle), the
2004 anti-war protest in New York and Military Operations on Urban Terrain (MOUT) training
exercise involving crowds.
The Gaskin et al. 2004, 2008 studies provide a list of ―fif
ty-five behaviours‖ that students were
required to observe video of the WTO event, each student had to indicate which behaviours
where happening during a 10 minute interval from the list of behaviours. The students were
provided with training prior to carrying out the observation on the WTO video. The training gave
the characteristic of the behaviour and at anytime students could ask questions to clarify any
items. The first hour of observation was conducted as a group and students verbally indicated
when behaviours emerged. The two other hours where conducted as individuals.
This research showed the means and percentage of behaviours that occurred the most in the
crowd and the degree of aggression throughout the protest timeline.

The most frequent

behaviour found from the World Trade Organisation meeting in Seattle was described as ―
crowds
standing on elevated structures‖ at 6.5%, followed by ―yellin
g, shouting, raising flags‖ (in
combination) at 4.4%, and ―filmedby the media and chanting‖ at 4.3%. Aggressive behaviour
was rare but, when it did occur, it was the most destructive. Such behaviour included glass
throwing, fighting, jumping on moving vehicles, looting and blocking the road by lying down
(Gaskins et al. 2004).
The same observation techniques were used during an anti-war demonstration in New York. This
time, however, a difference was observed in the crowds‘ behaviours from those observed at the
Seattle WTO –―s
ign and banner carrying‖ had a 60% incidence, with ―flag
-waving‖ at 10%. The
remainder of the behaviours, including chanting, observers not participating and general ―ye
lling
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and shouting‖ had a combined incidence of 11% (Gaskins et al. 2004). Although the figures are
not identical from the two events, it could be assumed that Gaskins was trying to show that no
two events produce the same behavioural outcome although contextually both could be seen as
the same crowd of protestors. In other words, crowds will behave differently even in the same
context.
Gaskin et al. (2008) indicated that reliability increased during the 5 hours of observation made by
the students. Reliability was determined by using standard deviation measurements. This is
significant because it could imply that, with training and a set of classifications, it is possible for
observers to become better at detecting particular behaviours in a crowd.
The natural observation also allowed Gaskin to survey SMEs who had returned from operational
theatre using both open ended and Likert scale questions.

The survey objective was to

understand what types of behaviours appeared in operational areas, and if any similarities could
be linked with the WTO work. The survey would also look at how crowds were best dealt with
and how peace was brought back to the situation, how much experience the soldiers had with
crowds and finally examining if any of factors found from the WTO where present.
What the individuals saw as causes towards crowds forming was from “payment to Iraqis, political
protest, religious protest and protest due to an arrest”. Within crowds unrest cues where noticed
by the individuals; when pay was being dealt with aggression arise at military police control
points, political protest was largely non-aggressive but a vocal approached was used and the
religious crowds where aggressive and used physical methods to gain attention.

Other

determinants where also found in the crowds, the existence of instigators, weapons, eagerness to
take risk, peacekeeping becoming aggressive, alcohol, drugs, crowd size, approval of violence in
the crowd, an undertaking towards the cause, and organised crowd leadership.
Although this was a small concentrate analysis, Gaskin et al. (2004, 2008) shows the growing
need for research to be conducted into understanding types of crowd behaviours in a Military
situation where the context may not be similar to those in a public realm. This is the only study
that closely resembles the research of the Author‘s. Gaskin never talks in-depth to how (if any)
the research from the WTO had any similarities to the findings of the SMEs and research survey.
Further work pertaining Gaskin recommendation, seem to never evolve and it can only be
assumed that this work may have been published in a non-public domain.

2.4.2

Policing

Some key factors that do fit in with (Ryland C. Gaskins et al., 2004, R. C Gaskins et al., 2008)
was (Bessel and Emsley, 2000) who created a general flashpoint model when looking at policing
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during civil unrest. This framework is based on six interdependent levels. The levels are briefly
explained here as:
―Stru
ctural‖: the social inequalities, including subjective deprivation, how people feel, and
gain resentment towards an order.
―Political/I
deological‖: how governing parties, media, and government organisations look
towards or portray an opposing group. An example of this could be the Irish Republican
Army (IRA).
―C
ultural‖: the differences between ―Us‖ and ―The
m‖, knowing the differences and
understanding the ―be
havioural norms‖. This was also noticed by Gaskin.
―C
ontextual‖: understanding the situation through known history where unrest may have
arisen and know negatives towards those enforcing.
―Situat
ional‖: the ―
spatial‖ or ―soc
ial‖ cause of a situation going from order to disorder.
This is reflects how police, police through spaces either confining parties to controlled
area or allowing a softer approach to allow the parties to self-police (police presence at a
distance).
―Intera
ctional‖: the calibre of the relationship on the ground between the protesters and
the police. This is can be measured by the levels of ―r
espect, cooperation, restraint or
provocation‖.
The Author has concluded from this work that not all events have the same degree of aggression
and this will undoubtedly be a problem when trying to identify a generic framework. However,
using (Bessel and Emsley, 2000)‘s understanding of flashpoints may help indentify when a crowd,
or a person, is intent on creating unrest. What can be seen from the crowd behaviours is that
different factors may give rise to a crowd formation (such as poor pay, feeling of unjustness or
fighting for a cause). However, not all crowd behaviours will turn to unrest. For example chanting
football supporters, groups attending an indoor music concerts or a free event in a park outdoors
will not normally produce crowd unrest.

What can be gathered from the literature is that

behaviour that may lead to ‗intent‘ from within a crowd seems to be based on the context/scenario
of that crowd, this means that the context may create enough key factors, or known flashpoints,
to alert the observer towards further investigation (to find the intent).
Research conduct by (Hoggett and Clifford, 2010) at the University of Liverpool looked at crowd
psychology, public order and the current police training and training towards policing football
crowds (UK Police). (Hoggett and Clifford, 2010) suggest that Police training lacks a clear focus
towards ―
crowd theories” when training the police therefore potential creating a basis attitude
towards the crowds. It also suggests that a lack of research and literature has been conduct into
police training.
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An interesting finding from (Hoggett and Clifford, 2010) was that during training towards public
order, trainees found it difficult to near impossible to be able to identify or even separate
hooligans from the crowd.
As these were trainee student police, the observations carried out by (Hoggett and Clifford, 2010)
could also suggest that without an adequate level of experience or understanding of crowds it is
hard to notice potential key changes that may alter the behaviour of the crowd and to respond
appropriately. (Hoggett and Clifford, 2010) watched trainee officers work through crowd control
scenarios. The trainees where told through intelligence that a group members of a football team
where arriving at the same time as a rival football team members. The trainees suggested that it
would be easier to remove the entire crowd of supporters and then to look through the crowd for
potential trouble makers. However this could result in a flashpoint, like (Bessel and Emsley,
2000), whereby the group feels they are being treated unfairly by the police. The potentially
counterproductive approach suggested by the trainees is with (Hoggett and Clifford, 2010) views
that training in the English and Welsh Police forces regarding understanding crowd theories was
considerably out-of-date and that there was a need to consider modern scientific approaches to
crowds.
The challenge of effective training was further highlighted when the Author spoke to an SME at
the Metropolitan Police CCTV control room. The SME suggested that training on ‗what to look for‘
was not given but built on from experience over time. This experience would then be passed on
either via briefings or word of mouth to more junior or novice operators.

2.5 The Importance of Experience
As already mentioned above, distinguishing different types of crowds is central to understanding
what is happening in a crowd. (Berlonghi, 1995) states that “distinguishing allows us to become
more effective and competent at a particular activity”. The Author likens this statement to the
difference between novice and expert understanding. As such gaining an insight into differences
between how an expert notices something compared to a novice, was the logical next step of this
research.

2.5.1

Decision Making Models

There is a suggestion that observation requires the observer to spot deviation from the ‗normal‘.
This requires both an appreciation of what constitutes normal, which could be situationdependent, and how deviations are spotted. The definition of ‗normal‘ is likely to involve schema
(Bartlett, 1932), which can be considered to be a collection of knowledge, gathered through
experience, which applies to a specific situation.
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(G. Klein, 1999) looked at trying to understand how an expert makes decision and devised a
theory toward getting that information out. (G. Klein, 1999) suggests experts in a specific field
have knowledge that needed to be extracted, and therefore developed a frame work known as
the “Recognition-Primed Decision Model” (RPD) to obtain an understanding of how experts make
decisions. RPD uses schema as patterns for detecting/selecting features. Fig. 2.1 illustrates
RPD.

Fig. 2.1 Integrated Version of RPD Model
(Source: pg.91 (G. Klein, 1999))
(G. Klein, 1999) also suggest that the RPD model joins two processes together: the first is how
―
decision makers” measure a situation, and the second is how they evaluate the “course of
action” mentally.
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The RPD model fits into the Author‘s own experience as a Radar Plotter in the Royal Navy, has
taught him that initially it is difficult to distinguish if the dot on the radar is an object or simply
‗weather effect‘ (e.g. sea spray). As the Radar Plotter becomes more experienced it becomes
easier for him/her to distinguishing between weather effects on the radar and actual moving
objects. Similarly, understanding what is happening in a crowd is central to being able to
effectively stop problems before they arise. Therefore Author‘s own experience supports the
theory that through experience and overtime a person builds mental maps or ‗schemas‘ on how
events have happened in the past and solution to resolving or noticing key factors become easier
to make.

Fig. 2.2 Radar System used by the Author
(Source: www.DefenceImages.mod.co.uk)
While ‗schemata‘ might provide a reasonable framework for describing the observer‘s motion of
‗normal‘, it is difficult to operationalise. This difficulty arises from the fact that each observer,
rather than undergoing specific training, tends to construct their own sense of ‗normal‘ from their
experience.

This means that, while it is possible to extract knowledge from observers, for

example by verbal discussion during normal work, it is not obvious how this will create a generic
model of observation. If each operator relies on cues based on previous experience, then one
would need a large number of observations to reflect such variation.
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Working in Radar‘s also required levels of searching for specific threats during exercise (known
intelligence threats/unknown threats).

(Koenig et al., 1998) suggest that the process of

inspections forms a “visual search” with “decision making”. This inspection is known as “Serial
Search”. Similar to searching a radar plot, serial search is a free-field search in which a target
can appear in any location. The problem with this type of searching is that it can potentially take
longer. (Boersema and Zwaga, 1990) also found that giving searchers multiple targets to search
for in a noisy background made the searchers less effective. This is was because the increase of
other signals (i.e. the noisy background) increased the search time and reduced locating
performance.
Similar to what Gary Klein suggest (RPD), (Moray, 1976) suggests that “observers will construct
statistical models of the spatial and temporal properties of his environment. The observer uses
the models both to govern the decision he makes about the data obtained when makes an
observation, and also to decide when and where to make observations.”
The thesis will not delve deeply into searching techniques however they can prove insightful
when comparing naïve and expert observers. This could also lead to an understanding of how
expert‘s mental mapping (Johnson-Laird, 1983, Smyth et al., 1995) suggest this is “we”
comprehend the world by building working models of it within us.
An alternative approach might be to present naïve observers with a basic scenario and then
increase the amount of information that is given to them. It is suggested this could provide a
means of comparing performance on an observation task as more situational relevant information
is provided. This suggestion forms one of the main drivers behind Experiment I (see Section 5).

2.5.2

Cultural Awareness

The importance of cultural awareness is highlighted by research conducted by Gaskins whilst
visiting a U.S Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain (MOUT) to carry out natural observation.
Gaskin observed an absence of understanding cultural differences which could result in
unnecessary escalation of situations in the crowd. Gaskin observed a lack of understanding that
Iraqis are curious individuals by nature and needed to have eyes contact when talking to people.
He noticed that individuals did not remove sunglasses when entering a town and that this could
then lead to a misunderstanding of how the crowd is feeling and creating a flashpoint in the
crowd. Gaskin‘s findings from the MOUT observations suggest that an individual‘s known ‗norms‘
on perceiving events could have an impact on how theses ‗norms‘ are perceived in different
cultures.
Some of Gaskin‘s work was conducted during a time when a limited training on cultural
awareness was given before going to operational areas. The Author understands this may be of
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lower relevance now as an SME informed him he was given training in cultural awareness and
that the British Army provide classes to those who are going to serve in operational areas the
relevant cultural awareness training is conduct by Afghan nationals (meeting held a Defence
School of Languages). However, the Author still believes that Gaskin‘s concern is still important
as misunderstandings could alter a situation.

2.5.3

Findings from individuals experienced in dealing with

crowds
(Challenger et al., 2009a, d) conducted a review of a number of event held in the U.K and spoke
to those who managed or had experience in dealing with crowd events. The events ranged from
Glastonbury to Hogmanay. What Challenger et al. tried to find was if there was any similarities
towards the type and behaviour from the crowd. However what (Challenger et al., 2009d) found
was that there is no one type of crowd and that behaviour of the crowd depended on several
factors. These factors can range from time of day to location. What (Challenger et al., 2009d)
suggest is that there is a need to draw on the knowledge and experience from previous events to
gain an understanding of how the crowd may behave. It is also suggested that there is a range of
potential behaviour that can rise from a crowd, ranging from passive to full out aggressive protest.
What this means is that it is difficult to understand what a crowd will do and creates a problem to
understanding that the crowd may have groups of behaviours within one crowd. Therefore if a
framework towards crowd understanding is to be understood then their needs to be flexibility in to
deal with the different types of crowds and the behaviours.
The SMEs that (Challenger et al., 2009d) spoke to suggested that individuals in the crowd feel
empowered and are willing to do things in that crowd cover that they would not do if on their own.
The SMEs speak about the different crowds that are normally dealt with by the Police force of the
U.K. The most common is the “Crowd Marches and Demonstrations”. The SMEs define typical
behaviours that are common to the crowd. The “Crowd Marches and Demonstrations” seem to
hold multiple behaviours, from law abiding individuals, difficult individuals; those who want to
cause slight disorder to what the SMEs call the “professionals” who main aim is to cause
disruption and “rent-a-mob” have no interest in the protest but just want to commit disruptions.
“Sporting events” such as football, rugby and cricket also typically have crowds. With football
come almost “territorial rights”. These rights can be found both inside the grounds and out, and
the crowds may feel they have right to protect this territory. Rugby is seen as a family sport and
therefore is less likely to have a territorial dispute. Cricket has seen a change. Generally classed
as a gentlemen sport with little trouble; the SMEs have seen a rise in trouble at international
fixtures fuelled by the “younger binge drinking groups in fancy dress”. The Olympics are also
mentioned. It is suggested that that Olympic crowds are generally happy and contain a wide mix
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of individuals. However, even here there is potential for issues to arise if individuals need to
queue too long or cannot gain access into the desired event.
Comparatively, the last few crowd types seemed to raise little concern from the SMEs. Crowds in
concerts, celebrations seem to be typically unproblematic, with the most problematic scenarios
relating to intoxication at concerts or celebration.
Train station crowds comprise of two types, those who are season individuals who know exactly
where he/she is going and the more relaxed “leisure traveller”, who through observation is unsure
of where to go and move in a more stop start motions.

2.6 Summary of Findings from Literature Review
Despite acknowledging that there has been limited research into understanding crowds and
crowd behaviour, the Author identified many useful insights through the literature review. The
findings included a wide variety of theories on factors that need to be considered when looking at
crowds and the factors that influence the observer‘s ability to effectively recognise and act on
information provided (Fig. 2.2 Crowd and Observer).
Behavioural
characteristics
inf luenced by cause,
intent, context, etc.

Physical characteristics
(e.g. size, density, etc.)

Ability to understand crowd
behaviour; intent; deviations
f rom ‗norm‘
Level of contextual and
cultural awareness

Crowd

Observer
Ability to observe
(vantage point, etc.)

Possible individual
behaviour not
conf orming to crowd
‗norm‘

Reaction to external parties
attempting to disrupt / control
the crowd

Ability to make ef f ective
decisions (inf luenced by f actors
above)

Fig. 2.3 Crowd and Observer
There are five distinguishing factors of crowds: size, density, time, collectively and
novelty.
Most theories on crowd behaviour seek to explain behaviour as a form of collective
decision making and make little reference to context and distinguishing factors
However, SMEs and Military/Policing research finds that crowd behaviour varies
according to context.
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Experience plays a key role in being able to understand crowd behaviours, intent and any
deviations from the ‗norm‘.
Inexperienced or inappropriately trained observers may make ineffective decisions and
negatively influence the crowd/cause adverse reactions
The key findings from the literature review described above relate to question one of thesis
(Crowd Behaviour) and question three (Experience) of the thesis. Little emphasis has been give
to literature regarding question two (Fidelity) as this will be explored in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3
SOFTWARE DEVELOPER KITS
3.1 Introduction
In order to answer the thesis questions, it is necessary to research and define what levels of
fidelity in game technology were required, available and practical to use for the experiments. The
chapter starts with a short recount of literature reviewed regarding perception of causality as this
influenced the Author‘s understanding of how much fidelity was required. The research also
investigated agent-based simulation tools, relevant literature on the importance of crowd
psychology in simulations and the challenges of creating high fidelity simulations. Finally it looks
at a selection of software development kits (SDK) and explains which two SDKs were selected for
the research experiments.
Please note that this chapter is not intended to be an exhaustive summary of all the potential
game development tools that are on the market.

3.2 Perception of Causality
An understanding of ―
perception of causality‖ is needed to understand what is needed for a
person to perceive if an agent/character was behaving or moving in a particular manner in a
virtual environment. (Michotte, 1963) is seen as a pioneer in this area of research. Michotte
believes that ―certai
n physical events give an immediate causal impression‖.

This is shown

through objects and motion. Michotte‘s theory is based on what is seen as a phenomenon when
observers see two objects moving. The belief that an observer, thorough no prior knowledge,
perceives that the objects in the experiment creates causality.
(Scholl and Tremoulet, 2000) conducted a study into perception of causality and animacy, looking
at previous work that had been done during the 1900s. In its most basic form, perceptual of
causality consists of two objects (A) and (B). Depending on the object‘s position, trajectory,
distance and speed from each other, a cause can be seen - i.e. the phenomenon of perception of
causality. Animacy is created thorough (A) interaction with (B).
For example, (A) begins to move towards (B), (A) reaches (B) and stops, then (B) begins to move
away from (A) always along the same trajectory. In another example by (Scholl and Tremoulet,
2000) object (A) moves towards object (B) and stops, (B) moves, but this time before (A) gets to
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(B), (B) starts to move quickly away from (A) this cycle continues again. What (Scholl and
Tremoulet, 2000) believe is that in the first example ―Acauses the motion of B‖, whereas the
second example is seen as ―Aand B as alive‖. Thus generating what is seen as perception of
causality and animacy (cause through animacy).
What is also interesting is the lack of detail needed to create perception of causality. A simple
object (such as a circle) and a plain background is all that is needed. (Scholl and Tremoulet,
2000) states
―On
e especially intriguing aspect of these phenomena is how simple and spare the stimuli
can be, with displays only containing only a few small-moving 2-D geometric shapes‖
(Scholl and Nakayama, 2002) see perception of causality as a ―
higher level conceptual of the
world‖ that has not interference on ones intentions, beliefs and cultural differences. However this
is not the same if grouping is introduced (Choi and Scholl, 2004).
The use of perception of causality is seen as a link to the real world and how observers perceive.
The research in this thesis is not going to compare real with simulated environments. But will
conduct a level of fidelity in the simulated environment to see when observers notice/perceive
changes. What strengthens the case for using perception of causality as a good baseline, is that
the experiments are conducted using a simulated environment (slides or movies depicting simple
moving objects)
Studying the perception of causality further (Choi and Scholl, 2004) wanted to investigate the
effect that grouping and attention have on perceptual of causality. Through their experiments
(Choi and Scholl, 2004) found that the perception of causality is not only sensitive ―tolocal
information within individual events, but that it can also take a wide variety of contextual
information in account‖. This could explain the findings that (Houghton and Baber, 2009) found
when studying deviancy within flocks. The research was based on the simulated flocking
behaviour developed by (Reynolds, 1987). The study took the three steering rules used to create
flocking.
Houghton and Baber (2009) were able to create deviant behaviour in the flock by adjusting one or
two of the three steering rules in the flock.

What (Houghton and Baber, 2009) found by

conducting the experiments was that there was a clear distinction between global and local
observation. The experiment was broken into two variants cued and un-cued. Un-cued was the
flock shown all in the same colour with numbers in the centre. Cued was the flock shown as the
same colour except two, which were a different colours, and not numbers. What Houghton and
Baber, (2009) found from the results that naïve observers where better at find deviant behaviour
in cued conditions, except when collision and separation was present this was identified better in
un-cued condition.
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3.3 Agent-based Simulation Tools
Software used to develop crowd/pedestrian simulations relies on understanding ‗what‘ the
crowd/pedestrian may do in a specified area. These simulations are known as agent-based
simulation tools as an agent can be given different behaviours/rule to test for different results.
These tools are used when designing areas where crowds tend to gather.
A report written by the Emergency Planning College (Challenger et al., 2009b, c, d) highlighted
that there are different patterns to crowd movement. It listed that people in crowds will choose
the straightest route or the best line of sight that reduces the number of directional changes
required, but will keep a distance to avoid encountering with someone unless in a hurry or if a
crowds size increases. Crowds do not regularly fills spaces equally but form into clumps. When
a crowd is faced with an obstacle in which it reduces the pace, certain people in the crowd will
grow agitated and counter flow system can develop in which a crowd will generate into selforganised lanes, to allow a smooth transition and avoid contact.
Table 4.1 briefly describes some existing agent-based simulation tools looked at by the Author.
Table 3.1 Agent-Based Simulation Tools
Agent-Based Simulation Tool

Brief Description

Simulex

Simulates escape movements of people
through large complex buildings, spaces are
defined in 2D floor plan.

Legion

Simulates and analyses crowd dynamics in
evacuations from a constrained environment.
i.e. football stadium

Myriad II

General purpose crowd analysis tool, which is
three different environments but is incorporated
into one.(Agent Based Analysis, Spatial
Analysis and Network Analysis)

Mass Motion

Predictive tool which tries to determine ―
what if‖
events. It concentrates on two types of crowds,
commuter or evacuation and is typically used in
engineering design for public transport, retail
etc.

NetLogo

Multi-based agents and environments, runs
normally in 2D; however also has a 3D viewing
mode.

Exodus

Developed by the University of Greenwich, fire
and safety engineering group. This simulation
tool is used to understand evacuation and
pedestrian dynamics.
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Most agent-based simulators are being used to design and develop buildings and concentrate on
how user friendly they are. For example how easy it is to identify the location of a ticket booth or
exit, thereby providing useful information for designers to alter building designs before the
building is actually built.
The simulation tools listed above do not look specifically at the ‗intent‘ of the crowd, nor an
individual behaving different. This is not to suggest that these agent-based tools could not do
such a task. Therefore the challenge for the author was that in order to use such tools, a
framework of behaviour (set of rules) is needed and this was not easy to establish. Also not all
tools were free to use or develop from and would incur a license fee.
NetLogo is explained in more detail as part of the Developer Kits in section 3.6 as it was seen as
a contender for the experiments.

3.4 Crowd Psychology in Computer Simulations
Some interesting research in developing realistic crowd simulations has been conducted for the
US Military, as the US Military is less involved conventional style warfare and used increasingly in
peacekeeping operations. Therefore soldiers need to interact with the public in hostile places and
be able to distinguish the difference between a friend and a foe.
Work carried out by Gaskins et al. (2004) and Petty et al. (2004) led to the development of a
―Cro
wd Federate‖, based on events in Somalia, where hostiles were ―mixe
d‖ with civilians, as well
as other areas where the US military had encountered crowd unrest. Although the papers written
on ―Cro
wd Federate‖ seemed to suggest the evolution of a potentially useful tool, an effort to
obtain a demo or copy of the software to test has proved unsuccessful.
Gaskins et al. (2004) suggested that the problem with existing crowd behaviour models for
simulators was a ―l
ack of psychological underpinning‖, yet their paper failed to address which
behaviours the observers subjects‘ were given when they were attempting to detect which type of
crowd behaviours were occurring during the three demonstration events. As such it could not be
used to develop a framework that typifies what behaviours are generated in crowds.
(Pelachaud et al., 2007, Pelechano et al., 2005) followed a similar direction to the ―
Crowd
Federate‖, but focused on civilian evacuation. (Pelechano et al., 2005) believed that there is a
need for each autonomous agent to have a psychological model that drives its ―mind‖ to enable it
to make its own decisions independently. What their work achieved was the development of a
Multi-Agent Communication for Evacuation Simulation (MACE).
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MACE uses an existing framework called PMFserv (Performance Moderator Function), which is a
psychological model that is integrated into the MACE crowd simulation system. A system was
developed that allowed agents to develop a ―
way-finding process that allowed them to explore
and learn the internal structure of a building‖. This differed from other simulations as it allowed
agents to find their way around an environment with which they were previously unfamiliar.
Agents can communicate and share information with each other, and a built-in behaviour base
that defines the roles of each agent was added during an evacuation simulation.

3.5 Challenges of Creating High Fidelity Simulations
Research like (Braun et al., 2003, Soraia Raupp et al., 2005, Thalmann and Musse, 2007) look at
simulation and the complexities in making them believable by understanding how to give agents
their own behaviour to create a more realistic virtual environment. Most of the agent-based
simulations are developed using a rule-base system whereby the agent has a list of rules. This is
also the case for most video games. If you give an agent open-ended rules, the computation
level would decrease as the more agents you have the more computer processing is required.
Hence some video games and simulators try to decrease the level of detail in the virtual world.
Using trees as an example, the level of details decreases in the distance to the point they
become ―b
illboards‖. Similar to real billboards, billboards in a virtual world are non-dimensional
walls (in this example with trees).
The Author gained valuable insights into creating scenarios whilst working at Rare™ Microsoft
Game Studio. A senior software engineer suggested that to create a realistic crowd, the Author
would needed the latest game technology and a team of three to four programmers for at least 6
months. It therefore became clear that the Author alone would not be able to creating a realistic
crowd event without significant support and effort. However, this did not mean that a simpler
solution could not be found.

3.6 Developer Kits
Software Developer Kits (SDKs) are developer tools used to develop application or video games
for specific hardware and software. For example, Microsoft‘s Visual Studio SDK (also known as
an Integrated Development Environment) allows developers to build project templates to create
application, embedded programmes or XNA games. Another example is Google‘s android SDK.
SDKs are normally licensed by the proprietor who only allows development for their own
operating systems.
The SDK selected for the experiments plays a key part in addressing the level of fidelity (defined
in Chapter 1) needed to make an observer aware (of intent) in a virtual environment.
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A virtual environment is the world recreated into a digital media. Videogames are good examples
of virtual environments. An example of this is Microsoft‘s flight Simulator X where a user can fly
various types of aircraft around the world without leaving his/her chair.
In its simplest form, fidelity is dependent on how well the tools selected to create the virtual
environments are at recreating a ―
real-world‖ scenario. A selection of tools considered by the
Author for the experiment is described in the following sections.

3.6.1

Unreal Developer Kit

Epic Games developed the Unreal game engine.

The game Unreal Tournament is a good

example of what the Unreal engine can do. The Author considered the Unreal Engine as Epic
Games also provide a developer environment with the Unreal Tournament game.

The

developer‘s environment is known as the Unreal Developer Kit (UDK) and allows anyone to start
developing game levels. The user became a developer and creator of his/her videogame levels.
Another interesting aspect of this development environment is that it has community of
developers and forums which can be useful when developing. The UDK can now be accessed
freely for developers who want to use the Unreal engine framework (UDK, 2010) Prior to this a
videogame from Epic Games was need to access the UDK.

3.6.2

CRYTEK

Similarly to Epic Games, Crytek provide a free developer kit packaged within the FarCry
videogame (the latest is Crysis) (CRYTEK, 2011). Developers to use the CryENGINE framework
to develop game levels in a similar way to Unreal. This also became popular and has a devoted
site for those who want to learn how to modify and developed their own game levels (CRYMOD,
2011). An illustration of the virtual environment and developer kit are shown in Fig. 3.1 and Fig.
3.2 below.
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Fig. 3.1

Crytek Virtual Environment Crysis Videogame, (PC)
(Image from Crytek, Crysis Videogame, 2008)

Fig. 3.2

Crytek Developer Kit
(Image from Crytek, Crysis Videogame, 2008)
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Whilst Epic Games and Crytek can create detailed virtual environments, both of them charge a
commercial development fee. Furthermore, both would require a complete design of virtual maps
of an environment that may resemble an operational area alongside the need to develop all the
game assets (those not included in the developer kit) using 3D tools such a Maya; 3DS Max or
Blend to create these game assets. The Author therefore looked at tools which were free of
charge and with more efficient development times (e.g. having pre-created game assets and
maps).

3.6.3

America’s Army

America‘s Army (AA) is free to download and develop for (AmericasArmy, 2011).

AA was

originally developed for the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army: Manpower and Reserve
Affairs in the United States (US). This videogame was developed for recruitment purposes as it
gave potential new recruits an insight into army life. As it became popular, it became freely
downloadable along with its development kit. The development kit is based on the UDK. Fig. 3.3
shows examples of the types of environment that can be created using AA as well as an example
of game assets provided. Game assets are known as 3D objects in the virtual environment. The
game assets in AA have a military orientation and the environment maps in AA resemble areas in
which the US Army was operating in. This military focus was of interest to the Author as it could
reduce the time need to create a virtual environment that resembled an operation theatre. It also
reduced the time to add in new military assets that would be needed.
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Fig. 3.3

Images of America’s Army Virtual Environment and Developer Kit
(Image from America‘s Army SDK (PC), 2008)

3.6.4

VBS2

VBS2 is a licensed tool developed by Bohemian Interactive Simulations (BIS). An interactive 3D
training tool built on the company‘s Real Virtual 2 engine and exploited by a range of international
Armed Forces, particularly (but not exclusively) for land warfare simulation.
VBS2 offers a rich virtual environment to work from which includes various Military organisations.
A big advantage is that is has most of the British Army military included in the package. Fig. 3.4
and Fig. 3.5 are two example scenes developed by the Author and illustrate the level of detail that
can be achieved easily using VBS2.
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Fig. 3.4

Fig. 3.5

British Army Lynx Helicopter

British Army Patrol in Land Rover Wolf

To some extent VBS2 removes the need to be an expert 3D modeller because numerous assets
(e.g. different types of civilians, vehicles, boxes, etc.) are already available in the SDK. This
allows the developer to focus on the game play/scenario.
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Another advantage of using VBS2 is that anything developed under the UK MOD license is freely
available on request.

For example, a full Afghanistan Green Zone developed for VBS2 was

obtained from Roke Manor Research Limited.
The development aspect of VBS2 uses scripted language or commands to move or trigger
events. Fig. 3.6 illustrates a camera script which follows a specific path, in this example the
civilian in the red dress.

Fig. 3.6

Varied Civilians getting Supplies

Other scripts allow for actions, like smoking, running or talking on a mobile phone, etc. However
there are limitations in the level of realism. For example, although the man in Fig. 3.7 looks as if
he is looking at something (it is meant to be a mobile phone), the phone is missing even though
he acts as if he is using one.
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Fig. 3.7

Test Script Man using Mobile Phone

VBS2 also allows easy movement by connecting waypoints together and commanding a
character to move along a path. Fig. 3.8 illustrates the developer‘s environment, the black line is
the waypoint in which the character moves along (black dress lady) and the green cylinder is the
command (MOVE).
However, there are limitations to this as well because although the line is drawn in a specific
place, each character in the virtual world has a collision radius which cannot be seen/changed.
This restriction is set by the game engine. Therefore sometime the character may do obscure
thinks which the developer has no control over, such as walking over a barrier.
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Fig. 3.8

3.6.5

Waypoint towards Supply Area

NetLogo

NetLogo is a multi-agent programming toolkit that delivers a flexible two-dimensional abstracted
environment that helps to develop simulations of natural or social events. NetLogo allows the
user to program simple agents to execute various rules and goals that can be viewed in real-,
slow- or accelerated timeframes via a simple 2D (―planview‖) test environment. The 2D view
enables researchers not only to observe micro-level behaviours of individual agents but also
supports the visualisation of macro-level patterns of behaviours when individual agents interact
with others.
NetLogo has been used to simulate population dynamics, negotiation strategies, even
interactions between the civilians, peacekeepers and insurgents. An Australian Defence Science
& Technology Organisation DSTO study conducted in 2005 concluded that NetLogo was a
―valuabl
e technique for conducting preliminary low fidelity studies, in minimal time and with
minimal effort. It has been shown capable of modelling a subset of the physical, social, and
behavioural interactions in guerrilla warfare and in that capacity is useful for developing
conceptual models and providing insights for further study‖ (Wheeler, 2005b).
NetLogo uses its own software language to move ‗turtles‘ along an X Y coordinate. The ‗turtles‘
can take various shapes depending on what the developer wants them to be. NetLogo allows the
developer to develop rules that the turtles must abide by. As such, NetLogo allows the developer
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to create different scenarios and test the outcome. (Wheeler, 2005a) used it to see how easily
civilians could be persuade to assist guerrilla fighters.
Fig. 3.9 is an illustration of a scenario developed by the Author in NetLogo. The turtles are
stickmen (white = civilian, blue = polices, green = soldiers and soldiers and grey = insurgents that
detonate SIEDs and kill nearby people). The Author developed rules and used the simulation to
see if by adding more polices and soldiers the level of insurgency decreased.

Fig. 3.9

Big Surge vs. SIED

The Main screen in the middle shows the turtle (people) randomly walking around. The sliders
allow the user to increase or decrease the population numbers (i.e. 3 police). The graph shows
the number of civilians (blue on graph); number of police (dark blue line) and number of soldiers
(dark green line) remaining in the population as time elapses. The aim of the insurgents is to
avoid the police and soldiers, if they are able to, then their purpose is to kill n-X of people within a
specific radius.
NetLogo allows numerous iterations of the scenario to be conducted, which for this scenario was
either increasing or decreasing the numbers of soldiers/polices until the insurgents could not kill
any civilians or the number of civilians killed was reduced.
Fig 3.10 is another illustration of a scenario developed by the Author in NetLogo. This time people
need to obtain food from the food aid distribution. Once the food runs out, people within a given
radius of those who have food try to steal it from them. As this scenario is run the people change
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different colours to denote either if they were given food from the food aid, stole the food or have
no food.

Fig. 3.10

Food Aid Distributions

3.7 Selection of SDKs for the experiments
The Author selected VBS2 and NetLogo as the SDKs used for, respectively, the higher and lower
fidelity scenarios in the experiments.
The choice of tool for the higher fidelity scenarios came down to ease of development and speed
for a single developer. VBS2 was chosen because of the links to the MoD and the fact that it
gives a good level of fidelity in 3D compared to other software tools whist being free and relatively
efficient for a single developer to use.
The other software tool NetLogo was chosen because it was free to use and had a visibly
different (lower) level of fidelity to VBS2, allowing for obvious differences between the two to be
noticed. NetLogo also allowed the freedom to create several ideas from scratch and test in a
reasonably short time.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENT I
5.1 Introduction and Objectives
The aim of the first experiment was to explore an observer‘s ability to identify the intent of a crowd
and whether any individuals are deviating from the norm.
Observers were shown the same scene using two different levels of fidelity and four different
crowd sizes. In alternative cases one individual‘s actions was not in line with the rest of the
crowd. The observers were then provided with five possible explanations of what was happening
and asked to record how strongly they felt that these were plausible answers. Each explanation
was measured using a 10-point scale system, with 1 being not to confident and 10 being highly
confident. This scale could then measure the confidence of the observers who when trying to
accurately depict what was happening.
The objective of the experiment was to gain an insight into the following:
Hypothesis linked with thesis question 1: do observers have strong opinion of what is
happening in a particular situation?
Hypothesis linked with question 1b: does the distribution of written and verbal information
have a different effect on the observer‘s opinion?
Hypothesis linked with question 1 & 2: can observers identify the person who is not acting
in line with the crowd?
Hypothesis in line with question 2: does fidelity make a difference?
Does the size of the crowd have an impact? [Not linked to thesis question but necessary
to tell if crowd size would influence observers]
As access to experts was limited, this experiment was conducted with all naïve observers. As
such thesis question 3 was not touched in this experiment.

5.2 Scenario Description and Design
This scenario was based loosely around the earthquake that happened in Haiti in 2010, i.e.
individuals collecting food aid. The design of the experiment began by developing two types of
briefing: one written and one verbal. The reasoning behind the two brief types was to see if
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verbal or written briefings altered an observer‘s confidence or understanding of a scenario. This
is based on the way the British Army distributes intelligence, either in a written form or a verbal
briefing. The reason for using different types of briefing was derived from speaking to SMEs (see
Section 4.2.3).
The purpose of the brief was to provide information about the scenario such as the place, what
had happened, the state of the people and that the United Nations had started to bring in supplies
to the region. Pictures where provide to show the different states of a food aid distribution both in
the written and verbal briefings.
The information pointed towards two facts: that the individuals in the scenario where hungry and
that a rule based systems was being set up to allow food aid to be distributed evenly and fairly.
To keep bias to a minimum, no information was given about the individual‘s intent (i.e. that one
individual may break the rules). The software tools used to design the computer based scenes
were, NetLogo (Fig. 5.1), and VBS2 (Fig. 5.2).
The area in NetLogo consisted of a black background with coloured squares. VBS2 had a higher
fidelity with a texture area for the background (consisting of grass, sand and walled areas) and it
had a 3D perspective.

Fig. 5.1

NetLogo food aid scenario with 3 individuals
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Fig. 5.2

VBS2 food aid scenario with 3 individuals

The design created a rule based system for the individuals in the virtual environment to follow.
The first rule was to have the individual collect a food ration coupon in one area (white square in
NetLogo (Fig. 5.1), far right walled area in VBS2 (Fig. 5.2)). The next rule was for the individual
to proceed to another area where they can exchange the ticket for food/provisions (purple square
in NetLogo (Fig. 5.1), and nearby walled area with food sacks in VBS2, (Fig. 5.2)) before finally
returning to the ‗base‘ location where they started from.
Squares and walled areas replicate different state changes in the rule system, each time an
individual enters these areas their colour change to denote a change in the state and that the
individual is following the rules correctly. The colours are as follows:
In NetLogo the individual were simple circles with a unique identifier number. Colour
changes were used to indicate the different states of the individual (Fig. 5.3).
o

Blue = empty handed

o

Red = has food ration coupon

o

Green = has food

In VBS2 the individuals were 3D. The colour of their clothes changes used to indicate the
different rule changes of the individual (Fig. 5.4)
o

Black = empty handed

o

Blue = has food ration coupon

o

Red (carrying parcel) = has food
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The design also considered variations in crowd sizes for both NetLogo and VBS2. The different
crowd sizes consisted of 3, 6, 9 and 12 individuals.
Another four crowd sizes where produced using the same numbers, but including one individual
who did not participate in the food collection. This individual does not follow any rules (breaking
the ‗norm‘) but waits at the ‗base‘ until another individual has obtained the food/provisions and
returned to ‗base‘. The individual breaking the ‗norm‘ then steals the food/provision from the
other individual. The theft is shown through changes in status in both the thief and victim. The
Individual who steals in NetLogo is depicted as a circle. In VBS2 it is depicted as a man wearing
a blue trouser and red top. Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 show the differences between NetLogo and
VBS2.

Fig. 5.3 NetLogo with 4 individual 1 who steals (top left corner)
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Fig. 5.4 VBS2 with 4 individual 1 who steals (top left corner)
Squares and walled areas replicate different state changes in the rule system, each time an
individual enters these areas their colour changes to denote a change in the state and that the
individual is following the rules correctly.
The virtual environments were designed using VBS2 tool (high fidelity) and NetLogo tool (lower
fidelity) to create the differences in fidelity. The virtual environments were then made into a
series of static images. The static images were put together into slides using Microsoft Power
Point for VBS2 and Microsoft Image Viewer for NetLogo. The static images on the slides were
then presented as images moving from one state to another. The whole slide show showed a
complete process from getting the food ration coupon, getting food/provision, and returning safely
to the ‗base‘ (originally starting point). Fig.5.5 and Fig. 5.6 show an example of the different slide
shows. Only one visual perspective was used to keep the process simple (Projected slides in
front of a class using the projector and laptop running Windows Vista)

Fig. 5.5 Example slide sequence NetLogo
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Fig. 5.6 Example slide sequence VBS2
Along with the virtual environment static images, observers were given five different options.
Observers were given different types of briefings and were required to rate their confidence in
each option if they felt it was a viable explanation using a scale of 1 to 10. The observers could
choose more than one option. Table 5.1listls the options. These are referred to as ―
text options‖ in
the analysis of experiment results.
Table5.1 Options Choices
Options

Description

1

Individuals are moving from the city towards the UN run vaccination centre. The
white square is the first stop to get the vaccination and then towards the
magenta square for proof of vaccination. Once they have been confirmed they
move back to the city. The colour change shows the process.

2

Individuals are moving from the city to a safe haven, the white square set up by
the UN. They have then been forced from the white square because of a
potential aftershock so the individuals move to the magenta square where they
are told that it is not safe so they move back. The colour change shows
emotional state.

3

Individuals are moving from the city towards the UN white square where ration
coupons are being provided. Once the coupon has been received the individual
then moves to the magenta square to get some provisions. Once provisions
have been obtained, they return back to the city. The colour change shows the
process.

4

Individuals are moving from the city in search of provisions. The UN white
square is where the individuals storm first. Realising there is no provision there;
the individuals move to the magenta square and storm again. On realising that
there are no provisions they return to the city. The colour change shows
emotional state.

5

Iindividuals are moving from the city towards the UN white square where ration
coupons are being provided. Once the coupon has been received the individual
then moves to the magenta square to get some provisions. But on leaving the
magenta square an individual has not followed the correct rules and has
mugged an individual with provisions. The colour change shows the process.
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The only difference to the options for VBS2 is the referral to squares. The squares in VBS2 are
actually walled areas. So in VBS2 the first square is referred to as the ‗first walled area‘ and the
second square is referred to as the ‗second walled area‘. The purpose of the options was to
measure observer‘s confidence when viewing the static images. The confidence measurements
could then be used to answer the thesis question.
The correct option for when the crowd of individuals following the correct rule based system
(‗norm‘)was option 3. The information provided in the brief give subtle queues which was hope
to ted the observers responding and giving a high rating level of confidence in option 3. When an
individual broke from the ‗norm‘ and stole from an individual option 5 was the correct answer.
Option 5 was the only option given to the observers that mention an individual not conforming to
the rules.

5.3 Experiment Setup and Running
The experiment was conducted with two separate groups, one group who read the written briefing
and the other group who were given the briefing verbally. Each group were split into either the
NetLogo scene or the VBS2 scene (not both). The total numbers of observers was 27. The
groups spilt between written and verbally briefing and between NetLogo and VBS2 are as
followed:
NetLogo, written brief = 6 observers;
VBS2, written brief = 7 observers;
NetLogo, verbal brief = 8 observers; and
VBS2, verbal brief = 6 observers.
The observers were given 10 minutes to read through the brief and were allowed to ask questions
pertaining to the brief only. The observer where then given a further five minutes to read through
the five different options provided. The observers could ask questions pertaining only to the five
choices. The same times where given to those observers who got the briefing verbally.
The first run of the experiment was a dry run to get observers familiar to the scenario and the
process of selecting from the five options. The dry run slide show ran for approximately 30
seconds. A further 120 seconds was given to the observers to select from the five options and a
rate their confidence using a 10-point scale system. Questions could be asked again to ensure
that the observers understood the experiment process.
Once it was clear that all observers understood the dry run, the experiment was conducted a
further six times. Each run was randomly selected from the four types of crowd sizes. Three
runs would include the ‗norm‘ where no individual trying to steal food/provision and three runs
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would include the deviation from the ‗norm‘ with an individual trying to steal food/provisions. Each
run lasted approximately 150 seconds. The test runs are per Table 5.2 below.

Table 5.2 Experiment Runs for Written and Verbal Brief
Run Number

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

Test Number

NetLogo

Test 2

6 Individuals
following the rules to
get food/provisions

Test 4

12 Individuals
following the rules to
get food/provisions

Test 5

3 Individuals
behaving normal
following the rule
system. 1 individual
stealing the
food/provisions

Test 8

12 Individuals
behaving normal
following the rule
system. 1 individual
stealing the
food/provisions

Test 6

6 Individuals
behaving normal
following the rule
system. 1 individual
stealing the
food/provisions

Test 3

3 Individuals
following the rules to
get food/provisions

Test Number

VBS2

Test 6

6 Individuals
following the
rules to get
food/provisions

Test 3a

3 Individuals
behaving normal
following the rule
system. 1
individual
stealing the
food/provisions

Test 9a

9 Individuals
behaving normal
following the rule
system. 1
individual
stealing the
food/provisions

Test 12

12 Individuals
following the
rules to get
food/provisions

Test 12a

12 Individuals
behaving normal
following the rule
system. 1
individual
stealing the
food/provisions

Test 9

9 Individuals
following the
rules to get
food/provisions
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5.4 Experiment Results
The data was analysed using Excel and then statistically analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics
Data Editor Version 19.

5.4.1 Observers opinions
The data gathered from experiment I was first analysed as a whole to develop a general baseline
and see what confidence levels observers had overall in the five options. Taking an overall
approach provides an understanding of whether any option(s) had a dominant presence.
The results described below are for the combined data from the written and verbal briefings, as
well as the data with and without an individual breaking the rules (i.e. all six runs). The graphs
below cover an overall understanding of what the level of confidence observers had when rating
the options (means confidence) and how strong the consensus was of the observers (stand
deviation error bars).
5.4.1.1 Combined data
Fig. 5.7 shows the total confidence ratings given by all observers to all five options over the six
scenario runs, combining the totals from NetLogo & VBS2.

The maximum confidence level

possible for any option is 1620. To achieve a value of 1620 all 27 observers (fourteen observers
in NetLogo and thirteen observers for VBS2) would have to have given a confidence rating of 10
for each option, in each of the six runs.

The mean average of all five options is a confidence

value of 586.2, which is equivalent to 36.1 percent of the maximum confidence level possible.
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Combined Maximum Confidence Level if all Observer's Responded with a Confidence Level of 10 in all Text Options
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Fig. 5.7 Combined (NetLogo & VBS2) maximum confidence rating value of all options
Fig. 58 illustrates the mean confidence of the combined data from both NetLogo and VBS2
alongside the standard deviation for each of the options. This includes all 27 observers and all
six runs of the experiment. 60 is the total maximum value that each option can be given when
combining a maximum score of 10 through all of the six runs. The total mean confidence for all
five options is 21.7 which is 36.1 percent confidence. The standard deviation is shown as error
bar in Fig. 5.8. The error shows that the observer‘s confidence had a similar level of deviation
when rating all five of the options. However the deviation overall mean average value is 12.5
which is high and indicates a low level of consensus amongst the observers.
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Fig. 5.8 Mean confidence for all five options with SD error bars (Combined)
5.4.1.2 NetLogo Data
Having analysed the results overall, the second step was to look at results for NetLogo and VBS2
separately. The results below are for the NetLogo software tool only and included the combined
data of the written and verbal briefing. These graphs display the overall result of observer‘s
confidence.
Fig. 5.9 shows the total response to all five options over the six scenario runs for NetLogo. The
maximum confidence value for each option in NetLogo is 840. This is calculated by taking all 14
observers multiplied by six runs each with a maximum rating of 10. The mean average of all five
options for NetLogo gives a mean confidence value of 293.5, which is equivalent to a 34.9
percent confidence rating for NetLogo.
This rating was lower than the 31.6 percent confidence rating of NetLogo and VBS2 combined
which suggests that overall NetLogo produced less confident responses than VBS2.
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NetLogo - Maximum Confidence Level if all Observer's Responded with a Confidence Level of 10 in all Text Options
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Fig. 5.9 Maximum confidence rating value of all five options for NetLogo
Fig. 5.10 is the mean confidence of NetLogo alongside the standard deviation (shown as the error
bar). 60 is the total maximum value that each option can be given through all of the six runs. The
mean confidence for all five options is 20.7 which is only 34.9 percent confidence. The standard
deviation varied between the options. For example, option 4 showing a higher deviation
compared to option 1. However, regardless of the variation, the overall mean standard deviation
value is 11.9 which, whilst lower that the combined NetLogo and VBS2 value, is still high.
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NetLogo - Observer's Total Mean Confidence in all Text Options
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Fig. 5.10 Mean confidence rating for all options with SD error bars (NetLogo)
5.4.1.3 VBS2 Data
The results below are for the VBS2 software tool only and included the combined data of the
written and verbal briefing. These graphs display the overall result of observer‘s confidence.
Fig. 5.11 shows the total response to all five options over the six scenario runs for VBS2. The
total confidence value is 780, which was calculated by multiplying the total number of observers
(13) with the number of runs (6) and maximum confidence rating (10). The mean average of all
five options for VBS2 gives a mean confidence value of 292.7, which is equivalent to a 37.5
percent confidence rating overall. The VBS2 confidence rating is higher than that achieved for
NetLogo.
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VBS2 - Maximum Confidence Level if all Observer's Responded with a Confidence Level of 10 in all Text Options
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Fig. 5.11 Maximum confidence rating value of all options for VBS2
Fig. 5.12 is the mean confidence and standard deviation for VBS2. 60 is the total maximum value
that each option can be given through all of the six runs. The total mean confidence for all five
options is 22.5 which is only 37.5 percent confidence. Standard deviation is shown as error bar in
Fig. 5.12. The deviation overall mean average value is 13.0 which is higher than for NetLogo.
The lowest deviation is for option 3, which is one of the two correct options.
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VBS2 - Observer's Total Mean Confidence in all Text Options
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Fig. 5.12 Mean confidence for all options with SD error bars (VBS2)
5.4.1.4 Comparison of data (NetLogo & VBS2)
The following result below display a comparison between the NetLogo and VBS2 results
described above.
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Fig. 5.13 Maximum confidence rating value of all five options (Compared)
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Fig. 5.14 Confidence percentage for each option (Compared)
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Fig. 5.15 Mean Confidence for all five options with SD error bars (Compared)
5.4.1.5 Observations and ANOVA significant main effect
Looking at the results described above in the context of thesis question 1, the Author feels that
observers could not confidently distinguish what was happening in the virtual environment and
they did not display a strong consensus.
The data show that confidence levels in all five options were considerably low and that, whilst
there was some variation, no one option clearly stood out from the others. It also shows that the
consensus between the observers was also low; as such the standard deviation was high in all
five options. This would suggest that the observers did not have a clear consensus on the five
options.
The comparison graphs also indicate that for some of the options there are differences in the
NetLogo and VBS2 confidence ratings. Fig. 5.15 shows that options 1, 2, 4 and 5 show a visible
variation in confidence levels between the two difference software tools (fidelity). Despite the fact
that low confidence levels were reported in all of the options, these differences between the two
software tools could suggest that fidelity may play a part in an observer‘s perception and
confidence levels.
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To obtain further evidence of a possible relationship the Author analysed the data using a twoway mixed ANOVA design between-subjects and within-subjects. This analysis would show if
fidelity had any significant main effect between the two software tools.
The two-way measurements between-subjects would compare NetLogo five options with VBS2
five options similar to Fig. 5.15. However, the results showed there is a non-significant main
effect between NetLogo and VBS2 [F (1, 25) < 0.669, ns].
In the within–subjects measurement there is a significant main effect when comparing between all
five options [F (4, 100) = 4.013, p < 0.005] which suggest that there is little consensus in
confidence ratings between all five options.
There is non-significant main effect on the interaction between options and fidelity (NetLogo and
VBS2) [F (4, 100) < 0.075, ns]. This could suggest that there is a similar level of confidence
between the options in both fidelities. In other words there little difference between NetLogo‘s five
options and VBS2‘s five options (as shown in Fig.5.15).

5.4.2 Distribution of information
Having looked at the overall data, and different software tools, the next step was to determine if
the distribution of information increased an observer‘s confidence. Did the provision of written
briefings result in meaningful differences in results compared to observers who were given the
information through verbal presentation?
This is to hypothesise that giving information by verbal or written means has a different effect on
the observer‘s confidence rating for the five options during. For example, could the information
increase the observer‘s confidence and understanding of the virtual environment? It is hoped that
it would also lead the observers to selecting the correct option (3 or 5). Option 3 was the correct
option when individuals in the crowd followed the rules to obtain food aid, option 5 was the correct
one where an individual broke the rules and stole the food aid from another individual.
5.4.2.1 Comparison of different brief types
Fig. 5.16 compares the differences in confidence between the verbal briefing and written briefing
using NetLogo. The confidence rating across all six runs is compared to the two brief and the five
options. The mean confidence across all five options for verbal briefing was 20.7, which is
equivalent to 34.5 percent. The written briefing mean confidence rating across all five options
was 21.3, which is 35.5 percent. Fig. 5.16 shows considerable difference between option 1 and
5. The standard deviation error bars are high across all five options, giving an average standard
deviation of 11.9 for verbal and 10.3 for written.

This would suggest that the observer‘s
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confidence across the two briefing types had a similar level of deviation, which means that the
spread of confidence is very large.
NetLogo - Confidence Rating Comparison between Written and Verbal Briefing
(Mean & Standard Deviation)
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Fig. 5.16 NetLogo comparison between written & verbal briefing
Fig. 5.17 compares the results of the verbal briefing and written briefing using VBS2. The mean
confidence across all five options for verbal briefing was 21.4, which is equivalent to 35.6 percent.
The written briefing mean confidence rating across all five options was 23.5, or 39.1 percent.
The Fig. 5.17 shows considerable difference between verbal and written briefings for option 1 and
5, which is similar to NetLogo Fig. 5.16. The standard deviation error bars are high across all
options. The average standard deviation across five all option was 11.9 for verbal and 13.5 for
written. Again this is very similar to NetLogo and would suggest that the observer‘s confidence
had a similar level of deviation across both briefings.
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VBS2 - Confidence Rating Compariosn between Written and Verbal Briefing
(Mean & Standard Deviation)
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Fig. 5.17 VBS2 comparison between written & verbal briefing
Fig. 5.18 is a comparison between the two software tools (NetLogo and VBS2) and between
written and verbal briefings. The written brief for both software tools suggest that when averaging
all the means the high overall mean confidence is in the written brief for both VBS2 and NetLogo.
The written briefing for VBS2 had an overall mean confidence rating of 39.1 percent whereby
NetLogo an overall mean confidence written brief 35.5 percent for the written brief.
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Compared Mean Confidence Rating between NetLogo & VBS2 Written & Verbal Briefing
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Fig. 5.18 Comparison between NetLogo and VBS2
5.4.2.2 Observations and ANOVA significant main effect
To find any significance in the way information was given to the observers prior to running the
experiment, the data was analysed using three-way mixed ANOVA design measuring the data
between subjects NetLogo with VBS2 (fidelity), written and verbal briefing (brief types) and the
five options.
The first measurement result was for between-subjects when comparing the two fidelities
NetLogo with VBS, this is the combination of all the data for NetLogo and VBS2 returns a nonsignificant effect between the two fidelities [F (1, 23) < 0.707, ns].
The second measurement result was between verbal and written brief not including fidelity. The
comparison between the total data of written and verbal briefings returned a non-significant effect
between the two briefs [F (1, 23) < 0.726, ns].
The final measurement measures to see if there is any significant interaction between the two
fidelities and the types of briefings. The results suggest that there is a non-significant effect
between fidelity and the brief types [F (1, 23) < 0.839, ns].
When measuring within-subject this measurement compares the factors, fidelity, brief types and
the five options. The first measurement is the total data of NetLogo and VBS2 five options which
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suggests that when combining the data of both fidelities there is differences between the option
(as a total) [F (4, 92) = 4.878, p < 0.001]. This finding is backed up with a Pairwise comparison of
the five options. Pairwise measures one option with the other four and does this through all five
(see Appendix A)
The measurement is then broken down into comparisons with other factors. The five options are
compared with the fidelities. The comparison of the interaction between the options and fidelities
does return a significant main effect between them. [F (4, 92) = 6.972, p < 0.017]. What this
suggests is that by removing the type of briefing from the equation, there is a difference between
VBS2 and NetLogo‘s five options.
Removing the fidelity from the measurement and measuring between the five options and the two
briefing types then there is a significant main effect between them [F (4, 92) = 6.017, p < 0.000].
The final measurement was the interaction between the fidelities (NetLogo & VBS2), the briefing
types (written/verbal) and the five options. This is now comparing the three factors to see if there
is a significant effect between them all. This measurement returned a non-significant result [F (4,
92) < 0.868, ns]. This suggest that, as with the illustration of Fig. 5.19, there is no difference
between NetLogo, VBS2, written, verbal, briefing type and the five options.
5.4.2.3 Conclusion
Analysing Fig. 5.18 shows that the two highest confidence ratings for each brief type in Table 5.3
are.
Table 5.3 Highest Mean Confidence for NetLogo and VBS2
Fidelity

Rank

Briefing Type

Option

Mean Confidence

NetLogo

1

Written

1

33.6

NetLogo

2

Written

1

27.7

VBS2

1

Written

1

28.7

VBS2

2

Written

3

26.7

NetLogo

1

Verbal

3

25.3

NetLogo

2

Verbal

1

23.8

VBS2

1

Verbal

5

26.1

VBS2

2

Verbal

4

25.2
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What can be taken from this is that there are differences when removing the factor of the briefing
types out of the equation. The above bullet points show that the highest two options for both
NetLogo and VBS2 are options 1 and 3. Therefore it is clear that the written briefing had the
same effect on those observers who viewed the NetLogo to those who view the VBS2. Also
there must be something in option 1 and 3 to this cause similarity. Furthermore, the Author noted
that option 5 did not make it into the top two options.
Verbal briefing does in some way have an effect on observer confidence as this alters slightly,
although not significantly enough as the measurement have shown. In NetLogo a shift was
observed from option 1 to option 3 as being the highest. This could suggest that the verbal
briefing offered clarity to observers who now saw option 3 as the correct choice. However, if this
suggestion is correct, then option 5 should also have been in the highest two, and this does not
appear in the NetLogo results. The big difference appears with VBS2 which has the two high
confidences rating in the correct options 5 and the second highest being option 4. This could
suggest two things: that the fidelity helped the observers notice someone breaking the rules and
or that the brief type helped clarify the five options.
The next analysis will break down the data further to build on the above findings. The test run will
be broken into two groups of three: three runs with an individual breaking the rule, and three runs
without.

5.4.3 Identifying correctly someone who is breaking the rules
During the running of the experiment cases where an individual was breaking the rules were
inserted in half the runs. As such the data is split into two groups: ‗Individual breaking the rules‟,
which was three runs, and ‗Individual not breaking the rules‟, which was also three runs, making a
total of six runs.
The data gathered were analysed to try and answer thesis questions 1 and 2 i.e. can observers
distinguish when someone is breaking the rules, and if so, does the fidelity of the software being
use have an effect? To try to answer this, the mean confidence rating of each option was
analysed to see if any significant main effects could be found or whether a strong consensus
could be seen in the graphs. The data analysis first looks generally at NetLogo vs. VBS2, and
then separates the brief types (written & verbal) and fidelities types (NetLogo & VBS2) to
compare if any difference can be found between them.
5.4.3.1 Individual breaking the rules NetLogo vs. VBS2
Results in the graph below display the three runs which had an individual breaking the rules for
both NetLogo and VBS2. The Author hoped to find option 5 for both NetLogo and VBS2
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displaying the highest confidence level as this was the ―
correct‖ answer. However, Fig 5.19 did
not display this.
Individual Breaking the Rules NetLogo vs. VBS2
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Fig. 5.19 Mean Confidence for Individual breaking the rules NetLogo vs. VBS2
The data was analysed conducting using a two-way mixed ANOVA to measure between two
different groups of VBS and NetLogo observers and compare within-subject effects. The
between-subjects are NetLogo and VBS2. This measures the total data of NetLogo between
VBS2 total to compare if there is any significant effect between the two fidelities. This is the total
data of the three runs. The result returned a non-significant main effect [F (1, 25) < 0.710, ns]
which is expected as the results before also returned the same finding. It also shows that there is
no difference between the observers mean confidence of NetLogo and VBS2. This can suggest
that the fidelity at this point of measurement does not have an effect on the observer.
The next measurement is within-subjects to see if there are any significant effects between
subjects (NetLogo, VBS2 and the five options).
The first measurement compared all the five options data, combining the data of NetLogo and
VSB2. The result for this is measurement was a non-significant effect [F (4, 100) < 0.538, ns].
This result suggests that when analysing the data of the five options were an individual has
broken the rules then there is no difference between 1 to 5 options. Table 5.4 shows that there is
little difference to the combined mean confidence of NetLogo and VBS2 five options. This also
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suggests that the confidence in noticing whether that an individual has broken the rules could not
be detected (overall). The highest combined confidence is option 3.
Table 5.4 Combined Total Mean Confidence for Five Options (Breaking Rules)
Options
Combine
Total Mean

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

22.4

17.7

23.6

21.4

19.4

The final measurement is the interaction between NetLogo, VBS2 and their five options. The
result suggest that there is a significant main effect between them [F (4, 100) = 4.678, p < 0.002].
This finding concurs with Fig. 5.19 which shows that there is clear difference between NetLogo
and VBS2 five options. It can also suggest that in some way fidelity does alter the observer‘s
confidence.
However neither of the two fidelities led the observers to confidently identifying when an individual
broke the rules. For NetLogo the highest confidence was in option 1 and for VBS2 option 4.
In the next section the data will be broken into the two brief types.
5.4.3.2 Individual breaking the rules NetLogo, VBS2 compared with brief type
The data are broken down to compared if the way in which information was given assisted the
observer in noticing if an individual had broken the rules.

Like the previous analysis which

analysed the data at the fidelity level, the data now is separated into the two briefing types. It will
also use the data from the three run that had an individual breaking the rules. Fig. 5.20 illustrates
the differences between NetLogo, VBS2 and the two types of briefings written and verbal - to see
if the information helped observers make the correct choice.
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Individual Breaking the Rules comparison Written vs. Verbal
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Fig. 5.20 Individual breaking the rules comparison between brief types
Fig. 5.20 illustrates that, for VBS2, option 5 in verbal briefing has the highest mean confidence
and concurs with the findings in section 5.4.2.1 when analysing the whole data of written and
verbal briefing data (all six runs). This suggests that observers either became aware of what was
happening through the verbal briefing or that the fidelity helped (VBS2) them notice an individual
breaking the rules.
The highest mean confidence rating for verbal briefing in VBS2 was for the correct option 5 with a
mean confidence of 5.92. In comparison, the highest mean confidence for verbal briefing in
NetLogo was for option 3 with a mean confidence of 4.50. Test option 5 verbal briefing in
NetLogo had a mean confidence of 3.46.
The written briefs also had different outcomes for VBS2. The highest mean confidence was for
option 4 with a mean of 4.76 and for NetLogo the highest mean confidence was for option 1 with
a mean of 6.25.
As option 5 which is the ―correct‖ option. Fig. 5.20 shows that it wasn‘t easy in any fidelity to spot
an individual breaking the rules. However, although NetLogo highest confidence was not in the
correct option, there is a significant difference between the confidence in option 5 verbal briefing
and written briefing. For NetLogo verbal briefing the confidence mean for option 5 was 3.46
compared with the written brief confidence mean of 0.89.
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VBS2 verbal briefing did have the highest confidence in the correct option, but not in the written
and like NetLogo option 5 was the lowest mean out of the five options. Therefore it is possible to
suggest that verbal briefing does help and improves the observer confidence but the increase in
confidence does not ensure that they will get the correct options.
It is possible that the higher fidelity in VBS2 coupled with the verbal brief did raise awareness
towards someone breaking the rules and led to increase confidence in the option 5.
The data will now be further analysed using a three-way mixed ANOVA design within-subject
effects and between-subjects, which measures between NetLogo and VBS2 (fidelity), two briefing
types, the runs which only had an individual breaking the rules and the five options. Due to a
slight complexity Fig 5.21 helps illustrates this. Note that each run has five options and NetLogo
is identical to VBS2.

Fig. 5.21 Illustration of Measurements
The first group of measurements was to measure if there were any significant effect betweensubjects. The first was to compare between the two fidelities to see if any effect between the two
could be found. The measurement takes the total confidence data in NetLogo and VBS2 and
compares. The data measures to find if there is any significant effect between the two fidelities.
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This however returned a non-significant main effect between NetLogo and VBS2 [F (1, 23) <
0.763, ns].
The next measurement was to compare between the two brief types, written and verbal. This
measurement does not compare between the NetLogo & VBS2 but takes the data from both
fidelities and splits them into written and verbal briefing and compares to see if there is a
significant effect between the two. The comparison between the two briefs also revealed a nonsignificant main effect between the two briefing types [F (1, 23) < 0.621, ns].
The final measurement in the between-subjects is the interaction between NetLogo, VBS2 and
the two briefing. This now measures to see if there is a significant effect on the brief types and
the fidelity. A non-significant main effect was found when comparing the interaction between
fidelity and briefing [F (1, 23) < 0.990, ns].
The next of measurement measures the data within-subject to see if there is any significant effect
between the different factors. The factors are the fidelity, the brief type and the five options.
Measuring the data within-subject effect there was non-significant main effect between the
interaction of fidelity, brief type and the three runs of the experiment [F (2, 46) < 0.288, ns].
There is a significant main effect on the different scene runs (three in total for individual breaking
the rules) [F (2, 46) = 7.638, p < 0.001]. This suggests that when combined all the data from
NetLogo‘s three runs and VBS2 three runs and comparing between the three runs (Pairwise
comparison) then there is a significant difference between them.

Table 5.5 illustrates the

Pairwise comparison of the total three runs. The difference between the runs is that the size of
the crowd changes. The crowd sizes will be analysed further on in the thesis.
Table 5.5 Pairwise Comparison of the Three Runs (Individual Breaking Rules)
Measure:MEASURE_1
95% Confidence Interval for
Differencea

Mean
Difference (IJ)

Std. Error

Sig.a

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

(I) Runs

(J) Runs

1

2

-.775*

.266

.024

-1.462

-.088

3

-.830*

.231

.005

-1.425

-.234

1

.775*

.266

.024

.088

1.462

3

-.055

.212

1.000

-.603

.493

1

.830*

.231

.005

.234

1.425

2

.055

.212

1.000

-.493

.603

2
3

Based on estimated marginal means
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Measure:MEASURE_1
95% Confidence Interval for
Differencea

Mean
Difference (IJ)

Std. Error

Sig.a

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

(I) Runs

(J) Runs

1

2

-.775*

.266

.024

-1.462

-.088

3

-.830*

.231

.005

-1.425

-.234

1

.775

*

.266

.024

.088

1.462

3

-.055

.212

1.000

-.603

.493

1

.830

*

.231

.005

.234

1.425

2

.055

.212

1.000

-.493

.603

2
3

Based on estimated marginal means
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.

There is a significant main effect on the interaction between the five options and fidelity (NetLogo
and VBS2) [F (4, 92) = 6.179, p < 0.000]. So far the measurement findings have suggested that
there are non-significant differences between the fidelities. However this changes when
measuring the interaction between NetLogo, VBS2 and their five options as there is a significant
difference between the interactions.
When fidelity is removed from the equation, there is also a significant main effect on the
interaction between the five options and brief types (written and verbal) [F (4, 92) = 5.393, p <
0.001]. This suggests that when comparing the two briefings types and their five options by
combing the data of NetLogo and VBS2 (removing the fidelity) there is differences between the
five options of written and verbal. Further analysis of this measurement puts the verbal briefing
option 5 as highest mean confidence of 4.68 mean overall.
For the written brief the highest mean confidence was option 1 with 5.15 mean overall. This
suggests that the verbal briefing somehow assisted the observer‘s confidence towards selecting
the correct option. However the same cannot be said for the written brief.
5.4.3.3 Conclusion
What can be concluded from the data analysed is that, when comparing the briefing types
through different measurements by analysing one or more factors, it is suggested that the verbal
briefing produces the highest confidence in the ability to detect if an individual had broken the
rules. This was evident in the mean confidence rating for the correct option, option 5. It was also
clear that VBS2 verbal briefing mean confidence in options was the highest. This suggests that
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fidelity did assist the observer visual in detect if an individual was breaking the rules. Even when
the fidelity was removed the verbal briefing had the highest mean confidence for option 5.
This is also highlighted in Fig. 5.20 which illustrates that the highest confidence rating for VBS2
verbal briefing is option 5.

It is worth highlighting an important fact that although NetLogo

confidence mean in detecting an individual were low, there was an increase in confidence
between the written and the verbal briefing for option 5.

5.4.4 Individuals not breaking the rules
Similar to 5.4.3, the data that will be analysed is the three runs were individuals did not break the
rules. The first analysis compares the two fidelities (NetLogo and VBS) and their five options.
This is to see where the confidence is in the options, which is hoped is option 3. The next
analysis compares between the briefing types and fidelity.

Is there a change from the first

analysis and if so did the briefing type assist the observers confidence rating and towards
answering the correct option.
Did the observer of the experiment easily identify that individuals in all three runs where abiding
by the rules and getting food from the food aid station? The data was first analysed to see if the
confidence rating of the five options altered between NetLogo and VBS2.
5.4.4.1 Individuals not breaking the rules NetLogo vs. VBS2
Fig. 5.22 compares the total results (combined data of the –three runs and including both brief
types) of the observer‘s mean confidence rating between NetLogo and VBS2.
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Individuals NOT Breaking the Rules NetLogo vs. VBS2
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Fig. 5.22 Mean Confidence for Individual not breaking the rules NetLogo vs. VBS2
What can be seen is that for NetLogo the observer‘s strongest confidence was with option 1 (a
mean confidence rating of 13.39) compared with VBS2 which was option 3 (a mean confidence
rating of 15.42). What can be suggests from the Fig 5.22 is at this point is that observer‘s mean
confidence in selecting the correct option was higher in VBS2 than in NetLogo. However the
means are low for both fidelities considering the maximum confidence for each option is 30 and
there are large standard deviations throughout all of the options (spread of confidence).
Analysing the data of the observer‘s confidence rating using a two-way mixed ANOVA design
measurement to compare between NetLogo and VBS2 (between-subjects) to see if there is a
significant difference between the fidelities.

This resulted in a non-significant main effect

between-subjects NetLogo and VBS2 (fidelity) [F (1, 25) < 0.648, ns]. This result is the same as
previous measurements; and again at this level of measurement it would suggest that fidelity
does not have an effect on the observers.
The next measurements are within-subject. The first looks at the total data of all five options.
The result for not breaking the rules suggests that there is a significant main effect between the
five options [F (4, 100) = 4.646, p < 0.002]. This result is the same for runs with an individual
breaking rule. Table 5.6 below shows the total mean confidence of the five options and illustrates
that there is little difference between the five options as the data analysis suggests. However it is
worth noting that option 3 has the highest overall mean which is the correct option.
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Table 5.6 Combined Total Mean Confidence of NetLogo and VBS2 Five Options
Options
Combine
Total Mean

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

25.6

15.5

26.2

20.1

17.5

The next measurement was to measure within-subject to see if there are any differences between
the fidelities and their five options. The result was a non-significant main effect [F (1, 25) < 0.772,
ns]. Fig. 5.22 illustrates the results which show that there are little differences between the mean
confidence of NetLogo and VBS2. This suggests that there is no significant difference between
the observer‘s confidence of NetLogo and VBS2.
The next analyse broke down the data into the two briefing types to see if this had any effect on
the observers confidence, Fig. 5.23 below illustrates the differences between the written and
verbal briefing NetLogo and in VBS2. This is to compare the briefing types with the five options
mean confidence to see if the briefing helped observer‘s make the correct choice by displaying a
higher mean confidence rating in option 3.
Individual Not Breaking the Rules comparison Written vs. Verbal
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Fig. 5.23 Individuals not breaking the rules comparison between brief types
When comparing the two brief types, VBS2 highest mean confidence rating was for option 1 in
the written briefing with mean confidence of 5.52. When comparing the written brief to the verbal
brief, VBS2 highest confidence has altered from option1 to the correct option, option 3 giving a
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slightly lower mean confidence rating of 5.47. As in section 5.4.3, it could be suggested that the
verbal briefing or the VBS2 fidelity helped to inform the observers of the correct option.
The NetLogo results show a different outcome. For the written briefing, option 1 had the highest
mean confidence rating of 4.94 and for the verbal briefing option 1 again had the highest mean
confidence rating of 4.10.
Analysing the data just comparing the two briefing types and the five options resulted in the
verbal briefing showing the highest mean confidence for the correct option 3 (4.69 mean). The
written briefing however showed the highest confidence in option 1 (5.23 mean) which was not
the correct option. This finding concurs with that of when an individual broke the rules and could
suggest that the verbal briefing type does help towards informing the observers.
The data was then analysed using a three-way mixed ANOVA design within-subject effects and
between-subjects. This analysis between-subjects suggested that there is a non-significant main
effect between NetLogo with VBS2 (fidelity) [F (1, 23) < 0.667, ns].
The difference between brief types also had a non-significant main effect [F (1, 23) < 0.857, ns]
and the interaction between fidelity and brief type also had a non-significant main effect [F (1, 23)
< 0.699, ns].
The measurements within-subjects effect took the data of the three runs, the five options (1 to 5),
fidelity and brief type (written or verbal) and the interaction between them. The only significant
main effect is for the five options [F (4, 92 = 4.656, p = 0.002].
The measurement showed non-significant main effect for any of the interaction with brief types
which suggests that the brief type make had no impact on observer‘s confidence rating, nor does
fidelity in which was being used.
5.4.4.2 Conclusion
What can be concluded from the analysing of the data for individuals who followed the rules is
that the mean confidence rating when trying to find significant main effect between the fidelity and
briefing type was inconclusive. That is fidelity type (NetLogo or VBS2) and the different briefing
types (written or verbal) had no impact on the observer‘s confidence.
Although significant main effects were found in the options (1 to 5), Fig. 5.22 illustrates that the
consensus of the observers was not present which created large standard deviations in the
options. Although for verbal briefing and VBS2 option 3 was the highest, when analysed with all
the data it prove to have no significant main effect.
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Therefore there is no clear consensus that the observers could chose the correct options and that
the different brief types had no significant effect. Based only on graph (Fig. 5.22) it could be
suggested that fidelity briefing type does have some effect in VBS2, however this is not the same
for NetLogo.

5.4.5 Impact of crowd size
Although not a directly related to any of the three thesis questions, Experiment I was conducted
using different crowd sizes and therefore it is useful to understand if an alteration in the crowd
size had an effect on the observer‘s choice of options and the confidence rating given.
The focus of this analysis is the number of individuals in the virtual environment (i.e. the crowd
size). The measurements have been split into NetLogo and VBS2 with individuals not breaking
the rules, individuals breaking the rules combining the data from both briefing types. The Graphs
measure the observers mean confidence rating of the five options that they were given during
each run of the food aid scenario.
The analysis then compares crowd sizes without individuals breaking the rules to the best match
of crowd sizes with the individual breaking the rules. For example, a crowd size of 3 (three
individuals not breaking rules) is compared to a crowds size of 3 plus 1 individual breaking the
rule. The analysis also looks at whether the correct option has been selected (option 3 for no
breaking rule, option 5 for breaking the rules).
The analysis above is conducted first for NetLogo, then for VBS2 and then concludes with a
comparison between VBS2 and NetLogo to see if fidelity has an influence on confidence.
5.4.5.1 NetLogo crowd size comparison
Fig 5.24 and Fig. 5.25 illustrate the difference between observer‘s confidence rating and the
different crowd sizes shown. The numbers in the graph index depicts the number of individuals in
the crowd, the ‗+ 1‘ denotes that an individual was breaking the rules. The sometimes large
variation in confidence ratings illustrated in both graphs could suggest that the crowd size does
affect the confidence mean on some of the options, however again the standard deviations are
very high, due to the spread of confidence.
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NetLogo - Means Confidence Including (Written & Verbal) Brief - Individual not Breaking the Rules ('norm')
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Fig. 5.24 Different crowd types and individuals not breaking rules (NetLogo)
Table 5.7 shows the highest mean confidence rating for Fig. 5.24 crowd sizes.
Table 5.7 Highest Mean Confidence Rating per Crowd Size (Not Breaking Rules) NetLogo
Crowd Size

Option

Mean Confidence

Standard Deviation
(Error Bar)

3 Individuals

1

5.36

4.24

6 Individuals

2

3.86

3.39

12 Individuals

1

5.82

3.89
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NetLogo - Means Confidence Including (Written & Verbal) Brief - With Individual Breaking the Rules
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Fig. 5.25 Different crowd types individual breaking the rules (NetLogo)
Table 5.8 shows the highest mean confidence rating for Fig. 5.25 crowd sizes.
Table 5.8 Highest Mean Confidence Rating per Crowd Size (Breaking Rules) NetLogo
Option

Mean Confidence

Standard Deviation
(Error Bar)

3 Individuals + 1
Breaking the Rules

1&2

3.79, 3.79

4.42, 3.36

6 Individuals + 1
Breaking the Rules

1

5.68

3.94

12 Individuals + 1
Breaking the Rules

1&3

5.14, 5.14

3.69, 3.56

Crowd Size

The next graphs are broken down by crowd size and compare the mean confidence for
individuals breaking and not breaking the rules to see if size increased the observer‘s awareness
of an individual breaking the rules or not breaking the rules.
Fig 5.26 below shows mean confidence in a crowd size of 3. It is suggested that when an
individual was added who broke the rules the mean confidence decreased it also suggests that
as the crowd size grew, then so did the confidence in some of the options. Confidence levels in
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option1 & 3 are higher when the crowd included an individual breaking the rules. However they
were both incorrect options as option 5 was the correct choice for when an individual was
breaking the rules.
NetLogo - Means Confidence Including Written & Verbal Brief : Crowd Size 3
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Fig. 5.26 Crowd size 3 NetLogo
Fig. 5.27 and Fig. 5.28 below shows the results for a crowd size of 6 and 12 respectively.
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NetLogo - Means Confidence Including Written & Verbal Brief: Crowd Size 6
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Fig. 5.27 Crowd size 6 NetLogo
NetLogo - Means Confidence Including Written & Verbal Brief: Crowd Size 12
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Fig. 5.28 Crowd size 12 NetLogo
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When comparing the overall mean confidence between all the crowd sizes were the individuals
followed the rules, crowd size 3 had the highest confidence with a mean of 4.00, followed by
crowd size 12 (mean 3.40) and crowd size 6 (mean 3.08). Where an individual was breaking the
rules the, highest mean was for crowd size 6 (mean of 3.96) followed by crowd size 12 (mean of
3.64) and last was crowd size 3 (mean 2.88).
A three-way repeated-measure ANOVA within-subject effect was performed to measure if there is
any significant main effect differences between individuals not breaking the rules, individual who
has broken the rules, crowd sizes and the five options.
When comparing between the six test runs, three runs where individuals followed the rules and
three runs where an individual broke the rules then it is suggested that there is a non-significant
main effect when comparing individuals who are not breaking the rules with individual breaking
the rules [F (1, 13) < 0.993, ns].
Furthermore there is a non-significant main effect with crowd sizes [F (2, 26) < 0.925, ns]. Crowd
size and interaction with the five options also had a non-significant main effect [F (8, 104) <
0.430, ns].
However, there is significant main effect with the five option [F (4, 52) = 5.118, p < 0.001] and
there is also a significant main effect on the interaction of crowd size and those breaking rules
and not breaking rules [F (2, 26) = 6.611, p < 0.005]. These findings correlate with what the
graphs show, i.e. that there is a significant different between the five options and significant
difference between the crowd sizes and comparing with an individual breaking the rules and
those individual who followed the rules.
5.4.5.2 Conclusion NetLogo size comparison
It is suggested that there is a significant effect when comparing the difference between the
individual not breaking the rules crowd sizes and that where an individual is breaking the rules
crowds sizes.

This could suggest that crowd size does have an effect on the observer‘s

confidence rating.
For a crowd size of 3, the data shows highest mean for individual not breaking the rules was for
the correct option: option 3. However, the same cannot be said for an individual breaking the
rules was as the highest means were for option 1 & 3 (same mean of 3.29) which are both
incorrect.
As the crowds grow so does the highest mean options change however this remains the incorrect
option. In the runs were the individuals are not breaking the rules the highest confidence mean for
crowd size 6 was for option 2 and for crowd size 12 option 1. Similarly ‗incorrect‘ options resulted
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in runs where there was an individual who is breaking the rules. Crowd size 6 had the highest
confidence mean rating for option 1 and crowd size 12 had option 1 &3 (same mean).
This would suggest that for NetLogo the crowd size does not led the observer to making the
correct options nor is it clear that the crowd size has any effect on the observer‘s awareness of
what is happening in the virtual world.
5.4.5.3 VBS2 crowd size comparison
Fig 5.29 and Fig. 5.30 illustrates the difference between observer‘s confidence rating and the
different crowd sizes shown for VBS2 respectively with and without an individual breaking the
rules. The graphs suggest that the crowd size does somehow affect the confidence mean on
some of the options in VBS2.
In Fig 5.30 below the mean confidence rating for crowd size 9 stands out from the rest of the
crowd sizes. Considering that option 3 is the correct option for when individuals are following the
rules this is a good sign that VBS2 and crowd size 9 may potentially have a significant mean.
VBS2 - Means Confidence Including (Written & Verbal) Brief - With Individual not Breaking the Rules
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Fig. 5.29 Different crowd types and individuals not breaking rules (VBS2)
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Table 5.9 Highest Mean Confidence Rating per Crowd Size (Not Breaking Rules) VBS2
Crowd Size

Option

Mean Confidence

Standard Deviation
(Error Bar)

6 Individuals

1

4.62

3.80

9 Individuals

3

7.31

3.09

12 Individuals

1

5.82

3.86

Fig. 5.30 suggests that when adding an individual into the crowd who breaks the rules the mean
confidence sways towards option 4 and option 2, neither of which are

the correct option.

However the variance between the highest option mean confidence and the correct option 5 is
minimal as it differed from 0.50 to 1.00 mean. When comparing the total mean confidence rating
for all the options, crowd size 12 had the highest mean for both and individual not breaking the
rules (mean of 3.85) and the for an individual breaking the rules (a mean of 4.20).
VBS2 - Means Confidence Including (Written & Verbal) Brief - With Individual Breaking the Rules
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Fig. 5.30 Different crowd types individual breaking the rules (VBS2)
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Table 5.10 Highest Mean Confidence Rating per Crowd Size (Breaking Rules) VBS2
Option

Mean Confidence

Standard Deviation
(Error Bar)

3 Individuals + 1
Breaking the Rules

4

4.88

3.57

6 Individuals + 1
Breaking the Rules

4

5.85

3.00

12 Individuals + 1
Breaking the Rules

2

5.31

3.86

Crowd Size

A crowd size of 6 was randomly chosen for the crowd size of individuals not breaking the rules
and as such Fig 5.31 compares the crowd size of 3 plus 1 individual breaking the rules to the
crowd size of 6. The graph shows - the mean confidence across all five options.
VBS2 - Means Confidence Including Written & Verbal Brief: Crowd Size 6 & 3
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Fig. 5.31 Crowd size 6 & 3 VBS2
Fig 5.32 below shows that, for VBS2 crowd size 9 without an individual breaking the rules,
observer‘s confidence had a high confidence rating mean of 7.31 for option 3 which is the correct
option.

What is also interesting is that when adding an individual who broke the rules the

confidence in option 4 rose and second was option 5. Albeit option 5 is the correct option, the
difference between the mean confidence in option 4 and 5 was only 0.96.
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VBS2 - Means Confidence Including Written & Verbal Brief: Crowd Size 9
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Fig. 5.32 Crowd size 9 VBS2
What is suggested in Fig. 5.33 is that in an increased crowd size of 12 for VBS2 the confidence
seems to level out across the different options compared to the smaller crowd sizes.

The

observers mean confidence rating was highest in option 1 when all individuals are following the
rules. This changed to option 2 when adding in an individual breaking the rules. This is in
contrast to crowd size 3, 6 and 9.
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VBS2 - Means Confidence Including Written & Verbal Brief: Crowd Size 12
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Fig. 5.33 Crowd size 12 VBS2
Similarly to NetLogo, the data was analysed to see if any significant main effects differences
could be found towards crowd sizes.

A three-way repeated-measure ANOVA within-subject

effects tested if there were any significant main effect between, individuals not breaking rules,
individual who has broken the rules, crowd sizes and the five options.
The measured data suggest that there is a non-significant main effect on individuals who did not
break the rules compared with individual who broke the rules [F (1, 12) < 0.804, ns].
There is also a non-significant main effect between the crowd sizes [F (2, 24) < 0.187, ns].
Furthermore, there is a non-significant main effect between the interaction of crowd sizes and the
five options [F (8, 96) < 0.173, ns].
However, there is a significant main effect on the interaction between individuals who did not
break the rules compared with individual who broke the rules and the five options [F (4, 48) =
4.434, p < 0.004] which is similar to NetLogo.
5.4.5.4 Conclusion VBS2 crowd sizes
The only suggested significant main effect existed when comparing between when an individual
does not break the rules with that where an individual does break the rules and the interaction of
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the five options. However the crowd sizes don‘t have any significant effect towards giving the
observer a great confidence mean rating towards the correct option.
The means confidence did change depending on the crowd size. In the food aid scene were
individuals did not break the rules for crowd size 6 the highest mean confidence was in option 1
(4.62 mean), this changed with crowd size 9 with the highest confidence mean in option 3 (correct
option) with a mean of 7.31. And when the crowd size increased to crowd size 12 the highest
option, was option 1 (5.17 mean). These alterations were apparent also happened in the runs
were an individual broke the rules however none of the options with the highest mean were for
the correct option 5. This would suggest that for VBS2, like NetLogo, the crowd size do not help
the observer select the correct options nor is it clear that the crowd size has any effect on the
observer‘s awareness of what is happening in the virtual world.
5.4.5.5 Comparison between NetLogo and VBS2 crowd sizes
The final comparison is to see if there are any differences between NetLogo and VBS2. Fig. 5.34
and Fig. 5.35 illustrate the confidence mean rating for the five options and compare VBS2 and
NetLogo side by side.
Comparison between VBS2 and NetLogo Mean Confidence Rating (combined written & verbal brief) Individual not Breaking the
Rules, with Standard Deviation Error Bars
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Fig. 5.34 Comparison between NetLogo and VBS2 crowd sizes (not breaking rules)
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Comparison between VBS2 and NetLogo Mean Confidence Rating (combined written & verbal brief) with Individual Breaking the Rules,
with Standard Deviation Error Bars
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Fig. 5.35 Comparison between NetLogo and VBS2 crowd sizes (breaking rules)
A three-way mixed measured ANOVA within-subjects and between subjects, was performed to
compare NetLogo with VBS2. The with-in subjects are breaking rules, not breaking rules, crowd
size and option and between subjects suggests NetLogo and VBS2 (fidelity).
For the between subject NetLogo and VBS2 there is a non-significant main effect [F. (1, 25) <
0.669, ns]
There is also a non-significant main effect between the breaking of rules and not breaking rule
interaction between fidelity [F. (1, 25) < 0.882, ns].
Furthermore there is a non-significant main effect with crowd size and the interaction with fidelity
[F. (2, 50) < 0.480, ns].
There is also a non-significant main effect with options and the interaction with fidelity [F. (4, 100)
< 0.075, ns]
However, there is a significant main effect within-subject not breaking rules, breaking rules and it
interaction between crowd sizes [F (2, 50) = 5.811, p < 0.005] which suggest that there is some
relationship between the different crowd sizes between when individuals that followed the rules
and those who did not.
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There is also a significant main effect with-subject, not breaking rules, breaking rules and
interaction between options and fidelity [F (4, 100) = 3.772, p < 0.007] which suggest there is an
influence between NetLogo, VBS2, when comparing between the individuals who did not break
the rules with the individual that broke the rules and the five options.

5.5 Conclusions from Experiment I
As the results from the data analysed are numerous, this section summarises them and refers
them back to the objectives of the experiment which were defined in section 5.1 as follows:
Do observers have strong opinion of what is happening in a particular situation?
Does the distribution of written and verbal information have a different effect on the
observer‘s opinion?
Can observers identify the person who is not acting in line with the crowd?
Does fidelity make a difference?
Does the size of the crowd have an impact?
The ANOVA results have been summarised in tables showing the measurement and
corresponding result. There are two main result columns. ―
Comparison‖ is used when the
NetLogo and VBS2 data were compared with each other. ―
Combined‖ is used when the
measurement used the combined data of both NetLogo and VBS2. Table 5.11 and 5.15 also
include columns only for NetLogo only and only for VBS2.
Do observers have strong opinion of what is happening in a particular situation? And,
does fidelity make a difference? Table 5.11 shows that ignoring the different fidelities and
comparing the five options there is a significant difference which suggest observers do have an
opinion of what is happening. However to suggest it was strong would not be accurate as the
mean confidences were low and the spread in the standard deviation was high which suggest
that there was little consensus. Furthermore, at the highest level, there is no significant difference
between the two fidelities (i.e. when comparing total VBS2 with total NetLogo data).
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Table 5.11 Summary of Findings - Five Options
Mean Confidence Level in all Five Options
Measurement

NetLogo Only

VBS2 Only

Total VBS2
compared with
NetLogo
Five Options
(1…5)

Comparison

Combined Data

NonSignificant
[F (4, 52) = 5.118,
p < 0.001]

NonSignificant

[F (4, 100) =
4.013, p < 0.005]

Did the type of briefing have an effect on the observers? Overall the results appear to be
inconclusive. Table 5.12 summarises the experiment results when comparing brief types. At the
highest level when (i.e. combining the data of VBS2 & NetLogo) the results suggest briefings did
not have an effect on the observer. However when comparing between briefing types (written,
verbal) and fidelity (VBS2, NetLogo), then there is a difference, which suggests that at this level
briefing and fidelity did have an effect on the observer‘s confidence. But these results seem to
change as the data is analysed in further detail, e.g. by adding the five options, ultimately
returning a non-significant difference between them.
Table 5.12 Summary of Findings - Brief Types
Different Brief Types
Measurement

Comparison

Fidelity removed - Verbal
Briefing compared with
Written Briefing

Combined Data
Non-Significant

Fidelity - VBS2 compared with
NetLogo

Non-Significant

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo,
Written and Verbal Briefing

Non-Significant

Fidelity removed - Five
Options (1…5)

[F (4, 92) = 4.878, p < 0.001]

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
the Five Options for each
(1…5)

[F (4, 92) = 6.972, p <
0.017]

Fidelity removed - Verbal,
Written Briefing (Non- fidelity)
and the Five Options for each
(1…5)

[F (4, 92) = 6.017, p <
0.000]
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Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo,
Written, Verbal briefing and
five options for each (1…5)

Non-Significant

Can observers identify the person who is not acting in line with the crowd? The observers
did not detect if an individual broke the rules. The data showed low mean confidence in the
options and the spread of deviation was high between the options.
Table 5.13 summarises the results with an individual breaking the rules and shows that neither
fidelity nor the type of brief led the observer‘s to be confidently aware of someone acting out of
the ‗norm‘ (i.e. breaking the rules). However a significant effect is also found looking solely at the
VBS2 & NetLogo‘s five options, briefing types and five options, and the five options.
Interestingly, in the case of an individual breaking the rules, briefing type has an effect on the
observer‘s confidence of choice between the five options (again combining the total data of
NetLogo & VBS2).
Table 5.13 Summary of Findings - Individual Breaking the Rules
Individual Breaking the Rules
Measurement

Comparison

Fidelity - VBS2 compared with
NetLogo

Non-Significant

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
the Five Options for each
(1…5)

Combined Data

[F (4, 100) = 4.678, p <
0.002]

Fidelity removed - Five
Options (1…5)

Non-Significant

Individual Breaking the Rules & Briefing Types
Measurement

Comparison

Fidelity - VBS2 compared with
NetLogo

Non-Significant

Fidelity removed - Verbal
Briefing and Written Briefing
Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
Verbal Briefing, Written
Briefing

Combined Data

Non-Significant

Non-Significant
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Fidelity removed - Five
Options (1…5)

Non-Significant

Fidelity removed - Three runs
with individuals breaking rules
(1...3)
Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
the Five Options for each
(1…5)

[F (2, 46) = 7.638, p < 0.001]

[F (4, 92) = 6.179, p <
0.000]

Fidelity removed - Verbal
Briefing compared with
Written Briefing and Five
Options for each (1…5)

[F (4, 92) = 5.393, p < 0.001]

Table 5.14 summarises the results when only the data without individuals breaking the rules. The
results suggest that observers where more in unison in their confidence between the two fidelities
and similarly for briefing types as both resulted in non-significant differences. However, removing
fidelity and briefing types from the measurement and comparing the results only between the five
options shows there is a difference of opinion/confidence between them (i.e. indicating a positive
answer to the first question – there is a strong opinion of what is happening in a particular
situation). It is clear that similarities in the option made it difficult for the observer to confidently
understand what was happening in the scenarios, when the individuals were conducting the
‗norm‘.
Table 5.14 Summary of Findings - Individuals Not Breaking the Rules
Individuals Not Breaking the Rules
Measurement

Comparison

Fidelity - VBS2 compared with
NetLogo

Non-Significant

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
the Five Options for each
(1…5)

Non-Significant

Fidelity removed - Five
Options (1…5)

Combined Data

[F (4, 100) = 4.646, p < 0.002].

Individual Not Breaking the Rules & Briefing Types
Measurement

Comparison

Fidelity - VBS2 compared with
NetLogo

Non-Significant

Combined Data
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Fidelity removed - Verbal
Briefing compared with
Written Briefing
Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
Verbal Briefing, Written
Briefing

Non-Significant

Non-Significant

Fidelity removed - Five
Options (1…5)

[F (4, 92 = 4.656, p = 0.002].

Fidelity removed - Three runs
with individuals not breaking
the rules (1...3)
Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
the Five Options for each
(1…5)

Non-Significant

Non-Significant

Fidelity removed - Verbal
Briefing compared with
Written Briefing and Five
Options for each (1…5)

Non-Significant

Does the size of the crowd have an impact? Although not directly linked to any of the three
hypothesis questions in Chapter 1, this was analysed out of interest and because it linked to the
literature reviewed on crowds. Table 5.15 first separates the data into individual fidelities, and
then compares/combines the two fidelities.
The results for NetLogo alone suggest that the confidence over all the crowd sizes was similar
hence having a non-significant effect. However if results for crowd sizes are split between those
with individual breaking rules and individuals not breaking rules then the observers confidence
does show a significant difference. A significant effect was also found when analysing all five
options.
VBS2 had similar results to NetLogo with the exception that there was a non-significant effect in
the confidence for all five options.
When comparing/combining NetLogo and VBS2, the only noticeable change to the observer‘s
confidence is when comparing the three measurements, fidelity, crowd sizes (breaking rules &
not breaking rules) and the five options which shows the amongst this level of measurement there
is a difference towards the observers confidence
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Table 5.15 Summary of Findings - Impact of Crowd Size
Impact of Crowd Size (NetLogo only and VBS2 only)
Measurement

NetLogo Only

VBS2 Only

Crowd Sizes

Non-Significant

Non-Significant

Crowd sizes (combined) and
Five Options (1…5) for each

Non-Significant

Non-Significant

Five Options (1…5)

[F (4, 52) = 5.118, p <
0.001]

Non-Significant

Crowd sizes Breaking rules
compared with Crowds sizes not
breaking rules

[F (2, 26) = 6.611, p <
0.005].

[F (4, 48) = 4.434, p <
0.004]

Non-Significant

Non-Significant

Three runs (Total) individuals
not breaking the rules,
compared with Three runs
(Total) individual breaking the
rules

Crowd Size Comparison of NetLogo and VBS2
Measurement
Fidelity - VBS2 compared with
NetLogo

Comparison
Non-Significant

Fidelity removed - Six runs
individuals not breaking the
rules, compared with Six runs
individual breaking the rules

Non-Significant

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
Crowd Size

Non-Significant

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and the
Five Options for each (1…5)

Non-Significant

Fidelity removed - Crowd sizes
Breaking rules compared with
Crowds sizes not breaking rules
Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo, Crowd
sizes Breaking rules compared
with Crowds sizes not breaking
rules and Five Options (1….5) for
each

Combined Data

[F (2, 50) = 5.811, p <
0.005]

[F (4, 100) = 3.772, p <
0.007]
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CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENT II
6.1 Introduction and Objectives
The concept for experiment II was to design a simulation of a CCTV operator‘s display area.
Building on the lessons learnt from the first experiment, experiment II the Author altered the way
in which the information was to be delivered from a static slide presentation to a fully animated
virtual environment showing on 12 different cameras playing 3 different scenarios over two
minutes. The 10-point scale system used to measure observer‘s confidence was replaced by an
eye tracking equipment which collects measurements of dwell time and fixation times of the
observer eyes on the screen. This data would enable a more accurate way of detecting were the
observer was looking and how long for during each of the experiment runs.
Information would also be provided verbally to the observers in the form of an intelligence report.
This was to measure if information altered the observers understanding of the virtual world.
Unlike the first experiment, this experiment had some expert observers in the form of an
intelligence officer who is currently serving in the British Army and a student who had experience
in CCTV operations.

This enabled the Author to analyse how experts see a virtual world

considering their training is based on real world events and compare this with naive observers.
The objective of the experiment was to gain an insight into answering the following:
Can the observer detect what is happening in the virtual world without any information
provided? Does the observer‘s understanding or focus change when information is
provided in the form of a verbal intelligence report? [Thesis question 1, 1a, 1b].
Does fidelity have an effect on the observer‘s response? Does it become more accurate
with VBS2 or NetLogo? [Thesis question 2,2a, 2b]
Can a difference can be found between a naïve observe and an expert observer? [Thesis
question 3]
The following sections will describe the design of the experiment and the reason behind CCTV
camera design and then look at the results from the experiment to see if the thesis questions can
be answered.
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6.2 Scenario Description and Design
The design for experiment II allowed the setup to have different camera angles in the virtual
world. The first experiment covered only one vantage point which was almost top down where
the observer was looking down onto the crowds. This was slightly different for VBS2 due to the
3D environments that can be created in VBS2. Experiment II created four different vantage
points, one per camera, with a total of four per scenes. This reflects the input from the literature
review and SME interview which suggest observations are conducted at different vantage points.
The design was built using three software tools: CS4 Adobe Premier Pro, NetLogo and VBS2.
The use of each software tool is described below.
CS4 Adobe Premier Pro was used to develop a way of allowing three scenarios each with four
cameras (12 cameras in total) to play simultaneously. Fig 6.1 below illustrates the template
designed and shows the similarities between the Met Police visit to an operations control room
(left image) and the Adobe CS4 design to simulate a CCTV operator display (right image).

Fig. 6.1 CCTV Operator’s display
The VBS2 software development kit (SDK) was used to design three different scenarios for a 3D
(higher fidelity) virtual environment. Each scenario had four cameras at different vantage points.
The scenarios for the 3D virtual environment were designed using VBS2 assets which come prebuilt in the SDK. Assets are object created for the 3D virtual environment these assets can for
example be building, roads, people etc. All three scenarios were designed by the Author.
The first scenario was based around people getting food from a food aid area. People in different
outfits move forward to a collection point to collect the food then turn around to return to home (or
safe place). The top rows of cameras in Fig. 6.2 (i.e. cameras 01 to camera 04) display the four
different vantage points. The vantage points in VBS2 used waypoints (waypoints follow a design
path in the virtual world) with virtual cameras attached to them (virtual camera record like real
cameras accept they record what is happening in the virtual world). The different vantage points
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are different waypoints setup in the virtual environment to record at different angles of the virtual
world. An example is camera 01 in Fig. 6.2 which was positioned on top of a pole above the food
aid station. Likewise, camera 04 was positioned as an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) flying over
the food aid area. The purpose behind this is to collect data to see if vantage points have an
effect on the observer‘s choice of cameras.
The second scenario (cameras 05 to 08) depicted a gated area controlled by military sentries.
This scenario shows British military personnel patrolling the gated area along with a group of
military vehicles (one Jackal and three Mastiffs) driving along the road outside the gated area.
The third scenario (cameras 09 to 12) depicted a helicopter landing zone where four military
personnel (three British and one American) are waiting for a Chinook helicopter to land. The
helicopter comes into land and then the four military personnel board the helicopter. The Chinook
then takes off with the four military personnel onboard.
An example of all three scenarios and 12 cameras designed using VBS2 is shown in Fig 6.2
below.

Fig. 6.2 VBS2 3D design
NetLogo was used for the 2D (lower fidelity) virtual environment design but keeping the same
scenarios as VBS2. The design tries to copy the scenarios as closely as the software would
allow to that of VBS2. The purpose was of creating two identical virtual environments was so that
the observers could identify one with the other and make an informed judgment on fidelity.
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The virtual environment in NetLogo had to be designed completely from scratch by the Author.
The different coloured areas in the virtual world are X and Y patch coordinates. For example, the
gate area in the middle row of Fig.6.3 was created using X Y coordinates and different colours in
NetLogo. Some predefined assets like a stick person are available in NetLogo. These ‗stick
persons‘ where modified to look like military personnel in the gated area and helicopter landing
zone. The Author intentionally made the people in the food aid scenario the same colour as the
VBS2 food aid people. The helicopter was built using a design tool in NetLogo.
It was difficult to set up the vantage points identically to VBS2, primarily due to the limited level of
detail that a 2D SDK can provide. The work around for this was to change the level of detail of
the people in the virtual world. To create a top down vantage point, the Author made the people
in the virtual world circles that moved round.

Changing the angle slightly in NetLogo, and

inserting stick people, allowed to create a feeling of depth to the world and make it look as if the
camera vantage point had changed. NetLogo also did not have waypoint or camera. This people
in the world are programmed to follow a path of X and Y coordinates to make it look as if they are
walking from one point to another.
An example of all three scenarios and 12 cameras designed using NetLogo is shown in Fig 6.3
below.

Fig. 6.3 NetLogo 2D design
NetLogo does not have a virtual camera. Therefore the video for each camera was captured
using a specialist software called FRAPS and then edited in Adobe CS4.
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The three scenarios (twelve cameras in total) run for an approximately 120 seconds.

Each

contextual scenario (virtual environment) had people and or vehicles moving in them over a
period of time. Each contextual scenario had four vantage points (4 cameras per scenario). The
contextual scenario time sequence is approximately 30-40 seconds and are compressed and built
into cameras template using Adobe CS4, making the whole scenario run last 120 seconds. This
creates an impression that each camera is monitoring different areas in the virtual environment.
Repeating the 30 - 40 second scenario clips over 120 seconds made it feel as if the cameras
were refreshing.

6.3 Experiment Setup and Running
The observer‘s in this experiment wore a head mounted eye tracker as shown in Fig. 6.4 below.
This equipment allows tracking of where the observer‘s eyes are focusing on the screen and for
how long.

Fig. 6.4 Headset worn by the observer’s
Each eye needs to be calibrated so that it known exactly what the observer is looking at Fig. 6.5
shows the setup procedures. The observer is required to look at the one black dot in the centre of
the screen. This black dot appears every second, first in the centre, then in each four corners
(one at a time) of the screen. Once the eyes have been calibrated, the system needs to carry out
a validation which can only commence if calibration has been successful.
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Fig. 6.5 Setup calibration & validation for eye tracking equipment
Validation is similar to the calibration. It requires the observer will be to look at the black dots on
the screen. The purpose of the validation is to measure the difference between the computed
fixation and the fixation position for the target obtained in calibration. The lines on the screen
show the error of the gaze. If the error is too great this will cause the validation to fail (shown in
red as ―poor
‖ eye gaze). Fig 6.5 (bottom image) shows the validation green and blue ‗+‘symbols.
Once the calibration and validation is completed the experiment can commence.

The data

collected by the eye tracking equipment is stored in files until the user defines what data is
needed. Once this data is defined the eye tracker software produces a comma separated values
(CSV) file. The data collected for experiment II were interest areas defined by the experimenter
using the eye tracker software. The interest areas were as follows:
Twelve cameras, 12 separate interest areas;
Three scenarios (all four cameras together) 3 interest areas, top, middle bottom area; and
Total area incorporating all 12 cameras, 1 interest area.
This was a total of 16 different interest areas. These are depicted in Fig. 6.6 below.
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Once the interest areas were defined, they could be saved and used for each of the observers.
This maintains continuity to the measurements. The data recorded for these interest areas was
dwell time percentage, fixation percentage and fixation count.
Total time is taken from the total interest area (yellow are in Fig 6.6 below). This is the most
accurate start time to the experiment, which was approximately 120 seconds from start to finish.
The reason for taking total time from the total interest area was that experiment was only
interested in the camera areas. The dwell time percentage and fixation percentage is a
percentage of time from the total interest area.

Fig. 6.6 Setup Areas of Interest (IA)
Once all the calibration and validation was completed the observer was taken through a trial run
(trial one) similar to Fig 6.1 just showing red information for the cameras. This was to get
observers use to looking at the screen and the 12 cameras.
Once the observers were comfortable with the trial run, they were taken through a total of six
trials, with one VBS2 and one NetLogo sequence similar to Fig. 6.2 & Fig. 6.3.
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For trials two (VBS2) and three (NetLogo), the observers were given no intelligence and were
allowed to look freely around the screen. After trial two VBS2 had finished they were ask to
describe what he/she thought was happening and which cameras they felt were import, three in
total. The process is repeated for NetLogo trial three.
For trial four (VBS2) and five (NetLogo), the experiment leader (and Author) provided intelligence
verbally. The observer was informed that certain people in the area wanted to disrupt the food aid
area and that cameras had been setup to see if any suspicious people could be seen. After trial
four (VBS2) had finished the observer was asked to describe what he/she thought was happening
and which cameras they felt were import, three in total. The process was repeated for trial five
(NetLogo).
For trial six (VBS2) and seven (NetLogo), the experiment leader (and Author) also provided
verbal intelligence. The observer was informed that a possible unauthorised vehicle was in the
area and that cameras had positioned to see if any suspicious vehicles could be identified in the
area. After trial six (VBS2) had finished the observer was asked to describe what he/she thought
was happening and which cameras they felt were import, three in total.

The process was

repeated for trial seven (NetLogo).
Although the intelligence informed the observers that a suspicious person could be present in the
food aid area and a suspicious vehicle was in the area, no such person or vehicle was put into
the scenarios. As experiment I suggested little influence of adding a person into the virtual
environment, the omission of a suspicious person or vehicle in experiment II was intentional to
see if it influenced observers. Furthermore the intelligence was provided during the experiment to
see if observers became more aware of the scenario and concentrated on one area more than
another (potentially missing something in another camera). In addition, this allows a comparison
between how experts and naïve observers digest the information and process it into a search.
For each trial, the scenarios positions would change between the top, middle and bottom interest
areas. For example, if VBS2 had the helicopter landing zone in the top interest area, NetLogo
may have the helicopter landing zone in the middle interest area instead. This was done to stop
observers becoming accustomed to the position of a scenario and also to see more clearly
whether a particular scenario/camera attracted the most interest from the observer.
Although the scenarios rotated, the camera perspective positions remained in the same order.
For example, as shown in Fig. 6.2, camera 01 shows the food aid vantage point looking at the
food aid distributors. When the scenarios rotate, the position of camera 01 can only be swapped
with in either camera 05 (middle area) or camera 09 (bottom area), i.e. it will always remain on
the far left of the screen. Table 6.1 shows the cameras and the possible rotation combinations.
Table 6.1 Camera Rotations
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Scenario
Positions

Camera 1

Camera 2

Camera 3

Camera 4

Top Area

Camera 01

Camera 02

Camera 03

Camera 04

Middle Area

Camera 05

Camera 06

Camera 07

Camera 08

Bottom Area

Camera 09

Camera 10

Camera 11

Camera 12

The number of observers for this experiment was 12, with two having experience in intelligence
and CCTV operations. Therefore the data has been split between 10 naïve observers and two
experienced observers. Section 6.4 will try to answer some or all of the hypothesis questions by
analysing the data collected from the eye tracker and the observers responses to the questions
asked.

6.4 Experiment Results
Similarly to experiment I, the data were analysed using Excel and IBM SPSS Statistics Data
Editor Version 19.

6.4.1 Camera preferences measuring mean dwell time
6.4.1.1 Mean dwell time per camera based on no context
The starting point for the analysis was to establish a baseline by analysing which cameras in the
experiment produced the highest dwell times. This was to firstly understand which cameras the
observers were concentrating on the most regardless of content. Fig 6.7 illustrates the total
combined (NetLogo & VBS2) mean dwell time for each camera with standard deviation shown as
error bars. Due to the low number of expert observers their data is represented as circles and a
dashed line to distinguish it clearly from the results of naïve observers.
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Total Mean of VBS2 & NetLogo Camera Dwell Time in Seconds (Non-Contextual)
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Fig. 6.7 Total mean dwell time per camera
Table 6.2 shows the mean dwell times data for each camera (Fig. 6.7 illustrates the data).
Table 6.2 Total Mean Dwell Time (Seconds)

Camera 01

Naïve Total Mean
Dwell Time
(Seconds)
64.08

Standard
Deviation
(Seconds)
15.46

Expert Total
Mean Dwell
Time (Seconds)
70.94

Standard
Deviation
(Seconds)
17.75

Camera 02

51.64

16.30

33.37

0.55

Camera 03

29.87

10.32

21.10

0.20

Camera 04

26.91

10.00

25.79

9.20

Camera 05

71.07

26.77

81.55

28.34

Camera 06

69.33

19.51

62.15

1.34

Camera 07

42.26

10.22

42.47

1.15

Camera 08

33.08

15.14

35.52

16.79

Camera 09

63.67

10.05

69.58

8.58

Camera 10

59.12

16.57

70.64

15.82

Camera 11

44.22

16.63

51.15

9.70

Camera 12

33.22

11.99

37.19

3.24

The combined data and graph (Fig 6.7) suggests that the mean dwell time patterns of expert
observers and naïve observers for each camera are similar. In both cases there is a trend to
focus more on the right hand cameras, (Cameras 01, 02, 05, 06, 09 and 10 refer to Fig. 6.6 for
visual) and less on the left. The standard deviation (similar to the first experiment) is high. Also
there is a difference in the deviation of the naïve observers compared to the experts who seem to
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be in a greater consensus of which cameras to dwell on. However, with only two experts this is
hard to verify. This suggests that although there is different dwell time for each camera there are
also large deviations attached to them, suggesting a low level of consensus.
Fig 6.8 and Fig. 6.9 show the mean dwell times of both software tool NetLogo and VBS2. This
enables a comparison to be made between the two levels of fidelity. The red circle and dash line
shows mean dwell time of the expert observers.
NetLogo Total Mean Dwell time per Camera (Non-Contextual)
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Fig. 6.8 NetLogo’s mean dwell time per camera
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VBS2 Total Mean Dwell Time per Camera (Non-Contextual)
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Fig. 6.9 VBS2 mean dwell time per camera
Table 6.3 is mean dwell time per camera for both NetLogo and VBS2 for both naïve and expert
observers. This data is illustrated in Fig. 6.8, 6.9 and the comparison in Fig 6.10. Fig 6.10 also
includes the expert mean dwell times, the black circle and dash line donates VBS2 and the yellow
circles and dash line donates NetLogo.
Table 6.3 NetLogo and VBS Mean Dwell Times

Camera 01

34.32

12.75

38.72

32.53

29.76

10.88

Expert
NetLogo Mn
Dwell Time
(Sec)
32.23

Camera 02

33.72

13.96

18.89

4.56

17.92

6.48

14.48

4.01

Camera 03

18.80

8.26

10.14

0.79

11.07

4.90

10.96

1.00

Camera 04

16.81

5.78

11.73

0.62

10.10

7.29

14.06

8.58

Camera 05

36.57

23.65

44.90

18.10

34.49

14.08

36.65

10.24
3.88

VBS2 Mn
Dwell Time
(Sec)

SD (Sec)

Expert VBS2
Mn Dwell
Time (Sec)

SD (Sec)

NetLogo Mn
Dwell Time
(Sec)

SD (Sec)

SD (Sec)
14.78

Camera 06

37.12

15.35

35.19

2.54

32.21

10.51

26.97

Camera 07

19.59

6.86

19.45

0.36

22.67

5.74

23.02

0.79

Camera 08

16.90

10.61

19.27

5.77

16.19

8.32

16.25

11.02

Camera 09

25.43

7.66

29.17

15.88

38.24

11.51

40.41

7.29

Camera 10

28.46

12.07

35.69

0.94

30.66

10.04

34.96

14.89

Camera 11

17.27

9.23

19.89

3.22

26.95

9.76

31.26

6.47

Camera 12

13.63

6.31

18.40

9.13

19.59

8.70

18.79

5.89
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Comparison between VBS2 and NETLOGO Mean Dwell Time (Non-Contextual)
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Fig. 6.10 NetLogo & VBS2 comparison of mean dwell time per camera
Differences become apparent when comparing between the two fidelities (NetLogo and VBS2).
The pattern for naïve observers seem to differ between the mean dwell time of NetLogo (red) and
VBS2 (blue). This also appears seem to appear as well in the expert. Camera‘s 01 to 06 and
Camera 08 have longer mean dwell times in VBS2, whereas Camera‘s 07, 09, 10, 11 and 12 are
have a longer mean dwell times in NetLogo.
The expert‘s black and yellow dashed line suggests similar patterns to that of the naïve
observers. The mean dwell time for VBS2 longer than NetLogo up to Camera 08 and this is then
reversed with NetLogo having the longer mean dwell time for the later cameras.
What can be suggested thus far is that the patterns of dwell time are similar between the naïve
observes and the expert observers.
Another interesting factor is the difference between the NetLogo and VBS2 mean dwell times.
The data were analysed using the dwell times of 10 naïve observers to find if there was any
significant main effect between NetLogo, VBS2 and the 12 cameras.
A two-way repeated-measure ANOVA within-subject effects measured the differences between
the two fidelities (NetLogo and VBS2) and 12 cameras. The measurement suggests there is a
significant main effect when comparing NetLogo and VBS2 [F (1, 9) = 12.003, p < 0.007]. Fig
6.11 illustrates that by adding the total mean dwell times for NetLogo and VBS2, there is a
difference between the two fidelities. Although the times for each run where the same, this
suggests that within the total area of interest VBS2 had the higher dwell times. This means that
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potentially in NetLogo the observers had a tendency to dwell outside of the interest area creating
a significant effect between VBS2 and NetLogo. However, this difference is small. VBS2 only
has 8.79 seconds more dwell time compared to NetLogo. The deviation difference between the
VBS2 and NetLogo is also low with only a 4.20 second difference between them.
There is a significant main effect on all the 12 cameras [F (11, 99) = 10.151, p < 0.000]. This
concurs with the Fig. 6.7 which illustrates the difference in dwell times of each of the cameras.
To analyse the data further and see where the differences are, a Pairwise comparisons analysis
was produced. This analysis compares each camera with one another, comparing their dwell
times. Table 6.4 is small sample taken which shows Camera 01 compared to the other 11
cameras. This data suggest that there is significant difference between camera 04, 08 and 12
(full results in Appendix A).

Total Mean Average Dwell Time (VBS2 vs. NetLogo)
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VBS2 Total Average Dwell Time

NetLogo Total Mean Dwell Time

Fig. 6.11 Total mean dwell time NetLogo vs. VBS2
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Table 6.4 Pairwise Comparison Table
Mean
Difference (IJ)
Std. Error

(I)
Cameras

(J) Cameras

1

2

6.223

3

95% Confidence Interval for
Differencea
Sig.a

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

3.029

1.000

-8.869

21.315

17.108*

2.101

.001

6.643

27.574

4

18.589*

2.754

.006

4.869

32.310

5

-3.491

5.423

1.000

-30.509

23.528

6

-2.622

4.822

1.000

-26.644

21.400

7

10.910

3.112

.440

-4.595

26.415

8

15.500

*

2.466

.009

3.216

27.784

9

.209

3.550

1.000

-17.476

17.894

10

2.479

4.059

1.000

-17.744

22.702

11

9.934

4.106

1.000

-10.522

30.390

12

15.429*

2.755

.022

1.705

29.154

Based on estimated marginal means
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni

The final measurement compares the interaction between NetLogo, VBS2 and their 12 cameras
to see if there are any differences. The result is a significant main effect VBS) [F (11, 99) =
2.664, p < 0.005]. This correlates with the first two measurements which both had a significant
difference. By comparing NetLogo‘s 12 cameras with VBS2‘s 12 cameras a difference is found,
this presumably being the dwell times. This would concur with Fig 6.10 which illustrates the dwell
times of NetLogo and VBS2 and their 12 cameras.
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6.4.1.2 Conclusion on dwell times non-contextual
Table 6.5 Summary of Non-Contextual Findings
Comparison of Mean Dwell Time per Camera (12) between NetLogo & VBS2
(Non-Contextual)
Measurement

Comparison

Fidelity - VBS2 compared with
NetLogo (Total Dwell Time)

[F (1, 9) = 12.003, p <
0.007]

Fidelity removed - 12 Cameras

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
the 12 Cameras each

Combined Data

[F (11, 99) = 10.151, p <
0.000]
[F (11, 99) = 2.664, p <
0.005]

Without considering the context (i.e. scenarios) it can be suggested that there are significant
differences between software tools that display different levels of physical fidelity. Furthermore
the data suggests that cameras on the right hand side of the screen received more attention from
the observers than cameras on the left.
What is also interesting is that there appear to be similarities in the mean dwell time trends
between the naïve observers and the expert observers suggesting they were both focusing on
similar scenes. Table 6.5 shows the hypothesis question 2 and 2b have been answered by
showing observers do perceive differently in different fidelities and that there is a significant
difference to demonstrate this.
6.4.1.3 Mean dwell time based on three contextual scenarios
This section breaks down the data from the non-contextual information above, to the contextual
understanding of what the observers were dwelling on the most for all of the trial. The contextual
environment is the virtual environments that have been created for the cameras. The three virtual
environments (scenarios) are the food aid (FA), gate and sentries (GS), and helicopter landing
zone (HP).
The measurements taken from all observers was organised into the three scenarios stated
above.

For each scenario there are 4 cameras (total of 12) three scenarios times by four

cameras.

Each camera for each scenario is labelled camera 1 to 4 for simplicity.

As the

scenarios were rotated this does not mean that camera 1 to 4 for each of the scenarios
necessarily equals the top row of cameras 01 to 04.
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The analysis for this is not to see where exactly the observer was dwelling on (i.e. Top Area,
Camera 01) but at what contextual scenarios and their four vantage point cameras the observer
was dwell on (i.e. helicopter landing camera 1) Fig. 6.12 represents the mean dwell time per
camera per scenario regardless of fidelity (i.e. taking the combined data from NetLogo and
VBS2). Each contextual scenario is represented by a different colour. Red is the food aid
distribution environment, green the gate and sentry environment and blue is the helicopter land
zone environment. The black circles and dash line represent the experts mean dwell times.
Table 6.6 Dwell Time Data for Fig. 6.12
Contextual
Scenario

Food Aid

Gate &
Sentry

Helicopter
Pad

Camera per
Scenario (1 to 4)

Mean Dwell
Time

Standard
Deviation (Sec)

Expert Mean Dwell Time
(Sec)

Camera 1
Camera 2

Standard
Deviation (Sec)

102.92

30.33

123.91

5.64

76.90

25.43

75.15

9.68

Camera 3

55.14

17.05

58.39

7.88

Camera 4

43.80

12.44

44.71

3.26

Camera 1

55.38

12.71

54.19

8.33

Camera 2

50.30

16.19

41.52

12.55

Camera 3

30.21

8.49

22.42

7.92

Camera 4

24.37

11.79

24.82

6.97

Camera 1

40.51

10.23

43.98

16.49

Camera 2

52.90

14.07

49.50

4.51

Camera 3

31.00

7.24

33.91

7.46

Camera 4

25.05

9.51

28.96

18.99

Mean Dwell Time for each Scenario and Camera (1 to 4) Combined Data of NetLogo & VBS2
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Fig. 6.12 Mean Dwell Time for each Scenario
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The data at this point suggests that the observer‘s interest is primarily on camera 1 of the food aid
scenario. Both experts spent most dwell time in camera 1. As previously shown in Fig. 6.2,
camera 1 of the food aid scenario shows the vantage point were the camera is focused on the
food aid distribution area. What is interesting from this data is that even though the food aid
scenario was rotated randomly throughout the exercise it still generated the highest dwell time of
both types of observers.
To analyse the data a two-way repeated-measure ANOVA within-subjects was conducted. The
data that was to be analysed was the combined dwell times of both NetLogo and VBS2. The
purpose was to measure the three contextual scenarios and their four vantage point cameras to
find if there was any significant difference between them.
The first analysis was to measure the differences between the three contextual scenarios. The
result suggests that there is a significant main effect between the three contextual scenarios [F
(2, 18) = 21.422, p < 0.000]. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 6.12 whereby the dwell times are
considerably different across the three scenarios. Why the food aid scenario has the highest dell
time is unclear at this time. It is suggested that people read from left to right which would then
mean observers commenced there search at Camera 01, however this is unlikely to be the case
as the data focuses on how much time the observers spent on the three contextual scenarios and
the four vantage points cameras for each scenario, not on the sequence of looking from one point
to the next.
The following measurement is a comparison between the total dwell times of the three contextual
scenarios and the four vantage point cameras. The result suggests that there is a significant
main effect between the cameras [F (3, 27) = 26.782, p < 0.000]. A Pairwise Comparison Table
6.7 of all the camera is also produced which can be further analysed to see which shows how
each camera differs for each other.
Table 6.7 Comparison of the Four Vantage Point Cameras
Measure:MEASURE_1

95% Confidence Interval for
Differencea

(I)
VPCameras

(J)
VPCameras

Mean
Difference (IJ)

Std.
Error

Sig.a

Lower Bound

Upper
Bound

1

2

6.240

4.933

1.000

-10.355

22.836

3

27.489*

4.500

.001

12.349

42.628

4

35.200*

4.007

.000

21.721

48.679

1

-6.240

4.933

1.000

-22.836

10.355

4.064

.003

7.576

34.921

2

3

21.248

*
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3

4

4

28.960*

5.926

.005

9.023

48.896

1

-27.489

*

4.500

.001

-42.628

-12.349

2

-21.248*

4.064

.003

-34.921

-7.576

4

7.711

3.748

.419

-4.898

20.321

1

-35.200*

4.007

.000

-48.679

-21.721

2

-28.960*

5.926

.005

-48.896

-9.023

3

-7.711

3.748

.419

-20.321

4.898

Based on estimated marginal means
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
The final analysis is to compare the three contextual scenarios and their four vantage point
cameras with one another. The results suggest that there is a significant main effect between the
interaction of three contextual scenarios and their four vantage point cameras - [F (6, 54) = 7.473,
p < 0.000]. Fig.6 .12 clear shows that there is large difference between the dwell times in each of
the three scenarios and their four vantage point cameras this correlates with the analysis.
6.4.1.4 Mean dwell time based on three contextual scenarios – VBS2 only
Table 6.8 and Fig 6.13 show the mean dwell time for VBS2 only, for each of the contextual
scenario. The data in the coloured columns is for the 10 naïve observers mean dwell time for
each of the contextual scenarios and the back circle and dash line is the mean dwell time of the
experts for VBS2.
Table 6.8 Dwell Time Data for VBS2 Fig. 6.13
Contextual
Scenario

Food Aid

Gate &
Sentry

Helicopter
Pad

Cameras

VBS2 Mean
Dwell Time
(Sec)

Standard
Deviation

VBS2 Expert
Mean Dwell Time
(Sec)

Standard
Deviation

Camera 1

55.17

21.60

70.23

2.10

Camera 2

35.83

17.69

32.30

3.99

Camera 3

17.00

5.29

18.32

3.36

Camera 4

18.08

5.98

19.46

4.00

Camera 1

26.11

12.31

24.62

0.01

Camera 2

30.13

12.59

29.92

12.33

Camera 3

18.42

5.08

17.21

6.79

Camera 4

13.13

6.78

14.40

3.26

Camera 1

15.04

6.84

27.82

10.43

Camera 2

33.34

10.62

26.34

7.07

Camera 3

20.24

5.43

19.59

1.48

Camera 4

16.13

8.22

21.19

0.24
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VBS2 Mean Dwell Time for each Scenario Camera (1 to 4)
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Fig. 6.13 VBS2 Mean Dwell Time for each Scenario
The data shows camera 1 in the food aid scenario has the highest dwell mean time for both the
naïve and expert observers. The second highest dwell time is for cameras 2.
For the food aid and gate & sentry contextual scenarios, the first two vantage point cameras had
the highest dwell time.

However in the helicopter pad contextual scenario, vantage point

cameras are 2 and 3 have the highest mean dwell times. This is suggesting that it was not always
the left hand camera that had the greatest dwell time for each scenario and that the rotating of the
position did not alter this.
6.4.1.5 Mean dwell time based on three contextual scenarios – NetLogo only
Like VBS2 the data has been analysed in Excel Table 6.9 and Fig.6.14 show the mean dwell time
data base on the three contextual scenarios for NetLogo. The data in the coloured columns is for
the 10 naïve observers mean dwell time for each of the contextual scenarios and there four
vantage point cameras. The black circles and dash line are experts mean dwell time.
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Table 6.9 Dwell Time Data for NetLogo Fig. 6.14
Contextual
Scenario

Food Aid

Gate &
Sentry

Helicopter
Pad

Cameras

NetLogo Mean
Dwell
Time(Sec)

Standard
Deviation

NetLogo Expert
Mean Dwell Time
(Sec)

Standard
Deviation

Camera 1

47.75

13.74

53.68

3.54

Camera 2

41.07

11.04

42.85

13.66

Camera 3

38.14

13.90

40.07

4.51

Camera 4

25.72

8.80

25.25

0.74

Camera 1

29.27

6.63

29.56

8.34

Camera 2

20.17

6.58

11.59

0.22

Camera 3

11.79

5.95

5.22

1.13

Camera 4

11.24

8.05

10.42

3.71

Camera 1

25.47

8.30

26.05

12.93

Camera 2

19.55

7.20

21.96

0.87

Camera 3

10.76

4.67

19.95

0.96
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NetLogo Mean Dwell Time for each Scenario Camera (1 to 4)
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Fig. 6.14 NetLogo Mean Dwell Time for each Scenario
The results for NetLogo are similar to VBS2 as camera 1 in the food aid scenario shows the
highest mean dwell time for both naïve and expert observers.

Considering that there is a

significant difference in the level of fidelity between VBS2 and NetLogo, it is interesting to find
such similarities in the camera dwell times. However, whilst there are clear similarities in the
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trends, the mean dwell time in absolute terms does show some differences when it comes to
expert observers. As shown in Table 6.8 and 6.9, expert observers had a mean dwell time of
70.23 seconds for camera 1 food aid in VBS2 compared to only 53.68 seconds for the same
camera in NetLogo.
What is interesting is that by adding all the mean dwell times of the entire three contextual
scenarios four vantage point camera it is clear that both naive and experts spent more time in
VBS2 then NetLogo. This concurs with the first analyse when comparing the total dwell times
between VBS and NetLogo, whereby there was a significant difference between the two
suggesting that the observers may have tendency to dwell outside the total area of interest in
NetLogo.
Looking at the data, some of the NetLogo‘s mean dwell times are higher in certain cameras. The
Author would have presumed that observers would have spent more time dwelling on NetLogo
scenarios because of the lower fidelity. However this is not the case and VBS2 had the highest
total dwell time.
Furthermore, the Author observed that the same preference for cameras on the left hand side is
also evident in the NetLogo data, i.e. higher dwell times for camera 1 and camera 2 for each of
the contextual scenario.
6.4.1.6 Mean dwell time based on three contextual scenarios – compared analysis
Fig 6.15 combines Fig 6.13 and Fig. 6.14 data to illustrate the difference between VBS and
NetLogo. The data is the same as in Tables 6.8 and 6.9.
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Comparison of VBS2 and NetLogo Mean Dwell Time for each Scenario Camera (1 to 4)
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Fig. 6.15 Comparison of Mean Dwell Time for each Scenario
This comparison highlights more clearly that for some cameras and scenarios there are stronger
differences between NetLogo and VBS2 mean dwell times.

For example, in Fig. 6.15 the

NetLogo dwell time is markedly higher in camera 3 for the food aid scenario compared with
VBS2. Fig. 6.16 shows what the observer would have been looking at in Camera 03 and Camera
11.

Fig. 6.16 Extracts from Fig. 6.2 (VBS2) and Fig 6.3 (NetLogo) respectively
It is clear that a higher interest was in NetLogo‘s food aid camera 3 compared with VBS2 camera
3 despite the lower level in fidelity. It is not obvious why this is the case, given that for other
cameras the difference in fidelity did not play such a big part, but one suggestion could be greater
the clarity in perspective for the NetLogo vantage point compared to the VBS2 vantage point and
lighting.
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The data was analysed using a three-way repeated-measure ANOVA within-subjects. This would
identify if there are any differences between VBS2 and NetLogo, the three contextual scenarios
and the four vantage point cameras (camera 1 to 4).
When comparing the difference between VBS and NetLogo it is suggested that there is a
significant main effect between them [F (1, 9) = 12.002, p < 0.007]. This result is similar to the
results found in section 6.4.1.1 again this could suggest that the observer had a tendency to dwell
outside of the total area of interest, this seem to happen when observing in NetLogo.
Analysing between the three contextual scenarios showed that there is a significant main effect
between them [F (2, 9) = 21.419, p < 0.000]. This measurement doesn‘t factor in fidelity but
combines the data of NetLogo and VBS2 three contextual scenarios and analysis only the three
contextual scenarios. What this analysis suggests is that there is difference between the food
aid, gate & sentry, and helicopter pad dwell times overall. This correlates with the Fig. 6.12
graph.
A further analysis of the three contextual scenarios Table 6.10 analyses the data into a Pairwise
comparison which show the measurements between the three contextual scenarios. The number
1 (food aid), 2 (gate & sentry) and 3 (helicopter pad).

The table demonstrates that there

difference between the scenarios.
Table 6.10 Pairwise Comparison between Contextual Scenarios
Measure:MEASURE_1
95% Confidence
Interval for Differencea

Mean
(I)

(J)

ContextualScenarios ContextualScenarios
1

2

3

Difference

Std.

Lower

Upper

a

(I-J)

Error

Sig.

Bound

Bound

2

14.812*

3.479

.006

4.607

25.017

3

16.163*

2.960

.001

7.481

24.845

1

-14.812*

3.479

.006

-25.017

-4.607

3

1.351

1.289

.966

-2.431

5.133

1

-16.163*

2.960

.001

-24.845

-7.481

2

-1.351

1.289

.966

-5.133

2.431

Based on estimated marginal means
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Measure:MEASURE_1
95% Confidence
Interval for Differencea

Mean
(I)

(J)

ContextualScenarios ContextualScenarios
1

2

3

Difference

Std.

Lower

Upper

a

(I-J)

Error

Sig.

Bound

Bound

2

14.812*

3.479

.006

4.607

25.017

3

16.163*

2.960

.001

7.481

24.845

1

-14.812*

3.479

.006

-25.017

-4.607

3

1.351

1.289

.966

-2.431

5.133

1

-16.163*

2.960

.001

-24.845

-7.481

2

-1.351

1.289

.966

-5.133

2.431

Based on estimated marginal means
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni

When analysing the four vantage point cameras there is a significant main effect between the four
vantage point cameras [F (3, 27) = 26.783, p < 0.000]. Similar to the three contextual scenarios,
this data is the combine data of both VBS2 and NetLogo three scenarios vantage point camera
total. The analyse is the same as the three contextual scenarios whereby a Pairwise comparison
like (Table 6.10) shows were the significant difference is when comparing each vantage point
camera with one another. (See Appendix A for results)
Thus far the analysed data concurs with the graphs in which there are differences between
NetLogo and VBS2, the scenarios and the four cameras vantage points. A further analysis also
shows that there is difference between NetLogo‘s three contextual scenarios and VBS2 three
contextual scenarios. The results show that there is a significant main effect when comparing the
interaction between VBS2, NetLogo and the three contextual scenarios [F (2, 18) = 8.078, p <
0.003]. Fig. 6.15 illustrates this by showing the differences in dwell time between the three
contextual scenarios and the two fidelities.

This means that observers dwell time differed

depending on which fidelity they were using.
Analysing the data further by removing the contextual scenarios from the equation and only
measuring the four vantage point cameras for each of the fidelity then there is still a significant
main effect when comparing the interaction between VBS2, NetLogo and the cameras [F (3, 27) =
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5.361, p < 0.005]. Mean that also observer dwelling in difference cameras depending on the
fidelity.
The final analyses factors in all three measurements, fidelity (NetLogo, VBS), three contextual
scenarios and the four vantage points per scenario to see if there is a significant main effect
between them.

The results return a significant main effect when comparing the interaction

between VBS2, NetLogo, three contextual scenarios and the four vantage point cameras [F (6,
54) = 6.792, p < 0.000].
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6.4.1.6 Conclusion on contextual scenarios
Table 6.11 below summarises the findings from contextual scenarios.
Table 6.11 Summary of Contextual Findings
Comparison Between NetLogo & VBS2 - Mean Dwell Times (Three Contextual Scenarios)
Measurement

Comparison

Fidelity - VBS2 compared with
NetLogo (Total Dwell Time)

[F (1, 9) = 12.002, p <
0.007]

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
Three Contextual Scenario
(Food Aid, Gate & Sentry,
Helicopter Pad) – Comparison
between the 3

[F (2, 18) = 8.078, p <
0.003]

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
Four Vantage Point Cameras
(n…1)

[F (3, 27) = 5.361, p <
0.005]

Combined Data

Fidelity removed - Three
Contextual Scenario (Food
Aid, Gate & Sentry, Helicopter
Pad)

[F (2, 9) = 21.419, p < 0.000]

Total Dwell Time - Four
Vantage Point Cameras (n…1)

[F (3, 27) = 26.783, p < 0.000]

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo,
Three Contextual Scenario
(Food Aid, Gate & Sentry,
Helicopter Pad) and Four
Vantage Point Cameras (1…4)
per Scenario

[F (6, 54) = 6.792, p <
0.000]

Three Contextual Scenario
(Food Aid, Gate & Sentry,
Helicopter Pad) – Comparison
between the 3

[F (2, 18) = 21.422, p < 0.000]

Three Contextual Scenario
(Food Aid, Gate & Sentry,
Helicopter Pad) and the Four
Vantage Point Cameras per
Scenario

[F (6, 54) = 7.473, p < 0.000]

Total Dwell Time - Four
Vantage Point Cameras

[F (3, 27) = 26.782, p < 0.000]
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Comparing the total dwell times of NetLogo and VBS2 at the highest level resulted in a significant
effect between the two levels of fidelity VBS2 and NetLogo, meaning that there is a difference in
dwell time occurring between the two fidelities. This is relevant to thesis question 2 as it suggests
fidelity does have an effect on how observers perceive.
There is also a significant effect between the three contextual scenarios: food aid distribution
area, gate & sentry area and the helicopter landing zone. Although not directly linked to a thesis
question, this is in line with what was gleaned from SMEs, i.e. that context is important, as it had
an effect on the dwell time of the observers. Furthermore these times differed between the
experts and naïve observers. This impacts the answer to thesis question 3 as it implies that there
are differences between experts and naïve observers.
There is also a significant effect between the vantage points that the cameras are angled at in the
scenarios. This is an interesting find for the design/development in a virtual environment as it
suggests that different angles of visualisation have an effect on an observer‘s dwell time.
The interaction measurement between all three factors (fidelity, context and cameras) also
showed a significant effect. This suggests that fidelity, contextual scenarios and vantage points
all have an effect on the observers dwell time. This correlates with the significant effects found
when the data analysed separately. These findings are unlike those for experiment I.
Cameras 1 and 2 for all three contextual scenarios generated the highest dwell times amongst
the naïve and expert observers, suggesting that the right hand of the screen had a predominant
effect on both the expert‘s and naïve observers. It could also suggest that what is contextual
happening in these cameras created greatest interest to the observers no matter what the display
position was (top, middle or bottom).
The following sections in this chapter will analyse the data further by breaking down the data into
the different trial runs. Because this analysis concentrated on the whole data which combined all
seven trials what is not clear is what effect did the intelligence reports given in trial 4, 5, 6, and 7
affect the observers (did/didn‘t). Using the same dwell times and analysing the data in the same
three factors of fidelity, context and cameras. It is hope that differences will appear between the
trials suggesting that information alters the observer dwell times. But also clarify if fidelity does
also alter the way in which the observers dwelled.
6.4.1.7 Experiment trial analysis between VBS2 and NetLogo
The data analysed for the analysis by trial is the same data i.e. dwell times gathered from the 10
naïve observers. The first trial was a dry run and as such is ignored in the analysis. Trial 2
(VBS2) and trial 3 (NetLogo) allowed the observer to look around freely without the provision of
any intelligence. Trial 4 (VBS2) and trial 5 (NetLogo) informed the observers of a suspicious
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person in the food aid area. Trial 6 (VBS2) and trial 7 (NetLogo) informed the observers of a
suspicious vehicle in the area.
The Author presumed that the results from trial 2 & 3 would show an even distribution of dwell
time per scenario and per camera as no intelligence was provided and the observer was allowed
to look around freely. The Author also had an expectation that trial 4 & 5 would show an increase
in dwell time for the food aid scenario as the observer looks for a suspicious person. The final
trials, 6 & 7, could have mixed results as there are vehicles in the food aid scenario, a military
convoy in the gate sentry scenario and the helicopter landing and taking off in the helicopter
landing zone.
Trial 2 & 3
Fig 6.16 and Fig 6.17 below illustrate the mean of the dwell time for trial 2 and trial 3 respectively.
The black circle and dash line shows the mean dwell time of the experts.
Fig 6.18 compares the dwell time data between VBS2 with NetLogo.

Data for the naïve

observers is shown in blue for VBS2 and red for NetLogo. Expert data is shown in black for VBS2
and yellow for NetLogo. The data for all the trial 2 & 3 graphs are in Table 6.10.
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Fig. 6.17 VBS2 Trial 2
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NetLogo Mean Dwell Times per Scenario Camera - Trial 3
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Fig. 6.18 NetLogo Trial 3
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Trial 2 & 3 Mean Dwell Time per Scenario Camera
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Fig. 6.19 Comparison of trial 2 & 3 VBS2 and NetLogo dwell times
Table 6.12 Mean Dwell Times for VBS2 and NetLogo (Trial 2 & 3)
Trial 2 - Means
Standard
Trial 2 - Expert Mean
Standard
Trial 3 - Means
Standard
Trial 3 - Expert Mean
Standard
Dwell Time (Sec) Deviation (Sec) Dwell Time (Sec) Deviation (Sec) Dwell Time ( Sec) Deviation (Sec) Dwell Time (Sec) Deviation (Sec)
Camera 1
Camera 2
Food Aid
Camera 3
Camera 4
Camera 1
Gate & Camera 2
Sentries Camera 3
Camera 4
Camera 1
Helicopt Camera 2
er Pad Camera 3
Camera 4

13.88
11.40
5.25
6.58
8.23
8.51
4.75
3.79
6.12
13.30
10.16
8.37

7.11
10.22
1.86
2.12
5.79
6.25
1.79
2.69
2.87
6.11
4.18
5.08

23.69
13.68
7.21
6.66
7.36
6.44
3.20
4.04
5.19
11.01
6.47
5.80

16.84
3.74
1.95
3.80
3.70
0.17
1.38
1.79
3.28
7.40
0.58
1.26

16.28
16.74
13.02
7.61
6.23
7.32
4.05
3.18
9.89
6.41
4.56
3.68

5.42
9.12
5.05
4.52
4.06
4.63
3.41
1.13
3.86
4.19
2.63
2.15

21.14
15.99
15.97
11.32
9.88
4.58
2.67
2.52
5.74
5.23
7.27
3.40

0.12
1.60
1.37
3.99
2.55
0.14
1.25
0.06
0.63
1.22
0.74
0.90

As can be seen from the graphs above, the dwell times of the naïve observers display a similar
pattern to that of the experts. Table 6.12 shows that camera 1 and 2 in the food aid scenario and
gate & sentry scenario have the highest dwell times for both naïve and expert. This alters slightly
in the helicopter pad scenario which for the naïve observer is cameras 2 and 3, whilst for the
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expert observers is camera 2 and 4, suggesting that for the experts camera 4 held greater
interest.
Fig. 6.19 shows similarities between VBS2 and NetLogo, for the food aid and gate & sentry for
both naïve and expert cameras 1 and 2 had the highest dwell times. This alters again when
dwelling on the helicopter pad. The naïve highest dwell time where in camera 1 and 2 and for the
experts cameras 1 and 3. This is interesting considering that the both groups of observers were
freely allowed to dwell where they wanted.
A further difference between VBS2 and NetLogo is found in the total dwell times for trial 2 and
trial 3. Trial 2 (VBS2) had the highest total dwell time compared with trial 3 (NetLogo) for the
naïve observers. However, the opposite was true for the experts whose highest total dwell was
for NetLogo. This could suggest that the expert spent more time in NetLogo to understand what
was happening in the scenarios whereas the naïve preferred to dwell on the more graphically
enhanced virtual world of VBS2.
The data was analysed further using three-way repeated-measure ANOVA within-subjects.
Three-way ANOVA compares between the fidelities (NetLogo & VBS2), the three contextual
scenarios and their four vantage point cameras.
The measurement should return a significant difference because no rules or information was
given to the observers. The observers were allowed freedom to dwell at what interested them.
The analysis looked at whether there is a difference between the fidelities as is suggested in Fig.
6.19 which illustrates difference between dwell times of VBS2 and NetLogo.

Furthermore it

looked at whether a significant difference exists between the total interaction between VBS2,
NetLogo, three contextual scenarios and the four vantage point cameras per scenario. If so, this
would suggest that there is a difference in how the observer spends their dwell time between the
fidelities, the contextual information and the vantage point of the camera.
When comparing the total data of VBS2 and NetLogo a non-significant main effect was found
between the two occurs [F. (1, 9) < 0.372, ns], which is unlike the analysis of the total dwell times
(section 6.4.1.6), whereby there was a difference between VBS2 and NetLogo. Trial 2 & 3 there
is not a difference which shows that the observer were less likely to wonder outside the total area
of interest.
When analysing the total data (combined NetLogo and VBS) which remove the fidelity factor of
from the measurement then the three contextual scenarios have a significant main effect on
between the scenarios [F (2, 18) = 9.115, p < 0.002]. Like previous results, this suggests that
there is difference in the observers dwell time over the total dwell time of the three contextual
scenarios. The same effect happens when removing the factors of the three contextual scenarios,
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fidelity by combining the data of NetLogo and VBS2. By analysing that data of the four vantage
point camera (overall) then between them there is a significant main effect [F (3, 27) = 13.866, p
< 0.000]. This can also be further analyse in a Pairwise comparison (similar to Table 6.10) which
shows the each comparison between the different scenario and cameras (see Appendix A)
This analyse is important, by measuring the interaction between the two factors, VBS, NetLogo,
three scenarios. This will see if fidelity and context have a different effect on the observers
dwelling. The result for this measurement returns a significant main effect when comparing the
interaction between VBS2, NetLogo and the three scenarios, [F (3, 27) = 13.866, p < 0.012].
The final analysis measures the interaction of all three factors, fidelity, context and their four
vantage point cameras.

When comparing the interaction between VBS2, NetLogo, three

contextual scenarios and the four vantage point cameras per scenario then this also suggest that
there is a significant main effect between them [F (6, 54) = 3.410, p < 0.006].
Trial 2 & 3, findings show that the observers for both NetLogo and VBS2 spent equal time
dwelling in the total area of interest which is interesting as this could suggest that as the trials
went on so does the lost of interest in the area.
By analysing the data further into differences factors it is clear that there is differences between
the three factors (fidelity, scenario and vantage point) which all had a significant effect on
observers dwelling time.
What can be concluded for trial 2 & 3 is that the observers spent equal time dwelling in NetLogo
and VBS2 on a whole. However what changes is where the observers dwell and how long for.
This could be either due to the level of detail (fidelity), context of what is happening in scenario or
the vantage point of the camera. The graphs clear illustrate that the observers find the highest
interest in the food aid area before any information is provided.
Trial 4 & 5
Trial 4 & 5 introduce intelligence report informing the observers that a suspicious person may
want to disrupt the food aid area. The Author expected that the highest dwell times should be on
the four vantage point cameras of the food aid scenario. However what might also be found is
that naïve observers get distracted by the other scenarios such as a helicopter landing or a
vehicle passing. This could suggest that even thought important information is provided about a
possible threat this could be easily over written by something more interesting happening. If such
distraction occurs then it should be evident that the experts dwell times differ to those of the naïve
observers. What is also important to bear in mind, is that trial 2 & 3 already showed a high dwell
time in the food aid scenario despite no intelligence having been provided.
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Fig 6.20, Fig 6.21 illustrates the mean dwell time for both naïve and expert observers. The expert
data is depicted as black circles and dash line.
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Fig. 6.20 VBS2 Trial 4
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NetLogo Mean Average Times per Scenario Camera - Trial 5
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Fig. 6.21 NetLogo Trial 5
What can be seen in the graphs is a clear response to the provision of information. Both the
VBS2 and NetLogo graphs show a predominantly high dwell time for food aid scenario.
When comparing the data from naïve and expert observers, Fig. 6.20 shows that the dwell times
of both groups are similar for each camera. This suggests that there is not clear distinction
between the observation dwell times of naïve and expert for VBS2.

The data gathered for

NetLogo, however, shows a different pattern in the dwell times between naïve and expert
observers. It is clear that the experts spent more time on camera 2 & 3 of the food aid than the
naïve. Also the experts had interest not only in the food aid are but also in the helicopter pads
camera 2 & 3. This suggests that the experts spent more time in the area of interest (food aid)
and that something in NetLogo raised awareness for the experts to dwell not only in the food aid
area but also in the helicopter pad area. Fig. 6.21 shows a difference in naïve and expert
dwelling patterns.
It had been suggested by an observer that he felt the two scenarios could be linked in the fact
that he thought that helicopter pad area could be used to transport transporting food to the food
aid area.

There is therefore the possibility that the expert may have felt a similar link was

plausible and therefore that this was enough to warrant observing other scenarios as well. Both
naïve and expert observers spent more time in VBS2 which may suggest that the higher visual
quality of VBS2 compare to NetLogo was more stimulating to the observers.
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Table 6.13 Mean Dwell Times for VBS2 and NetLogo (Trial 4 & 5)
Trial 4 - Means
Standard Trial 4 - Expert Mean Standard
Trial 5 - Means
Standard Trial 5 - Expert Mean
Standard
Dwell Time (Sec) Deviation (Sec) Dwell Time (Sec) Deviation (Sec) Dwell Time ( Sec) Deviation (Sec) Dwell Time (Sec) Deviation (Sec)
Food Aid

Gate &
Sentries

Camera 1

32.92

17.96

35.19

13.34

21.24

8.60

20.17

7.63

Camera 2

16.72

6.79

12.16

1.40

14.85

5.44

19.20

5.31

Camera 3

6.98

4.67

6.53

3.10

12.82

6.46

17.15

1.39

Camera 4

5.46

2.96

7.82

2.00

8.27

5.65

6.26

3.21

Camera 1

5.98

3.58

7.37

2.71

7.10

4.75

6.30

2.77

Camera 2

6.75

5.90

7.05

3.98

5.44

4.17

2.18

0.45

Camera 3

4.28

2.64

3.35

2.86

3.63

2.47

0.39

0.21

Camera 4

2.66

2.03

2.89

0.93

3.89

4.78

2.30

0.43

Camera 1

3.91

2.62

4.23

4.86

7.16

4.44

5.67

2.12

Helicopter Camera 2
Pad
Camera 3

7.99

4.77

6.55

5.22

5.98

3.76

10.20

8.09

3.59

2.93

3.06

2.75

2.78

2.28

6.65

2.97

Camera 4

3.58

3.05

3.51

3.72

2.91

1.43

1.56

0.54
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Fig. 6.22 Comparison of trial 4 & 5 VBS2 and NetLogo dwell times
The data was analysed using the three-way repeated-measure ANOVA within-subjects. The
measurement is the same as trial 2 & 3 and will look at the interaction between the fidelity (VBS2
& NetLogo), three contextual scenarios and the four vantage point cameras.
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A comparison between VBS2 and NetLogo for trial 4 & 5 resulted in a non-significant mean effect
[F. (1, 9) < 0.073, ns]. Which suggests, like in trial 2 & 3, the observers did not lose interest due
to the fidelity and that an equal concentration was within both fidelities‘ total interest areas.
There is also a significant main effect for the three contextual scenarios [F (2, 18) = 23.653, p <
0.000] and four the cameras [F (3, 27) = 26.142, p < 0.002]. These results are similar to the
results for trial 2 & 3 and produce the same Pairwise comparison analysis graph (similar to Fig.
6.9) which compares the difference between three contextual scenarios and the same for the four
vantage point cameras.
However, interestingly and unlike trial 2 and 3, there is a non-significant main effect [F. (2, 18) <
0.742, ns] between the interaction of VBS2, NetLogo and the three contextual scenarios. What is
interesting about this find is the suggestion that there is no difference between the fidelities and
the three scenarios. This means that the observers took in the information from the intelligence
report and concentrated in the food aid area looking for a potential suspect and that it made no
difference whether it was in VBS2 or NetLogo. This is important because it shows that fidelity did
not have an impact on the observers, and that the task of searching for a potential suspect
overrides the quality of the virtual world.
This finding is also supported by the measurement of the interaction between VBS2, NetLogo and
the vantage point cameras, which is also resulted in a non-significant mean effect [F. (3, 27) <
0.056, ns].
What may cause confusion with the above finding is the fact that the measurement of the
interaction between VBS2, NetLogo, three contextual scenarios and the four vantage point
cameras this did result in a significant main effect [F (3, 27) = 26.142, p < 0.002]. However Fig
6.21 clear shows that there are differences between the scenarios and the cameras and this
would be reflected when removing the fidelity aspect and combining the data for the three
contextual scenarios. This would be the same for the four vantage point cameras as Fig.6.21
also illustrates that there are significant differences between the cameras. Combing the data in
Excel to compare with - ANOVA analyses would suggest that there is differences between
camera 1, camera 2, camera 3 and camera 4.
Trial 4 & 5 clearly suggests that the intelligence report given to the observers did led - the
observers to spending the majority of their dwell time on the food aid scenario and that fidelity
had no impact on this. This is seen to be a significant find. However the risk attached to this find,
is that by neglecting the other two contextual scenarios then potential something could have
happened in them and this could have lead to the observer missing this. This may/may not be a
potential explanation for why the experts also looked at the helicopter pad scenario, as shown in
Fig. 6.21. However it was not replicated in VBS2.
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Trial 6 & 7
In trial 6 & 7 the observer had been informed, again verbally via an intelligence report, that there
may be a suspicious vehicle in the area. This will increase the difficulty of the search as there are
vehicles in two of the three contextual scenarios (gate & sentry and helicopter pad). As such, the
Author expected more mixed results compared to trail 4 & 5.
The Author thought it likely that the gate and sentry scenario would have the highest dwell time,
because there is a slow moving convoy of four vehicles. Albeit these vehicles are not suspicious
it should raise awareness in the area.

Another potential scenario that could experience an

increase in dwell time was the helicopter pad scenario, as the helicopter is continually landing
and taking off.
There are some differences between VBS2 and NetLogo camera vantage points for the three
contextual scenarios this is because of the limitation of the NetLogo‘s software.

The one

difference is the food aid scenario of NetLogo the vehicles can be seen but not in VBS2. Also
camera 1 was the only camera in the gate & sentry scenario that could display the convoy of
vehicles moving, again due to limitations when angling the vantage points cameras (the vehicle
would have driven sideways). This will create a difference between NetLogo and VBS2 however
if in NetLogo gate & sentry scenario camera 1 has the highest dwell time then this would clearly
suggest that the observer notice the vehicles and that the intelligence report was listened to. It
could also suggest that even though the fidelity is lower in NetLogo that observes still associated
the lower quality vehicles as vehicles.
The results from trial 6 & 7 are illustrated in the Fig. 6.23 and 6.24 below.
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Fig. 6.23 VBS2 Trial 6
NetLogo Mean Dwell Times per Scenario Camera - Trial 7
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Fig. 6.24 NetLogo Trial 7
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In Fig 6.23 it can be seen that the dwell time had shifted from the food aid scenario to the gate
and sentry and the helicopter pad scenario, compared to trials 2, 3, 4 and 5. This suggests that
the observers did notice the vehicles in these scenarios as there is a raised awareness (dwell
time) towards these interest areas.
especially around camera 2.

The helicopter pad also had an increase in dwell time

Again a similar pattern to dwell times between the naïve and

experts observer appears.
NetLogo dwell times also seem to shift (see Fig. 6.24) and show that the gate & sentry scenario
camera 1 (the camera that has the vehicle in it) has the highest dwell time, which is important
considering the difference in fidelity been VBS2 and NetLogo.

The vehicle in NetLogo is

composed of simple moving blocks. Also important is the dwell time‘s increase in the food aid
scenario compared with VBS2 which also shows that the observers notice the food aid trucks.
There is a reduction in the helicopter pad scenario dwell time compared with VBS2. This could
suggest that visual it is not as interesting as the VBS2 helicopter pad.
What is interesting is that Fig. 6.24 shows that there is a clear difference between the naïve and
experts dwell time patterns. Camera1 in the helicopter pad scenario had a large increase of dwell
time from the expert observers compared to the naïve observers. This suggests that the
helicopter scenario attracted greater interest (or suspicion).
Table 6.14 Mean Dwell Times for VBS2 and NetLogo (Trial 6 & 7)
Trial 6 - Means
Standard
Trial 6 - Expert Mean
Standard
Trial 7 - Means
Standard
Trial 7 - Expert Mean
Standard
Dwell Time (Sec) Deviation (Sec)
Dwell Time (Sec)
Deviation (Sec) Dwell Time ( Sec) Deviation (Sec) Dwell Time (Sec) Deviation (Sec)
Food Aid

Gate &
Sentries

Helicopter
Pad

Camera 1

8.38

5.52

Camera 2

7.70

5.36

Camera 3

4.77

2.60

Camera 4

6.04

4.06

Camera 1

11.91

7.46

Camera 2

14.87

8.55

Camera 3

9.39

4.85

Camera 4

6.68

5.44

Camera 1

5.01

4.07

Camera 2

12.06

9.99

Camera 3

6.50

4.73

Camera 4

4.17

4.17

11.34
6.47
4.58
4.98
9.89
16.43
10.66
7.47
8.51
9.98
4.43
6.22

5.59
1.16
4.52
1.80
6.41
8.52
2.55
0.54
1.97
7.56
3.16
5.80

10.23

6.47

12.37

11.29

9.48

4.55

7.67

6.75

12.30

7.82

6.95

7.27

9.84

7.66

7.67

7.93

15.94

6.55

13.38

3.01

7.41

4.53

4.84

0.08

4.11

3.71

2.16

0.09

4.17

4.53

5.60

3.34

8.41

6.97

14.64

11.43

7.17

4.43

6.53

6.01

3.42

2.48

6.04

4.67

2.33

2.97

8.48

9.29
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Trial 6 & 7 Mean Dwell Time per Scenario Camera
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Fig. 6.25 Comparison of trial 6 & 7 VBS2 and NetLogo dwell times
Fig 6.25 illustrates the difference in dwell times between VBS2 and NetLogo. The graph clearly
shows a change in the dwell times between the experts VBS2 (black line) and NetLogo (yellow
line) dwell times, the same for the naïve VBS2 (blue) and NetLogo (red). However this is
expected to happen because of the limitation that NetLogo had with some of the camera vantage
points.
The intelligence given to the observers does seem to have an impact when looking at the dwell
time data. Table 6.14 shows that observers were dwelling in the area that had vehicles. The
alteration in dwell time patterns between VBS2 and NetLogo also shows that even when a
decrease in fidelity occurs, the observers still found were the vehicles were.
VBS2 has the highest total dwell time for trial 6 & 7 for both naïve and expert observers. This
could suggest that the higher visual appearance of the VBS2 virtual environments kept the focus
of the observers for longer compared to NetLogo. This has been a consistent finding between all
of the trials.
The data will be analysed further to find if there are any significant differences. It is suggested
that, unlike trial 4 & 5, there will be an increased in the significant main effect in the area of
interaction between VBS2 and NetLogo. This is because there was a limitation in the ability to
replicate closely the VBS2 scenarios into NetLogo. However it is important to get a significant
difference between NetLogo and VBS2 which then correlates to the graph data.
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The data was analysed using a three-way repeated-measure ANOVA within-subjects.

This

compares VBS2, NetLogo, the three contextual scenarios and the four vantage point cameras for
each of the scenarios.
At the highest factor level when comparing the total dwell times of VBS2 and NetLogo there is a
non-significant main effect between the two fidelities [F. (1, 9) < 0.205, ns] (similar to trial 2, 3, 4
and 5). What is interest about this find is that by separating the trials for analysing each trial
produced a non-significant effect when comparing the two fidelities which suggest that observers
dwelled within the total interest area (suggest no differences).
When removing the fidelity factor out of the measurement and only analysing the three contextual
scenarios then there is a non-significant main effect between the three contextual scenarios [F.
(2, 18) < 1.955, ns]. This is the first trials which this has happened, which suggest that when
combining total dwell times of NetLogo and VBS2 and comparing this to the three contextual
scenarios there are no significant differences between the scenarios, meaning that the dwell
times in each were similar. However when analysing the overall dwell times of the four vantage
point cameras then there is a significant main effect [F (3, 27) = 7.704 p < 0.001]. By removing
the factor of fidelity and context then there is a difference in the four camera vantage points.
This is interesting because this suggest when looking at fidelity there is no difference between the
two, remove the fidelity and measure the context and this also returns no difference between the
three scenarios. Remove context and we find a difference between cameras. Mean that the
camera vantage point was more important to the observer.
When analysing the interaction VBS2, NetLogo and the three contextual scenarios, then there is
a significant main effect between VBS2, NetLogo and the three contextual scenarios [F (2, 18) =
4.235, p < 0.031]. This suggests that there is a difference between the fidelities and the three
contextual scenarios, concurring with Fig. 6.23 and 6.24, which shows that the observers were
dwelling on different scenarios (because the vehicles were in different areas).
The other important significant main effect is the interaction between VBS2, NetLogo, three
contextual scenarios and the four vantage point cameras [F (6, 54) = 57.405, p < 0.037]. This
suggests what is illustrated in Fig 6.25 that there is difference between the 3 measured factors
which is what was suggested needed to happen if there is to be a difference between were the
observers dwell in on VBS2 and NetLogo.
The above results between the three factors are important because they are similar to trial 4 & 5.
When the data is analysed on a whole by measuring the different factors, fidelity and contexts on
their own a non-significant differences between them occurred. Suggest that neither the fidelity
nor contextual scenario differed from each other. But the significant difference was in the
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combined data of the four vantage point cameras suggesting that the observer saw difference in
the camera vantage points only,
However when the data is separated into the different factors and analysed between the
interaction of NetLogo‘s, three contextual scenarios and their four vantage point cameras and
VBS2, three contextual scenarios and their four vantage point cameras. Then like Fig. 6.25
clearly illustrates these differences.
What could be suggest is that although when all the factors (fidelity, context and cameras) are
measured this did create a significant effect, however when broken down separately this did not
happen which then leads to suggesting the difference is in the four vantage point cameras in
each scenario. This then further suggests that the observer were aware of the intelligence report
leading them to dwell in the cameras that had vehicles in them, not the scenario or fidelity.
This does suggest over the two trials that did have intelligence the observers were aware and did
follow the information that the report provided. It also shows that overall neither NetLogo nor
VBS2 had any impact on the observers, the task overrode the fidelity.
6.4.1.8 Conclusion on trial analysis between VBS2 and NetLogo
Table 6.15 Summary of Trial Findings
Trial 2 (VBS2) & 3 (NetLogo)
Measurement

Comparison

Fidelity - VBS2 compared with
NetLogo (Total Dwell Time)

Non-Significant

Combined Data

Fidelity removed - Three
Contextual Scenario (Food
Aid, Gate & Sentry, Helicopter
Pad) – Comparison between
the 3

[F (2, 18) = 9.115, p < 0.002]

Total Dwell Time - Four
Vantage Point Cameras (1…4)

[F (3, 27) = 13.866, p < 0.000]

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
Three Contextual Scenario
(Food Aid, Gate & Sentry,
Helicopter Pad)

[F (3, 27) = 13.866, p <
0.012]

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
Four Vantage Point Cameras
(1…4)

Non-Significant
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Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo,
Three Contextual Scenario
(Food Aid, Gate & Sentry,
Helicopter Pad) and Four
Vantage Point Cameras (n…1)
per Scenario

[F (6, 54) = 3.410, p <
0.006]

Trial 4 (VBS2) & 5 (NetLogo)
Measurement

Comparison

Fidelity - VBS2 compared with
NetLogo (Total Dwell Time)

Non-Significant

Combined Data

Fidelity removed - Three
Contextual Scenario (Food
Aid, Gate & Sentry, Helicopter
Pad) – Comparison between
the 3

[F (2, 18) = 23.653, p < 0.000]

Total Dwell Time - Four
Vantage Point Cameras (n…1)

[F (3, 27) = 26.142, p < 0.002]

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
Three Contextual Scenario
(Food Aid, Gate & Sentry,
Helicopter Pad)

Non-Significant

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
Four Vantage Point Cameras
(1…4)

Non-Significant

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo,
Three Contextual Scenario
(Food Aid, Gate & Sentry,
Helicopter Pad) and Four
Vantage Point Cameras (1…4)
per Scenario

[F (3, 27) = 26.142, p <
0.002]

Trial 6 (VBS2) & 7 (NetLogo)
Measurement

Comparison

Fidelity - VBS2 compared with
NetLogo (Total Dwell Time)

Non-Significant

Combined Data

Fidelity removed - Three
Contextual Scenario (Food
Aid, Gate & Sentry, Helicopter
Pad) – Comparison between
the 3

Non-Significant

Total Dwell Time - Four
Vantage Point Cameras (n…1)

[F (3, 27) = 7.704 p < 0.001]
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Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
Three Contextual Scenario
(Food Aid, Gate & Sentry,
Helicopter Pad)

[F (2, 18) = 4.235, p <
0.031]

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo and
Four Vantage Point Cameras
(1…4)

[F (3, 27) = 4.235, p <
0.001]

Fidelity - VBS2, NetLogo,
Three Contextual Scenario
(Food Aid, Gate & Sentry,
Helicopter Pad) and Four
Vantage Point Cameras (1…4)
per Scenario

[F (6, 54) = 57.405, p <
0.037].

Table 6.15 summarises the findings by trial groups. As in trial 2 & 3 the observers were allowed
to look around freely it serves as the baseline. The baseline will help to answer the thesis
question 1a, 2, 2b, and 3.
Comparing the total data between VBS2 and NetLogo returned a non-significant effect in all six
trails. This suggests that there is no difference in dwelling times when the data is measured in
trials. This finding then suggests that the difference between the two fidelities is not great.
When the removing fidelity from the measurement trials 2, 3, 4 and 5, all showed significant
effects between the three contextual scenarios, suggesting that dwell times between the
scenarios were still sufficiently different. However trial 6 & 7 returned a non-significant effect,
suggesting that between the three contextual scenarios there was no significant difference.
Intelligence was given in trial 6 & 7 which required the observers to look for suspicious vehicles
which were in all three contextual scenarios. This could help explain the reason for the nonsignificant effect, as it could suggest observers spent an even level of time searching for the
vehicles in all three contextual scenarios.
The six trials all returned a significant effect when comparing the total dwell time of all four
vantage point cameras, which means that angles of the camera have an effect on the observers
dwell time.
Trial 2, 3, 6 and 7 show a significant effect between the fidelities and the contextual scenarios
which means the observers dwell differently on the contextual scenarios depending on the fidelity
(answering question 2 – does the level of fidelity in the virtual environment have an effect on how
observers perceive). However trial 4 & 5 were the intelligence was given regarding suspicion
around the food aid, returned of a non-significant effect. This implies that the intelligence had
effect which potentially was stronger than that between fidelities and contextual scenarios.
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Trial 6 & 7 returned a different measurement compared to trial 4 & 5, however this does not
contradict the suggestion that intelligence has a significant effect because unlike the food aid
contextual scenario which was in one area, the vehicle intelligence encouraged observers to look
at all three contextual scenarios. This is also shown in Fig. 6.23 and 6.24 which show the
observers dwelling in the contextual scenarios that had vehicles. Therefore a difference in dwell
time between fidelities and contextual scenarios should occur because vehicles were placed in
different scenario for VBS2 and NetLogo which clearly shows that briefings have an effect on the
observers (Thesis question 1a).
The measurement between fidelity and the four vantage point cameras (overall value of the three
contextual scenarios vantage point cameras) for trial 2, 3, 4 and 5 returned a non-significant
effect between VBS2 and NetLogo‘s four cameras.

Although this analysis is an overall

measurement, and removes the measurement of context, it has some significance as it shows
that observers had similar dwell times in VBS2 and NetLogo regardless of whether intelligence
was given or not. However trial 6 & 7 did return a significant effect implying that that intelligence
did affect the observers somehow. The non-significant effect resulting from trail 4 & 5 could be
because the intelligence informed the observer to concentrate in one contextual area (food aid)
creating no differences in NetLogo or VBS2. This could be suggesting that ―phy
sical‖ fidelity is
being overshadowed by ―
psychological‖ fidelity through the briefings and that this has an effect on
the observers. It was expected that trial 6 & 7 return a significant effect because the vehicles are
in different cameras in VBS2 and NetLogo.
What is of interest which isn‘t so clearly definable is that trial 2 & 3 allowed observers freedom to
dwell wherever, however this creates a non-effect in such that the was no difference in NetLogo
four cameras to VBS2 four cameras.
The final measurement analysed the all three measurements fidelity, three contextual scenarios
and their four vantage point cameras. All six runs produce a significant effect. This correlates
with the graphs in section 6.4.1.7 which illustrates that there are difference between NetLogo,
VBS2, three contextual scenario and the four vantage point cameras. This suggests that fidelity,
combined with contextual scenarios and different angles of the cameras generates differences in
the observers dwell times. The provision of a briefing also has an effect on the observers as it can
still be seen in the graphs that the observer dwell times leaned towards what the intelligence was
suggesting. Similar patterns appear when comparing the experts with naïve observers dwell time
throughout the contextual scenarios and cameras, the differences in the dwell times suggest that
experts are spending more time searching for suspicious activities.
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6.4.2

Text analysis between VBS2 and NetLogo comments

What will also be analysed in this section is the text feedback from each observer, each observer
was ask after each trial what they thought was happening. This data has been mined looking for
strength in words. This builds a web connection of word that the observers kept using to describe
each trial.
During the trials, the verbal feedback from observers was recorded. This data is analysed in this
section of the thesis. The same question was asked to each observer every time a trial was
conducted. The question was: ―W
hat do you think is happening?‖ This question would hopefully
help gather information on what observes felt was happening in each trial. It could also help to
see if there is a difference between the naïve and the expert responses.
The Author recorded the feedback provided by each observer and used firstly Excel and then the
text mining software SPSS Text Analytical for Surveys 4 to analyse the comments made for
consistencies and relationships between key works in each trial.
SPSS Text Analytical for Surveys 4 analyses key words or recurring words over the complete run
of comments. It does this by analysing the words and then looking at the three words that follow
to see if a correlation can be made. An example of this would be ―
helicopter space pad‖ would be
analysed as ―h
elicopter pad‖. The SPSS Text Analytical for Surveys 4 software then highlights
this as a keyword.
The Author built categories for these keywords. For example, if an observer suggested that a
vehicle looked military and another observer suggested the vehicle was a military jeep then only
one category was produces know as ‗Military Vehicles‘. The software produces a diagram of the
categories of key words showing the strengths of the categories as a circle. The larger the circle,
the more respondents used a word in that category. The circles are joined by lines which create a
web diagram. The lines represent correlations between the categories, which are the number of
shared respondents between those two categories. An example would be ―la
nding zone‖ circle
with a line drawn to ―Helico
pter‖ circle.

Fig. 6.26 shows an example of the graphical

representation of expert responses to trial 2 helicopter landing zone scenario.
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Fig. 6.26 Trial 2 expert responses to the helicopter landing zone scenario
All the web diagrams produced from the analysis of verbal responses can be found in Appendix
B. In order to simplify the comparative analysis between VBS2/NetLogo and naïve/expert
observers, the categories with the highest strengths have been summarised in a table, for each
trial pair.
6.4.1.10 Trial 2 and 3 Text Analysis
Table 6.16 shows the three highest categories of keywords from the both the naïve and expert
observers for trial 2 and 3.
Trial 2 and 3 allowed the observer to freely observer and it has brought with it responses of what
the observers perceiving their world to be. This analysis is at its highest level, the tables are to
comparing the categories of keywords between the expert and naïve observer. It also helps
highlight difference between VBS2 and NetLogo. Table 6.16 shows how the observers saw the
three contextual scenarios before intelligence was given to them.
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Table 6.16 Text Analysis for Trial 2 & 3
Food Aid

Trial 2 & 3
1
VBS2

2

NetLogo

Expert
People
Moving/Walking

Beach

Noticed/Assumed Guards
Actions Happening
People
Vehicle (Types)

Noticed/Assumed
Actions Happening
Types of People
Noticed/Assumed
1
Actions Happening
Noticed/Assumed Supplies
2
Actions Happening
Types of People
3 Groups
3

Gate & Sentry

Naïve
People

Naïve
Area

Convoy/Moving
Vehicles
Area
Vehicle (Types)

Expert
Area

Helicopter Pad
Naïve
Expert
Helicopter Landing, Helicopter
Taking off or
Loading
Helicopter
Landing Zone

Noticed/Assumed
Actions Happening
Checkpoint
Buildings

Individuals

Noticed/Assumed Helicopter
Helicopter
Actions Happening
Area
Noticed/Assumed People
Actions Happening
People
People
Camera

Interestingly there are similarities between the naïve responses and the expert responses. An
example of this is the VBS2 food aid which sees both naïve and expert observers referring to
people in the virtual environment. However the expert responses had a tendency focus more on
what was happening in the virtual environment. For example, in the food aid scenario, the number
one keyword category was the referral to what the people where doing, which was that people
where moving/walking, not the simple fact that they were there.
The keyword category ―
Noticed or Assumed Actions Happening‖ is a group of keywords that the
observers used to describe what he/she perceived was happening.

For example an expert

observer noticed that people were jumping over the barrier of the food aid, whilst the naïve
observer noticed that people were walking along a beach front. Two completely different opinions
were recorded possibly because both observers saw the virtual world differently from a contextual
point of view. One observer was from Saudi Arabia. This was the one who felt the food aid
scenario was a beach front and not as a food aid. The expert saw things differently and noticed it
was a food aid area and that someone had been jumping over the barrier. However this is only
one example and some naïve observers did notice greater detail than the experts.
Another interesting find is how close the naïve observer‘s categories are to the experts. In the
lower fidelity NetLogo it suggests that the observers become more descriptive. For example in the
food aid scenario, both naïve and expert observers suggest that not all people were the same by
referring to the colour they were (the category for this was‖ Types of People‖).
6.4.1.11 Trial 4 and 5 Text Analysis
The text analyse of trial 4 & 5 should hopefully illustrate a difference between trial 2 & 3 and how
experts differs from naïve observers when intelligence is given.

Trial 4 and 5 provided the

observer with information that there was a suspicious person in the food aid area. Table 6.17
illustrates that the observer‘s began to talk more about the food aid area and what was
happening. The keyword categories ―T
ypes of People‖ and ―
Groups‖ seem to increase. For
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example, the category ―Ty
pes of People‖ has keywords in them that observer suggest that colour
was different types of people. These colours include blue people, white people etc.
This shows the naïve observers began to suggest that colour represented different type‘s people
and that different people where in groups.

Throughout both fidelities the reference towards

people, supplies and the movement suggests that the fidelity played little or no part in assisting
the task of identifying ―if‖ there was a suspicious person in the food aid scenario.
It is unclear from Table 6.17 if the expert observers described anything differently compared to
naïve observers. The only main difference is that experts saw groups.
Table 6.17 Text Analysis for Trial 4 & 5
Trial 4 & 5

VBS2

Food Aid
Naïve
People
1
Moving/Walking
Supplies
2
3

1
NetLogo

2
3

Expert
Groups

Gate & Sentry

Helicopter Pad

Types of People

Noticed/Assumed Guards
Actions Happening

Expert
Naïve
Noticed/Assumed Helicopter
Actions Happening
Convoy/Moving
People
Vehicles
Area
Noticed/Assumed
Actions Happening

People

People
Moving/Walking

Area

Convoy/Moving
Vehicles

Types of People

Groups

Guards

Area

Supplies

Noticed/Assumed Vehicle (Types)
Actions Happening

Types of People

Naïve
Area
Vehicle (Types)

People

Expert
Helicopter
People
Noticed/Assumed
Actions Happening

Helicopter

Helicopter
Landing, Taking
off, or Loading
Helicopter Landing, Helicopter
Taking off, or
Loading
People
People

6.4.1.12 Trial 6 and 7 Text Analysis
This analysis of trial 6 & 7 should illustrate a shift in what observers described towards vehicle
types, convoys and movement compared to in trial 4 & 5. This is because the intelligence
suggested that there was a suspicious vehicle in the area. Trial 4 & 5 illustrated an increased in
descriptiveness about the food aid area.
Table 6.18 Text Analysis for Trial 6 & 7
Food Aid

Trial 6 & 7
1

VBS2

People
2 Moving/Walking

3

NetLogo

Naïve
People

Vehicle (Types)

1 People
People
2 Moving/Walking

3

Vehicle (Types)

Expert
Vehicle (Types)

Gate & Sentry
Naïve
Vehicle (Types)

Noticed/Assumed Area
Actions Happening

Expert
Convoy/Moving
Vehicles
Vehicle (Types)

Area

Helicopter Pad
Naïve
Helicopter

Expert
Landing Zone

Helicopter Landing, People
Taking off, or
Loading
People
Noticed/Assumed
Actions Happening

Supplies

Individuals

Groups

Vehicle (Types)

People

Helicopter

Vehicle (Types)

Convoy/Moving
Vehicles

Vehicle (Types)

Helicopter Landing, People
Taking off, or
Loading
People
Noticed/Assumed
Actions Happening

Noticed/Assumed Noticed/Assumed Area
Actions Happening Actions Happening

Landing Zone
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Table 6.18 shows an increase in the observers responding to the intelligence report by describing
more about vehicles in the three contextual scenarios. The category ―Ve
hicle (Types) comprises
different keywords that observers used to describe the vehicles they saw in the cameras (i.e.
truck, car, jeep etc.). Other categories used describe if the vehicles where moving or if they were
in convoy (which the expert used frequently).
Tables 6.16 and 6.17 show how the descriptive change in the observer‘s response in the food aid
area now includes the vehicle category. This clearly suggests that the observer had listened to
the information provided. The gate & sentry area also shows an increased response to the types
of vehicles.
Table 6.17 does not clear distinguish between the expert and naïve observer responses. The only
difference is in the number of responses. However, the experts noticed that there was a convoy
moving in VBS2 gate & sentry scenario whilst the naïve observers did not.

This could be

because one expert was a serving British Army Office and could identify the actual types of
vehicles in the virtual environment. This is something that the naïve observers could not do;
however they did notice that the vehicles were not the same.
6.4.1.13 Trial text analysis conclusion
The text analysis provides an insight into to what observers saw in the virtual world. The Author
noted that even thought the world was virtual, the observers still associated that there was
people, types of people and groups even when the fidelity was lowered.
The only suggestion that can be gathered from how the experts analysed the world virtual to the
naïve was by the ranking of the categories. The detail which is in the Excel spreadsheet shows
that the British Army officer could identify the types of vehicles in the virtual world.
It can also be concluded that intelligence does alter how the observer responded to the three
contextual scenarios and this is evidenced in the verbal responses to the trials. By analysing the
verbal text from trial 2 & 3 which was a free to look anywhere it allows a baseline to be drawn on
and a comparison can be made when looking at the rest of the trials.

It is clear from this

comparison that there is a clear alteration when intelligence is provided to how the perception
(response) of the observer changes.
When looking to answer thesis question 2b (Will differences be sufficient to demonstrate that
fidelity does make a difference) just using the text analysis, then it appears that fidelity doesn‘t
alter the observer‘s awareness of what is happening. This is evidenced in the tables which
indicate that the keyword categories are similar in both VBS2 and NetLogo.
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The text analysis also demonstrates that both levels of observers had awareness of what was
happening in the virtual environment meaning that thesis question 1 can be answered that overall
the observers did understanding what was happening in each contextual scenario and that it did
not drastically alter between the fidelities.
Thesis 1a asks whether briefings matter to an observer‘s ability to detect what is happening in a
virtual environment. When intelligence (briefing) was provide in trial 4 & 5 there was increase
awareness of people, group‘s types of people, movement and noticing something etc. The same
happened when intelligence was provided for trial 6 & 7 evidenced by an increased awareness of
vehicles.

This suggests that intelligence does affect the observer‘s ability to detect what is

happening in the virtual environment.
What was less clear was whether there is a definitive difference between the experts and naïve
observer‘s text, almost suggesting there isn‘t any. What might affect the responses is if the task
required a detail description of objects, then an expert might have produced a more detailed
account of the objects in the virtual environment. There was some small evidence of this as the
experts could identify vehicle types.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Conclusions
The thesis was originally sponsored by HS-C to conduct research towards understanding
insurgents ‗perception of intent‘ using different levels of fidelity. This did not come about and the
research developed more into a semi-military/civilian and focused on understanding how
observers perceive whilst using different levels of physical fidelity (achieved through games
technologies). Two experiments were designed and conducted.
In the first experiment differences in physical fidelity were achieved by using NetLogo and VBS.
The contextual scenario which was needed and seem to reflect on SMEs experience was
hypothesised around a food aid distribution, in which people need to get food and followed the
rules in doing so. To add the perception of ‗intent‘ in the contextual scenario, an individual
breaking the rule and stealing the food from other individuals was added. Two different briefs,
verbal and written were given in this experiment.
Experiment II developed from experiment I, removing the briefing types with only a verbal brief
given. The static slide show converted into a dynamic motion video to create a richer virtual
environment based on SME and organisational visits (CCTV) and adding more contextual
scenarios to the environment which included the food aid distribution, gated area around a
military base and a helicopter landing zone.
The thesis question set out to answer question about fidelity, provision of information (from
briefing) and naïve and expert differences.

7.1.1
1.

Detecting what is happening in a virtual environment

Can observers detect what is happening in a virtual environment?

In Experiment I, it appears that observers have difficulty detecting what is happening correctly in
a virtual environment when no direct briefing on what to look for was provided. In this experiment
the observers were provided with verbal and written information about the scenario and what was
happening, the information did not clearly state what the people in the virtual environment where
doing, however hints were provided in the briefings. Therefore it can be said that the observers
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were using their own understand understanding to determine what was happening in the virtual
world. The information provided in the five options was varied and they had to make a choice
based on the briefing and what was in front of them. Whilst there were some options that had
higher mean confidence than others, overall the mean confidences were low in all options (never
above 50%) and there was high standard deviation indicating a low level of consensus.
All observers in Experiment I were novices and the experiments were timed. There is therefore
the possibility that they needed greater clarification to gain an understanding of what was
happening in the virtual environment and/or that they needed more time to get familiar with the
scenarios. Parallels could be drawn with (G. Klein, 1999) “Recognition-Primed Decision Model”
(see Fig. 2.1) as the observers had no experience in the situation and were provided with limited
relevant cues and expectancies. As such it was difficult for them to identify anomalies, as
evidenced by the broad spread in standard deviation. They also had limited opportunity to clarify
the data given. The outcome may have been different if the information in the options provided
was more precise.
What is also not known is what impact the time restrictions had on the observer‘s ability to learn.
Repeating the experiment with same students again or not having a time restriction could have
returned different results.
Informal comments relayed back from both experiments, and hence not included in the results,
also provided interesting insights. Some observers assumed that the different colour of
individuals in the virtual world meant that they belonged to different groups. Other observers
thought that the colours represented emotional states. This implies that observers showed some
indication of forming groups or creating mental rules without any intelligence having been
provided.
Experiment I also considered whether or not observers were able to notice someone breaking the
rules, which they did not. The data showed low mean confidence in the options and the spread of
deviation was high between the options.
Experiment II had different effect on the observers suggest through the text analysis that there
was an understanding of what was happening in the virtual environment if before any information
was given. This could be because Experiment I did not have dynamic motion but used static
slide shows to create movement potentially overriding the impact of confidence on what was
happening. The removal of static slide shows and moving to dynamic motion in experiment II may
have helped responders understand the virtual environment better. This draws some parallel to
(Michotte, 1963) notion that motion is key not fidelity and that low fidelity can still produce results
(perception of causality).
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These last two observations (the instinct to create groups and the inability of observers to detect
someone breaking the rules in Experiment I) both reinforce the importance of crowds and
understanding their behaviour and context. Without the existence of a crowd it becomes harder to
understand and detect when someone is doing something ‗out of the norm‘. A good
understanding of the ‗norm is important. This ties in closely to both fidelity and expertise
conclusions below.
1a.

Does the provision of a briefing help?

The provision of a briefing appears to have an impact on the observer‘s. Unlike Experiment I,
observers in Experiment II were provided with direct intelligence (i.e. the briefings) and there was
a visible shift in the focus of their attention, evidenced by the change in dwell times in trials 4 and
5. The shift was not visible for trials 6 and 7, but this was expected because the intelligence could
have been applicable to all three scenarios.
What cannot be said is whether the provision of a briefing is necessarily a good thing. During the
visit to REME, the Author was informed that the trainers had included a person on the rooftop in
the training but had not informed the trainees. The trainees did not notice the presence of this
individual presumably because they were focused on the task at hand. Hence their briefing
redirected their attention but also eroded their awareness of other factors that were happening,
even if these were potentially relevant to the task at hand. The challenge is to get the level of
briefing right.
1b.

Does the type of briefing matter?

During SME interviews the Author was informed that both verbal and written briefings were
provided in military and policing contexts. Therefore, Experiment I included the provision of either
verbal or written information during the experiment. The results overall were inconclusive.
Whilst verbal and written briefings were not re-examined in Experiment II, this experiment offered
a more direct briefing which did have an effect.

7.1.2
2.

Effect of fidelity on observer perception

Does the level of fidelity in the virtual environment have an effect on how observers
perceive?
2a. Do responses become more accurate?
2b. Will differences be sufficient to demonstrate that fidelity does make a
difference?

The results were mixed.
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At the highest level, based on experiment II, physical fidelity does have an effect on observers.
However what causes this is not clear because further analysis cannot conclude on whether it is
the context, the fidelity or the vantage points of the cameras that are causing the significant effect
to occur. Furthermore a significant effect was not shown in the high level analysis of experiment I.
Concentrating on the impact of physical fidelity in experiment II, VBS2 showed an overall higher
dwell time compared to NetLogo. This implies that the higher fidelity was able to attract the
attention of the observer for longer times. However, this is not always a good thing in terms of
being able to achieve the task at hand.
When direct information to search in an area was provided in experiment II, the focus on the task
overrode the physical fidelities of VBS2 and NetLogo and showed a non-significant difference for
trials 4 & 5. This suggests that psychological fidelity (task) became important than the physical
fidelity. Trial 6 & 7 showed a significant difference which could suggest that the assumption of trial
4 & 5 are incorrect.

However trial 4 & 5 concentrated on one are (food aid), whereas the

intelligence in trial 6 & 7 referred to vehicles which were in different areas.

Therefore it is

believed the information proved in all four trials drew the observer away from the physical fidelity
and leaned more to conduct what the task required the observers to do (psychological fidelity).
Looking at experiment II trial 2 & 3, observers gave similar responses to what was happening in
the virtual environment regardless of the level of fidelity (VBS2 vs. NetLogo) and without any
information having been provided. In other words, responses did not become more accurate.
This would be similar to the Author‘s own experience in Radars systems. In his experience it isn‘t
the level of fidelity that is need to make informed judgments. Why don‘t Radar systems have high
fidelity, with ships and airplanes? This is because it is not necessary to clutter the screen with
realistic information to achieve the desired task. Radar systems remove distractions as the
operator needs to make fast decisions on potential threats and navigational safety. High fidelity
could lead to distraction (unnecessary noise). The increased dwell times in VBS2 could be due to
similar increased noise. Whilst observers may engage more with the environment this does not
mean they do well at the task.
The visit REME School reflects this to a certain extent in that the change from the level of fidelity
from OHP training to VBS2 created a greater interaction in the classroom participants. However
it is not known whether the greater interaction also had a corresponding effect on how trainees
perceived or how well they performed the task.
Furthermore experiment II showed clear preference to certain cameras and therefore suggested
that the vantage points in these cameras provided a more interesting or clearer perspective.
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7.1.3
3.

Differences between naïve and expert observers

Is there a difference between a naïve observer and one who has had experiences in
observation or intelligence gathering skills (expert)?

Even prior to running the experiments, SME interviews and literature reviewed implied that
experience and a good understanding of context played an important part in an observer‘s ability
to understand what is happening and identifying deviations from the norm. Furthermore, it was
apparent that passing on cultural awareness and personal experience can be challenging.
However, identifying the ‗norm‘ is important because without understanding ‗everyday things‘ you
cannot identify deviations. The Author‘s attempts to define cues in a military context were not
successful, but this would have been ambitions as it became apparent that the best providers of
intelligence are the individuals on the ground, who are regularly on patrol.
Obtaining SMEs for the experiments was not easy and therefore only experiment II looked at this
thesis question. Even in this case the number of experts was not the same as the number of
novices which meant that meaningful statistical analyses could not be conducted.
However, the dwell time patterns of SMEs and novices were compared and in most cases were
similar. Whilst the patterns were similar, the actual dwell times differed in some cases. This could
be a potential indication that SMEs are better trained and therefore better at distinguishing
between background noise and relevant information.

Experts were also marginally more

descriptive in the text analysis. Unfortunately these hypotheses cannot be proven due to the
limitations described above.

7.2 Recommendations
The Author feels that there were a number of interesting insights from this thesis. Due to the
breadth of the topic and the large volume of variables needed to be considered, it would be
recommended

that further analyses

are conducted.

Further

investigation

of existing

experimenting experiment results could consider the following:
Realistic (or improved) definition of context and cues to be tested;
Secure a larger number of experts to perform additional experiments addressing thesis
question 3;
Re-running experiment I adding dynamic motion;
Re-running experiment I without time limits or increasing the time;
Re-running experiment I limiting the option selection to 1 option;
Re-running experiment without
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Introducing someone ‗breaking the rules‘ in experiment II;
Reducing/varying the level of information provided in experiment II;
Varying brief types for experiment II; and
Comparing VBS2 and Videos for experiment II.
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APPENDECIES
APPENDIX A
1.0 Pairwise Comparison
Table 1.1 Pairwise Comparison (Distribution of Information)
Measure:MEASURE_1
Mean
Difference (I(I) TextOptions (J) TextOptions
J)
Std. Error
*
1
2
7.599
1.802
3
-1.044
2.253
4
3.018
2.625
5
5.926
1.967
2
1
-7.599*
1.802
3
-8.643*
2.626
4
-4.581
2.619
5
-1.673
2.081
3
1
1.044
2.253
*
2
8.643
2.626
4
4.062
3.004
5
6.970*
2.173
4
1
-3.018
2.625
2
4.581
2.619
3
-4.062
3.004
5
2.908
2.342
5
1
-5.926
1.967
2
1.673
2.081
3
-6.970*
2.173
4
-2.908
2.342
Based on estimated marginal means
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.

Sig.a
.003
1.000
1.000
.062
.003
.032
.936
1.000
1.000
.032
1.000
.039
1.000
.936
1.000
1.000
.062
1.000
.039
1.000

95% Confidence Interval for
Differencea
Lower Bound Upper Bound
2.006
13.192
-8.038
5.950
-5.129
11.165
-.180
12.033
-13.192
-2.006
-16.795
-.491
-12.710
3.547
-8.132
4.787
-5.950
8.038
.491
16.795
-5.262
13.385
.226
13.715
-11.165
5.129
-3.547
12.710
-13.385
5.262
-4.360
10.177
-12.033
.180
-4.787
8.132
-13.715
-.226
-10.177
4.360
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Table 1.2 Pairwise Comparison (12 Cameras)

Measure:MEASURE_1

(I) Cameras
1

2

3

4

5

(J) Cameras
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1

Mean
Difference (IJ)
6.223
17.108*
18.589*
-3.491
-2.622
10.910
15.500*
.209
2.479
9.934
15.429*
-6.223
10.885*
12.366
-9.714
-8.845
4.687
9.277
-6.014
-3.744
3.711
9.206
-17.108*
-10.885*
1.481
-20.599
-19.731
-6.198
-1.608
-16.899*
-14.630
-7.174
-1.679
-18.589*
-12.366
-1.481
-22.080
-21.212*
-7.679
-3.089
-18.380*
-16.111
-8.656
-3.160
3.491

Std. Error
3.029
2.101
2.754
5.423
4.822
3.112
2.466
3.550
4.059
4.106
2.755
3.029
1.926
2.983
5.908
4.652
3.065
3.618
3.408
4.005
4.524
3.927
2.101
1.926
1.802
5.273
4.402
2.377
2.489
2.742
3.572
3.116
2.766
2.754
2.983
1.802
4.509
4.245
2.182
1.744
2.288
3.948
3.259
1.918
5.423

Sig.a
1.000
.001
.006
1.000
1.000
.440
.009
1.000
1.000
1.000
.022
1.000
.021
.165
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
.001
.021
1.000
.237
.101
1.000
1.000
.011
.178
1.000
1.000
.006
.165
1.000
.056
.049
.430
1.000
.001
.182
1.000
1.000
1.000

95% Confidence Interval for
Differencea
Lower Bound Upper Bound
-8.869
21.315
6.643
27.574
4.869
32.310
-30.509
23.528
-26.644
21.400
-4.595
26.415
3.216
27.784
-17.476
17.894
-17.744
22.702
-10.522
30.390
1.705
29.154
-21.315
8.869
1.292
20.479
-2.496
27.229
-39.148
19.721
-32.021
14.331
-10.584
19.958
-8.747
27.301
-22.993
10.965
-23.697
16.209
-18.825
26.247
-10.356
28.769
-27.574
-6.643
-20.479
-1.292
-7.495
10.457
-46.870
5.672
-41.662
2.201
-18.043
5.646
-14.006
10.789
-30.559
-3.240
-32.423
3.164
-22.700
8.351
-15.458
12.100
-32.310
-4.869
-27.229
2.496
-10.457
7.495
-44.545
.385
-42.357
-.066
-18.549
3.190
-11.776
5.597
-29.778
-6.983
-35.781
3.560
-24.892
7.581
-12.717
6.397
-23.528
30.509
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6

7

8

9

2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
7
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10

9.714
20.599
22.080
.868
14.401
18.990
3.700
5.969
13.424
18.920
2.622
8.845
19.731
21.212*
-.868
13.532
18.122
2.831
5.101
12.556
18.052
-10.910
-4.687
6.198
7.679
-14.401
-13.532
4.590
-10.701*
-8.431
-.976
4.519
-15.500*
-9.277
1.608
3.089
-18.990
-18.122
-4.590
-15.291
-13.021
-5.566
-.071
-.209
6.014
16.899*
18.380*
-3.700
-2.831
10.701*
15.291
2.270

5.908
5.273
4.509
3.355
3.832
4.662
3.276
5.796
5.345
4.378
4.822
4.652
4.402
4.245
3.355
3.216
4.882
2.374
3.308
4.067
3.823
3.112
3.065
2.377
2.182
3.832
3.216
2.230
1.996
3.329
3.189
2.980
2.466
3.618
2.489
1.744
4.662
4.882
2.230
3.319
4.544
3.835
2.805
3.550
3.408
2.742
2.288
3.276
2.374
1.996
3.319
3.196

1.000
.237
.056
1.000
.297
.184
1.000
1.000
1.000
.127
1.000
1.000
.101
.049
1.000
.150
.319
1.000
1.000
.857
.072
.440
1.000
1.000
.430
.297
.150
1.000
.030
1.000
1.000
1.000
.009
1.000
1.000
1.000
.184
.319
1.000
.084
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
.011
.001
1.000
1.000
.030
.084
1.000

-19.721
-5.672
-.385
-15.844
-4.689
-4.236
-12.620
-22.905
-13.202
-2.893
-21.400
-14.331
-2.201
.066
-17.581
-2.488
-6.198
-8.995
-11.378
-7.704
-.995
-26.415
-19.958
-5.646
-3.190
-33.490
-29.552
-6.518
-20.643
-25.017
-16.862
-10.327
-27.784
-27.301
-10.789
-5.597
-42.217
-42.442
-15.698
-31.828
-35.658
-24.670
-14.042
-17.894
-10.965
3.240
6.983
-20.019
-14.657
.759
-1.246
-13.650

39.148
46.870
44.545
17.581
33.490
42.217
20.019
34.844
40.051
40.733
26.644
32.021
41.662
42.357
15.844
29.552
42.442
14.657
21.580
32.816
37.098
4.595
10.584
18.043
18.549
4.689
2.488
15.698
-.759
8.155
14.910
19.366
-3.216
8.747
14.006
11.776
4.236
6.198
6.518
1.246
9.616
13.538
13.901
17.476
22.993
30.559
29.778
12.620
8.995
20.643
31.828
18.190
185

11
9.725
3.212
12
15.220*
2.169
Based on estimated marginal means
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.

.944
.004

-6.277
4.417

25.727
26.024

Table 1.3 Pairwise Comparison (Four Advantage Point Camera n…1)
Measure:MEASURE_1
95% Confidence Interval for

Mean

Differencea

Difference (I(I) Cameras
1

2
3
4

(J) Cameras
2
3
4
1
3
4
1
2
4
1
2
3

J)
3.120
13.745*
17.600*
-3.120
10.625*
14.480*
-13.745*
-10.625*
3.855
-17.600*
-14.480*
-3.855

Std. Error
2.466
2.250
2.004
2.466
2.032
2.963
2.250
2.032
1.874
2.004
2.963
1.874

Sig.a
1.000
.001
.000
1.000
.003
.005
.001
.003
.419
.000
.005
.419

Lower Bound
-5.177
6.176
10.860
-11.418
3.789
4.511
-21.313
-17.460
-2.450
-24.340
-24.448
-10.160

Upper Bound
11.418
21.313
24.340
5.177
17.460
24.448
-6.176
-3.789
10.160
-10.860
-4.511
2.450

Based on estimated marginal means
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
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Table 1.4 Pairwise Comparison Trial 2 & 3 (Four Advantage Point Camera n…1)
Measure:MEASURE_1

(I) Camera
1

2
3
4

(J) Camera
2
3
4
1
3
4
1
2
4
1
2
3

Mean
Difference (IJ)
-.511
3.141*
4.567*
.511
3.651*
5.077*
-3.141*
-3.651*
1.426
-4.567*
-5.077*
-1.426

Std. Error
.921
.683
.827
.921
1.079
1.305
.683
1.079
.581
.827
1.305
.581

Sig.a
1.000
.008
.002
1.000
.048
.022
.008
.048
.219
.002
.022
.219

95% Confidence Interval for
Differencea
Lower Bound Upper Bound
-3.608
2.587
.844
5.437
1.785
7.349
-2.587
3.608
.021
7.281
.688
9.467
-5.437
-.844
-7.281
-.021
-.528
3.380
-7.349
-1.785
-9.467
-.688
-3.380
.528

Based on estimated marginal means
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.

Table 1.5 Pairwise Comparison Trial 4 & 5 (Four Advantage Point Camera n…1)
Measure:MEASURE_1

(I) Cameras
1

2
3
4

(J) Cameras
2
3
4
1
3
4
1
2
4
1
2
3

Mean
Difference (IJ)
3.430
7.373*
8.590*
-3.430
3.942*
5.160*
-7.373*
-3.942*
1.218
-8.590*
-5.160*
-1.218

Std. Error
1.294
1.311
1.329
1.294
.733
.988
1.311
.733
.590
1.329
.988
.590

Sig.a
.159
.002
.001
.159
.003
.003
.002
.003
.414
.001
.003
.414

95% Confidence Interval for
Differencea
Lower Bound Upper Bound
-.925
7.785
2.961
11.784
4.120
13.060
-7.785
.925
1.476
6.408
1.836
8.483
-11.784
-2.961
-6.408
-1.476
-.766
3.201
-13.060
-4.120
-8.483
-1.836
-3.201
.766

Based on estimated marginal means
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
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Table 1.6 Pairwise Comparison Trial 6 & 7 (Four Advantage Point Camera n…1)
Measure:MEASURE_1

(I) Cameras
1

2
3
4

(J) Cameras
2
3
4
1
3
4
1
2
4
1
2
3

Mean
Difference (IJ)
.199
3.230
4.443*
-.199
3.031*
4.244
-3.230
-3.031*
1.213
-4.443*
-4.244
-1.213

Std. Error
1.335
1.205
.800
1.335
.699
1.420
1.205
.699
1.124
.800
1.420
1.124

Sig.a
1.000
.151
.002
1.000
.011
.091
.151
.011
1.000
.002
.091
1.000

95% Confidence Interval for
Differencea
Lower Bound Upper Bound
-4.292
4.690
-.825
7.285
1.753
7.133
-4.690
4.292
.679
5.383
-.532
9.019
-7.285
.825
-5.383
-.679
-2.570
4.995
-7.133
-1.753
-9.019
.532
-4.995
2.570

Based on estimated marginal means
a. Adjustment for multiple comparisons: Bonferroni.
*. The mean difference is significant at the .05 level.
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APPENDIX B
1.0 Text Analysis Naïve Observers (Food Aid)

Fig 1.1

Trial 2
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Fig 1.2

Trial 3

Fig. 1.3

Trial 4
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Fig. 1.4

Trial 5

Fig 1.5

Trial 6
191

Fig. 1.6

Trial 7

2.0 Text Analysis Naïve Observers (Gate & Sentry)

Fig. 2.1

Trial 2
192

Fig. 2.2

Trial 3

Fig. 2.3

Trial 4
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Fig. 2.4

Trial 5

Fig. 2.5

Trial 6
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Fig. 2.6

Trial 7

3.0 Text Analysis Naïve Observers (Helicopter Pad)

Fig. 3.1

Trial 2
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Fig. 3.2

Trial 3

Fig. 3.3

Trial 4
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Fig. 3.4

Trial 5

Fig. 3.5

Trial 6
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Fig. 3.6

Trial 7

4.0 Text Analysis Expert Observers (Food Aid)

Fig. 4.1

Trial 2
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Fig. 4.2

Trial 3

Fig. 4.3

Trial 4
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Fig 4.4

Trial 5

Fig. 4.5

Trial 6
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Fig. 4.6

Trial 7

5.0 Text Analysis Expert Observers (Gate & Sentry)

Fig. 5.1

Trial 2
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Fig. 5.2

Trial 3

Fig. 5.3

Trial 4
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Fig. 5.4

Trial 5

Fig. 5.5

Trial 6
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Fig. 5.6

Trial 7

6.0 Text Analysis Expert Observers (Helicopter Pad)

Fig. 6.1

Trial 2
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Fig. 6.2

Trial 3

Fig. 6.3

Trial 4
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Fig. 6.4

Trial 5

Fig. 6.5

Trial 6
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Fig. 6.6

Trial 7
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